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PLEASE NOTE THERE HAS BEEN A CHANGE TO THE ORDER OF THE AUCTION. The first session is highlighted by a
November acquisition of the 140 carton mountain of stamps (see our Facebook page for a photo of our trailer). The Empire estate, an
astounding accumulation of collections, stock books, binders, auction and sales pages going back to the 1940’s ending in the early 1970’s
with strength in United States and Canada. Over 200 man hours were needed to meticulously sift through every box, book, page, glassine,
non-descript bag or envelope to unearth scarce and or valuable items. The owner was a K. Bileski and New York auction houses customer extraordinaire. We found receipts showing him spending hundreds of dollars a week in the 1940’s to thousands in the 1970’s. The
collector would buy advance collections extracting the better examples to build a core collection resulting in a powerful 19th and 20th
century front and back of the book items while the remaining secondary collections are quite advanced. Auction and sales pages from
the 1940’s filled dozens of boxes that ended up as the major portion of the United States and Canadian singles section while still leaving
hundreds of medium to high cataloging items to be offered in our famous pizza size boxes. In closing, the Empire estate was donated
to a non-profit organization that helps health and human care initiatives get off the ground by providing the initial funding and support
they need to thrive. We are proud and honored we were chosen to help with their cause. Rounding out the first session is a wonderful
selection of Civil War Patriotic single cover lots and more from the Peninsula estate of Chinese covers.
Bidding: Bids will be accepted by mail, fax, e-mail, or phone until 6:00p.m., (CST) Friday, February 17th. Bidding then will be closed
to the mail, fax, email, or phone.
Opening Bids: Opening bids will be posted on our website, www.RasdaleStamps.com and updated until Friday February 17th.
Viewing of Lots: Lots will be available for viewing in our auction gallery at 35 Chestnut Ave. as follows;
Saturday February 11th, 9:00 a.m-4:00 p.m.; Monday-Friday February 13th-17th; 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Please note that the office is closed from 12:00pm to 12:45pm everyday for lunch.
Questions Concerning Lots: If you have any questions regarding further information of any lot, please contact our office no sooner
than February 6th but no later than February 15th and we will be pleased to assist you. Requests for additional scans on any lots are
respectfully declined.
Auction Location: Rasdale Auction Gallery 37 Chestnut Ave. Westmont, IL 60559
FIRST SESSION INDEX
Saturday February 18, 2017 9:00 a.m.
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DESCRIPTIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Extremely Fine: highest quality in all respects. Very Fine: significantly better than normal. Fine: Perforations clear of design on 20th Century issues
but may cut slightly on 19th Century issues. Fair: off centered or lacking freshness. All defects specifically mentioned. Except where noted otherwise,
the values listed are the most recent Scott Catalog values. The “nh” premiums have been used, also the values listed for stamps without gum. Note
that accumulations of mixed condition can be expected to contain some items without gum and or faults.
() Unused without gum or regum when stated  o.g.  o.g., n.h. S.B. Suggested Bid
 Used  Block  Cover
 Literature $ Coins or Currency
P Proof E Essay SP Specimen hr. Hinge remnant oc. Off centered
SE Straight edge B/S Backstamp M/S Matched set pmog pencil mark on gum w/ With w/o Without

Bidding Intervals
Bids
up to $50.00
$50.00 to $100.00
$100.00 to $300.00
$300.00 to $500.00

Increase
$2.00
$5.00
$10.00
$25.00

Bids
$500.00 to $1500.00
$1500.00 to $3000.00
$3000.00 to $5000.00
$5000.00 to $10,000.00

Increase
$50.00
$100.00
$250.00
$500.00

Auction Agent:
Charles Cwiakala
1527 S. Fairview Ave. Park Ridge, IL 60068
Phone/Fax: 847-823-8747
e-mail CECwiakala@aol.com
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RASDALE STAMP COMPANY CONDITIONS OF SALE
1. Placing of any bid shall constitute full understanding and acceptance of all of the following conditions of sale:
2. All bids are per lot, as numbered in the catalogue. Bids may be submitted by mail, fax, phone, email, in person, or by an agent selected by
the buyer. Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to withdraw any lot prior to sale, to divide any lot or to group two or more lots together
into a new lot.
3. All bids are handled competitively and confidentially. Lots purchased for the highest bidder at a slight advance over the second highest bid.
Should any dispute arise between bidders, the decision of Rasdale Stamp Company as to the successful bidder; or the re-offering or resale of
the lot under dispute shall rest solely in the judgment of Rasdale Stamp Company. Rasdale Stamp Company shall regulate the bidding and
reserves the right to refuse any bid which Rasdale Stamp Company, in its sole discretion, believes to be made in bad faith. “Buy” bids are
only accepted with the understanding and acquiescence that Rasdale Stamp Company’s discretion is absolute. Any Buyer who fails to accept
these conditions shall have its bid declared null, void and of no effect.
4. Any party wishing to limit its purchases to a specified amount must indicate the desired total on the bidsheet. Amounts less than $200.00 are
respectfully declined.
5. Successful bidders who: (i) are not prequalified, with references acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company; (ii) who are not existing customers
of Rasdale Stamp Company; or, (iii) whose account is in arrears shall make payment in full prior to delivery of the lots by Rasdale Stamp
Company. Mail bidders who are not existing customers of Rasdale Stamp Company will be timely notified of the amount of their purchases.
Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right in its sole and absolute discretion to demand cash or cash equivalent at the time a lot is knocked
down to any bidder who has not previously established credit with Rasdale Stamp Company, or whose account is currently in arrears. In the
event any buyer refuses to pay cash for any lot at the time it is knocked down to him, Rasdale Stamp Company reserves the right to re-offer
the lot immediately for sale to the highest bidder.
6. If the lot(s) have not been paid within 21 days from the date of mailing of notice of the awarding of sale, then said lot sales may be declared
in default; resold; and, any losses arising from such resale shall be charged to the party in default.
7. Auction floor Buyers; or their Agents bidding on the Auction floor, must pick up the lots within 7 calendar days of the auction.
8. All shipping costs will be charged to the buyer and will be shipped by a method requiring a signature upon delivery. Domestic shipments will
be made by certified mail, registered mail or UPS ground. Buyers of large lots without street addresses will be charged an additional $5.00 per
box handling fee. International shipments will be made by registered mail (for total value of up to $400), USPS Express Mail (for total value
of $401 to $2,500), or UPS services for shipments in excess of $2,500.00. International buyers are responsible for any customs or brokerage
fees as well as any taxes (i.e., VAT, PST/GST). Any questions regarding shipping or costs must be addressed prior to bidding.
9. A late charge of 2% per month will be charged to all past due accounts of over 30 days from the invoice date. All attorneys fees, court costs,
and other collection costs incurred by Rasdale Stamp Company in respect to overdue accounts will be payable by the buyer. All parties agree
that the laws of Illinois shall govern all transactions, with venue and jurisdiction residing in the courts of DuPage County, Illinois for any
suit initiated by or against Rasdale Stamp Company by reason of any auction. The laws of Illinois shall prevail over all matters and not as a
venue for Conflict of Laws to or for any other state. All auction offers shall be offers advanced solely for execution in the State of Illinois.
The provision for late charges shall be void in any state where this provision is unlawful.
10. A 16% premium will be added to the Hammer Price as part of the total purchase price. Checks drawn on foreign banks will be subject to a $10
service charge. Illinois sales tax of 7.50% will be collected on the total purchase price of all Illinois residents unless the buyer has a Certificate
of Resale on file with Rasdale Stamp Company. All customs and or duties are the responsibility of the buyer.
11. All lots are sold as genuine. Lots accompanied by a valid Expert Certificate issued within 5 years prior to the auction date shall not be subject
to re-certification.
12. The following conditions apply to requests for Expertization:
a) The lot must be paid for in full including 16% premium and forwarding costs, if any;
b) The lot must be submitted by Rasdale Stamp Company or the bidder to an Expertizing Committee acceptable to Rasdale Stamp Company
within 21 days of the date of sale;
c) If submitted to the Expertizing Committee by the successful bidder, a copy of the application form shall be simultaneously forwarded to
Rasdale Stamp Company;
d) Lots containing more than one stamp may not be placed on extention.
e) If the Expertizing review is not completed and the results provided to Rasdale Stamp Company within 90 Calendar Days of the auction date,
then Buyer shall notify Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay prior to the expiration of the 90-day period. Since all lot sales are normally
cleared within 90 days, if Buyer fails to inform Rasdale Stamp Company of the delay, then Rasdale Stamp Company may consider the purchase
final and distribute the sale proceeds to the Seller as a Buyer acceptance of the tendered lots. Absent timely notice and request for additional
time being received by Rasdale Stamp Company, in writing, prior to the 90 days clearance, this transaction may be deemed closed and final
by Rasdale Stamp Company with Seller acceptance without objection, and with waiver of default or any claim for refund from the Buyer or
Rasdale Stamp Company.
f) Expertization costs shall be incurred by the buyer. However, should an adverse opinion be rendered on Authentication, but not due to condition and or grading, then Rasdale Stamp Company will forward an immediate refund of: (i) the cost of the certificate, which shall not to
exceed $50.00; (ii) the full purchase price; and (iii) the commission, provided the lot is timely returned to Rasdale Stamp Company in the
same condition as when purchased.
g) No lot can be returned in any circumstance due to “grading” since it is highly subjective.
13. A lot, in which the description is incorrect, is returnable within 5 days of receipt and must be received by the Rasdale Stamp Company within
21 days from the date of the auction. Provided, however, lots cannot be returned under the following conditions: 1) the lot contains 10 or more
stamps; 2) there is mention of faults, defects, or “condition mixed” in the listing description; or, 3) the lot was inspected by the buyer or the
buyer’s authorized agent prior to bid or purchase. Lots described “as is” are not returnable under any circumstances. All disputed lots must
be returned intact, and in the condition received by the buyer. Collections, accumulations etc., are not returnable under any circumstances.
14. Title shall not pass to the buyer until Rasdale Stamp Company has received full payment. Full payment is defined as cash or cash equivalent
receipt of sale proceeds by Rasdale Stamp Company. Delays may accrue due to credit card fee transfers, check deposit subject to collection and
the like. Receipt of a non-certified funds check shall not be construed as payment until funds are fully vested in Rasdale Stamp Company.
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First Session
Saturday February 18, 2017 9:00am
SUPPLIES AND LITERATURE
1

/
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4
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8



9



10



Five full heavy cartons of still useable supplies for any accomplished collector from the Empie estate. Includes: thousands of new and
newish glassines in boxes according to size, various unopened black mount strips, Vario stocksheets, stockbooks, and best of all over
25 unopened bags of Dennison (29 cent) hinges. Useful in many ways and hard to find at these low prices. (Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Four cartons of new and gently used supplies. Consist albums, albums with slipcases, empty slipcases, binders, and stock books from
various manufacturers. A potpourri to savor.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Several hundred black plastic unused mounts (mainly Showguards) in various sizes.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Three of our largest cartons containing all the supplies received from a consignor. Encompasses clean albums including four Scott
International “Brownies”, Scott, Lighthouse, binders, and stockbooks.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Literature Accumulation of several dozen philatelic books. All have been pictured on our website. The best are the forty-two Billig
Handbooks and the three volume Boggs.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
All the literature from a large consignment boiled down from nine cartons to three by removing all the none helpful 1976-1989
catalogs from the Empire estate. This leaves a remaining three full cartons of useful and valuable stamp related literature. Some are
not often seen like: Bileski copies of “A Century of Liberian Philately” and an unwrapped version of the ROC book “An Illustrated
Catalog”. Much, much more. Perfect for any philatelic library.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
All the literature from a large train Marklin consignment in six heavy cartons. Emphasis of catalogs, magazines, product guides,
track plans, and reference materials from this collector from the 1960’s to 2000’s. Includes six binders of 1992-2004 Marklin Insider,
dozens and dozens of Marklin magazines with a few from the 1940’s which would be worth framing for the artwork. There are many
items written in German. Approximately weight of 260 lbs., call or email for shipping quote. A must have for the serious Marklin
aficionado.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----All the literature as received from the consignor in two banker boxes. Around twenty books including Volume 1-4 US Stamps from
(Webphoto) S.B. ----1937 signed by the author Max Johl and several This is Philately by Kenneth Woods.
Literature Group of thirteen various hard cover books and twenty-six different United States Specialists. Clean and saleable.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Lionel model railroad reference group. Includes a 6 volume hard cover set, “A Collector’s Guide and History to Lionel Trains”,
signed by the authors, Tom Mc Comas and James Touhy. Also included is a group of 8 soft cover Greenberg’s price guides and a repair
manual. Very high original cost with a shipping weight of 23lbs, call or email for a shipping rate quote.
(Webphoto) S.B. -----

COINS AND CURRENCY
11
$
Fantastic US silver coins from an older accumulation. The best are 27 Morgan and Peace dollars from 1878 to 1923 from circulated
to near uncirculated condition including four 1889 and nine 1921 Morgans. Also, entails $15.30 face circulated silver coins of which
most are Mercury dimes in a cigar tube. A 1977 Eisenhower dollar rounds this holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----12
$
Accumulation of twenty 1923 Peace Dollars in uncirculated condition. Appears to have been an original roll; but not sure.
(Webphoto) S.B.----13
$
1978 1 ounce Proof gold and silver Beavers in original plastic holder and with COA from the Empire estate. Minted by Johnson
Matthey & Mallory in Canada.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----14
$
All the framed United States art as received from a consignment. Consists mainly of gas station bronze or brass medals, U.S. “polished’ coin sets including a small percentage of silver plus miscellany. Most of the value is an album of 50 Bicentennial sterling medals
in FDCs. OFFICE PICK-UP ONLY.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----15
$
1952 and 1953 United States proof sets still in their original cellos and boxes.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----16
$
United States coin selection. Consists of 10 1968, 20 1969 Proof sets still in their original shipping boxes, 2 1966 SMS and ten 1957 to
1964 Silver Proof sets.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----17
$
Original holding of sixty-two 40% silver Kennedy half dollars from 1966-1969.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----18
$
Canada mainly coin accumulation in a pizza size box from the Empire estate. Most of the value is in the five silver proof like, five
mint coin sets from 1961 to 1965, and five uncirculated 1965 silver dollars as well as miscellany.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----19
$
Venezuela coin collection in two unusual Venezuelan manufactured albums from 1876 to 1967. Comprises half bolivars to five bolivars coins by date. Not complete but still well filled with plenty of silver coins. Condition runs from poor/fair to average circulated
condition. A rare opportunity to purchase this uncommon offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----20
$
Outstanding original assortment of uncirculated United States Federal Reserve Notes that have been in a safe deposit for decades.
Comprises eight 1950 B $5.00 having consecutive serial numbers, one 1950 B $5.00 Star note, five 1950 A $10.00, eighteen 1950 and
1950 B $20.00, and five 1950 $100.00. Coming along for the ride are 11 1976 $2.00 of which five were canceled in Hinsdale, Illinois
with stamps as Bicentennial souvenirs.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----21
$
Phenomenal original selection of uncirculated mainly United States Silver Certificates that have been in storage in a safe deposit for
decades. Includes eleven 1957, 1957B $1.00 of which two are Star notes, five are consecutive serial numbers, two are almost uncirculated and one 1935 D dirty circulated, ten 1934 D $5.00 of which there are one set of four and five consecutive serial numbers, and ten
1953 A $5.00 consecutive serial numbers in a bank band from 1959. Also, includes two uncirculated 1953 United States Notes and 24
$5.00 1953 A of which there are sets of 10, 6, 5, and 3 having consecutive serial numbers. Also, includes a circulated 1923 large $1.00
silver certificate Star note that is torn on its left side having the piece included.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----PAGE 3
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22

$

23

$

24

$

25

$

Fantastic original selection of uncirculated United States Federal Reserve Notes that have been in storage in a safe deposit for decades. Entails unusual 17 1934 D $5.00 in having consecutive serial numbers, and one each $5.00 1934 C $5.00, 1934 C $20.00, and
1934 B $50.00 having slight folds.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----Currency and coin accumulation in a half sized computer paper carton. Consists of five uncirculated 20 dollars US Federal Reserve
bills, about 100 worldwide currency having about half heavily spotted and toned from pre-WW I Germany and Russia, and a small
assortment of state quarters. Also entails around 100 Warranty deeds mainly from Clark County, Illinois form the early 1960s having
Documentary stamps plus miscellaneous
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Three Michigan broken bank currency from Detroit. Consists of one dollar and five dollars 1832 from The State Bank of Michigan
both appear slightly circulated and a five dollars 1855 from the Peninsular Bank uncirculated. Three awesome currency notes from the
pre-Motor City.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Civil War currency selection. Consists of four Confederate States of which two are 20 Dollars, and one each 1 Dollar and 10 Dollars. Also comprise two 50 Dollars of which one is from the Merchants and Planters Bank, Georgia and the other is from the Bank of
Columbia, South Carolina. Condition ranges from poor to good so inspection required.
(Webphoto) S.B. -----

POSTAL CURRENCY
26
27




28
29




Friedberg #1257, 10¢ Note Fourth Issue, sound EXF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Friedberg #1259, 10¢ Note Fourth Issue, unwatermarked, violet fibers, blue on obverse. Bit of a stain at lower left, mild crease at lower
right, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Friedberg #1374, 50¢ Fourth Issue Lincoln, about uncirculated.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Friedberg #1374, 50¢ Fourth Issue Lincoln, couple minor bends, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00

MINT SHEETS AND POSTAGE
30



31
32
33
34






35
36




37

/

38



39
40




41



42



Assembly of better mint sheets from the Empire estate. Worthwhile items are 617-619, 627-629, 639, 643-645, 646 x2, 647 x2, 648,
649 x4, 650, 655, plus other 2¢ “Reds”, C8, C10-C11, C16, C19-C20, C25-C31. Some perf separation to be expected. Loads of catalog
value. Nice lot of this sort of thing.
S.B. 1250.00
Accumulation of mostly older 1¢ to 6¢ mint sheets. Duplication is quite heavy in the lower values. Offer cheap.
Face 1225.00
Neat and tidy accumulation of mostly 29¢ to 32¢ along with some high value singles and souvenir sheets.
Face 1055.00
Sheets of mostly 29¢ to 37¢
Face 650.00
The postage hoard from the Empire estate. Fourteen very heavy cartons stuffed with sheets, plate blocks, plate strips, scrap, etc.
This overwhelming mountain of stamps are spread out from the 1930’s to the 1980’s. Spotted within this stockpile are quantities of
Famous American’s, Overrun Nations, Presidentials plus others. We did not make an attempt to count so our suggested bid is truly a
guess. Prepare to take a couple days to come up with the right number. A gamblers lot if ever there was one. Good luck.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2800.00
A small pile of postage made up of sheets, booklets and scrap with over 70% of the value being in sheets.
Face 2340.00
All the postage accumulated by a determined collector/accumulator. Diligently went to the post office ever now and again to purchase
the new issues. Begins in around 1972 with plate blocks and ends around 1997 with sheets and year sets. Haphazardly organized leading to some condition problems especially in the water gum earlier issues. Most are still useable for postage with few if any premium
sheets. Our count is only estimated making it possible for a collector with a calculator and a couple hours, to get a bargain. Just what
you would expect from a post office sourced accumulation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2100.00
All the postage from a large foreign consignment. Only estimated by us with many items including high values still in the government packaging. All eras from the 1930s through the 1990s. Fills several boxes in our largest carton. A quick estimate of $3,250.00
face is only a guess. Proper counting will yield rewards.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
A plethora of postage from the Empire estate. Includes sheets, coils, plate blocks and plate strips, booklets and scrap. Most of the
value runs from 1¢ to 13¢. Highlights are 11 complete rolls of 500 of Scott 1304, and a unopened pad of 100 sheets of the 13¢ Capex
Wildlife issue, and a shoe box filled with complete and broken rolls. This lot will test the fortitude of any serious postage counter.
S.B. 1000.00
Postage as plate blocks and strips, mounted in collections and scrap.
(Webphoto) Face 780.00
Old plate block accumulation sorted and identified in glassines covering the 2¢ Red era to the 10¢ values. Does include the marginally better items like Parks, Famous Americans. Duplication ranges from digestible to indigestible. Loads of face value that we did not
have time to count because of its late arrival.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Old plate block accumulation sorted and identified in glassines starting with a lightly populated 2¢ Red era to the late 1970’s. The
owner took time to make up some year sets in the 1960’s to 1970’s time period. Duplication is uneven. Loads of face value that we did
S.B. 300.00
not have time to count because of its late arrival.
Old plate block accumulation sorted and identified in glassines covering Scotts 700-1400 plus airmails from the same era. Duplication ranges from 2 to 10+. Loads of face value that we did not have time to count because of its late arrival. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

PICTURE POSTCARDS
43
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All the collectable picture post cards from the Empire estate in four postcard albums filling a large carton. Around 165 Santa Claus
with dozens of better, another 65 Christmas and another 200 or more New Years and other themes. Stored carefully for all these years
these all Golden Age cards are sure to please many bidders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00

44
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Four impressive Chicago Cubs Ball Park postcards. Consists of West Side Ball Grounds canceled on August 10, 1909, National
League Ball Park canceled in 1913 in Wheeling, Il and mailed to Barrington, IL, and two Wrigley Field cards one canceled in 1947. A
must for any Cub fan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00

UNITED STATES COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
45

/

Powerful dealer’s stock in four small six ring counterbooks accurately identified and graded. The 19th century holds the bulk of the
value with the 20th century valuable enough to warrant attention. The regulars, airs, special deliveries, dues, officials are all helpful.
Some duplication but not at all excessive. Refer to the web photos as there is too much to mention. Condition is mixed. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 11,000.00

46

/

The magnificent mainly mint 1851 to 1932 core collection from the Empire estate. As to be expected everything has been hinged
with the blocks and plate blocks the old fashion way of both top and bottom. Gleefully placed on quadrille pages that are prepared handsomely with a precise artwork. The collector appreciated large chunks of mint blocks in the Parcel Post, blocks of Columbian up to the
$1.00. Additional contributions to the assembly are proofs, specimens, and samples of the later Banknotes. Strangely, the WashingtonFranklins are missing. The smaller used section are #’s 14, 17, 69-72, 76-78, 83, 85, 153-155, 166. The monstrous mass of mint are #’s
24 og., 29, 33, 36 og., 36B, 37-38, 40-41, 63 og., 67, 96, 122, 113-114 both og., 115-117, 118-119 both og., 120-122, 134-135, 139?,
152, 156-157 both og., 159 og., 160, 162, 189-191 all three og., 208 og., 210-211 both og., 220-229, 220//229 blocks of four, 230-245
(all but the $3.00 are og.), 230-241 blocks of four plus extra larger multiples of various values, 246-261, 262, 264-276, 277 ng., 278
og., 285-292 all og., 293 ng., C1-C3 top arrow blocks, C3 center line block, C4-C6 blocks of four. Condition and centering is mixed.
A truly impressive presentation of value that was constructed in the early 1930’s as exhibited by some notations at the bottom of a few
pages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 10,000.00

47

/

A mostly used stock in six red boxes from an old time dealer from the Great Lakes State. A decent balance of lower, medium and
a few higher value items. The mid-1930s start to turn mint. Loads of 19th and 20th century regulars and commemoratives, respectable
airmails, special deliveries, postage dues. Lots of officials, and some newspapers, and many 1st-3rd issue revenues and others. Better
used are #’s 1, 17 x2, 36-38, 69x3, 71, 76 x12, 77, 78 x6, 89, 116 x2, 119, 121, 151-153, 155 x2, 162 x3, 165 x2, 166 x2, 218, 290 x2,
291, 312, O32-O33, 039, 045. Mentionable mint are #’s 75, 182, 211, 215, 219D, C10a booklet x2, O1, O12, O21, O25, O29, O38,
O55-O56, O58, O61-O62, O76, PR17, U45, U72. Duplication is light in most cases. Condition is quite mixed. A perfect turnkey situation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 5000.00

48



49

/

50

/

Mint accumulation mainly from 1922 to 1943 mostly in partial sets or multiples. Highlights include Scott # 554 (45) 610 (155), 614
(100), 615 (100) 627 (40), and 645 (170). Neat original holding that was obtained by the owner when these stamps were first issued.
Owner’s catalog value of $4,269.60.
(Webphoto) Catalog 4269.00
Accumulation of mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book medium and high values from the Empire
estate. Includes a stock pages and cards haphazardly prepared. A fair amount of the value lays in officials. Some of the highlights are
used #’s 9X1, 2, 27, 29, 36, 37-38, 67, 70-71, 72 x2, 75, , 79, 83, 85, 85E, 95, 99-100, 112-122, 144, 155, 166 x2, 191, 242, 277-278,
O12-O14, O34, O41, O44, O65, O67, mint are #’s 241, 341-342, 423, 460, 467, K1-K16, O11. Condition is mixed. Prepare to take your
time. You won’t be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00
A real old time mostly mint 1847 to 1938 front of the book collection in a Scott spring back album from the Empire estate.
Nicely populated throughout the time periods with both regular issues and commemoratives present. Includes some pre-Columbian
mint examples that are original gum copies plus a dazzling array of Washington-Franklins. Better mint are #’s 36, 68-69, 149, 152
og., 218 og., 230-245 ($1-$5 are og), 246-260, 276, 278, 285-293 ($2 is og), 294-299, 323-327, 331-341, 369, 374-382, 397-404, 422,
424-440, 459, 460, 462-466, 468-476, 498-518, 523-524, 547, 551-573, 581-591, 595, 658-679. The small group of used includes #’s
1-2, 18, 29-30, 37, 67, 70-72, 95, 98, 119, 155, 166, 191, 277. Condition is mixed as to be expected and heavy hinging in some cases.
A boat load of catalog being offered at a very reasonable price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00

51

/

52

/

53

/

Accumulation of mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book medium and high values from the Empire
estate. Includes a couple of remaindered collections, stock pages and cards haphazardly prepared. A fair amount of the value lays in
revenues. Some of the highlights are used #’s 91, 72, 191, mint are #’s 161 pair, 262 pair, 285-286 NH right arrow blocks of ten, 303
NH block of twenty, 220 plate block, 371 plate block, E6 x4, Q1-Q12. Spotted in the revenues are R1c pr., R38c block of six, R63a,
R74c, R82a pr., R83c strip of three, R86a x2, R88a, R159 x2 mint og., RB1c pair, RB8b, RB13c pair. Condition is mixed. Prepare to
take your time. You won’t be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2800.00
Accumulation of mint and used 19th and 20th century front and back of the book medium and high values from the Empire
estate. Includes a couple of collections pages many stock pages and cards haphazardly prepared. Some of the highlights are used #’s
28, 72, 75 x3 112 block of nine heavily hinge re-enforced, mint are #’s 630 x2, 658-679, C13 no gum, C18 block of four x2, C18 plate
block, J6 og. x4, J17. Spotted in the revenues are R49a pr., R66a pr., R74c, R80c, R180 cut cancel. Condition is mixed. Prepare to take
your time. You won’t be disappointed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
A three volume 1847 to 1928 mostly mint collection with some kitschy artwork anointing the pages from the Empire estate. The
small used group includes #’s 1, 30A, 36, 69-71, 76, 78, 92, 96-97. The bright and cheerful mint section holds #’s 3, 63, 113-117 (12¢
is og.), 119, 220-229, 230-242, 244, 277, 285-291, 294-299, 300-311, 315 block of four, 323-330, 368, 371, 372 (all three are blocks
of four), 419-420, 422, 505, 551-572 x2, 578-579, 581-591, 658-668. Condition is mixed. Plenty of diamonds to be mined.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
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/
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/
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/
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/
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/

67

/

PAGE 6

An impressive collection of 1851-1898 proofs from the Empire estate. Includes P3’s and P4’s, Atlanta trials, and a complete set of
the Trans-Mississippi bi-colored proofs. Very clean in the face, some heavy hinging that needs to be worked on. Unfortunately the 286
bi-color has been seriously damaged. Good lot for the starting collector that want to start with a bang.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
A scruffy mint and used 1847 to 1948 front and back of the book collection from the Empire estate. Vast majority of the value is
in the disheveled 19th century that is or is not placed in the correct spaces, sometimes with a heavy tongue. The better used are #’s 9X1,
2, 27, 29, 36, 37-38, 67, 70-71, 72 x2, 75, 79, 83, 85, 85C, 97, 99-100, 112-122, 144, 155, 166 x2, 191, 24, 277, 278, O12-O14, O34,
O41, O44, O65, O67. The little bit of mint are #’s 241, 341-342, 460, 467, K1-K16, O11. There is a ton of catalog value to be mined if
you are a patient excavator.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
Mint and used 1851-1926 collection in an old Scott Album from the Empire estate. Combination of mint and used sets until the
1922 Bureaus then turns almost entirely mint with some block scattered about. Useful used are #’s 9 pr., 12, 15, 17, 29, 36, 70-72, 119122, 153-155, 165-166, 191, 218-219, 276-278. The mint group includes #’s 240-242, 291-293. Condition is mixed, as to be expected,
yet there are many jewels to be mined.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00

A wild chunky accumulation of Columbian issues from the Empire estate. Includes plate blocks of 230-236 with extras of the 4¢
and 5¢ issues. Also present are blocks or larger of 230-240 and a few plate strips added in for good measure. Condition is mixed and
some hinge re-enforcement and perf separation to be expected. A wonderful old time assembly and just right for the collector of multiples.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
A compact heavy duty 1851 to 1938 mint and used collection from the Empire estate mounted on White Ace pages. Noteworthy
og. mint are #’s 39, 217-218, 220-229, 524, 547, 551-573, E3, Q1-Q12. The early used #’s are 30A, 37-38, 70-72, 75-76,119-122, 155,
276-278. Condition is a light mixed, an easy lot to figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
An old time labor of love 1¢ 1851, 1857 mostly used collection on homemade pages from the Empire estate. A beautiful presentation of Scotts 7, 9, & 24 singles, pairs, strips of three, blocks, cancels, and some plating notated. All sixteen pages have been scanned
and posted to our website because as it has been said, “a picture is worth a thousand words.” An amazing opportunity to strike out on a
specialized area if there ever was one.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
A decent mostly mint 1869//1960 front of the book collection from the Empire estate neatly mounted on Thorp & Martin Co. pages.
Lightly populated mainly used section prior to the Columbians then becomes quite impressive with the Washington-Franklins. Useful
used are #’s 70-71, 76, 118-121, 218. The mentionable mint assembly includes 38 ng., 208, 217, 291, 310-311, 331-341, 375-382, 399400, 414-420, 424-439, 465-476, 656-679. Condition and centering is remarkable for the age with the only drawback is you will settle
with lightly hinged copies. A perfect lot for the collector that does want to pay the NH premium.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
Seven cartons of an eclectic mix as received from the consignor. Most of the value is in over $2,000 U.S. face in mostly sheets from
10 cents to 37 cents and year sets from the 1980s to 2000s. Also, includes a nice mint United Nations collection in binders and UN new
issues still their original glassines from the 2000s which the owner left in their mailing envelopes. A potpourri of miscellaneous rounds
out this selection which needs examination.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
Mainly used 1851-1926 collection in an old dilapidated album from the Empire estate. Appears to be remaindered a long time
ago. Most of the value lays in the Back of the Book, especially in the Officials and Newpapers along with some Revenues and a bit
of Confederate States. The value in the mint are #’s 209, O2-O6, O8-O9, O10-O14, O25, O27-O29, O31-O33, O35//O45, O60-O67,
O72//O79, O84//O93, O106-O107 The worthwhile used are #’s 32-33, 70 ,75, 78, 86, 89, 119, 151, 218. Condition is very mixed so
careful viewing is recommended. The collection would benefit from remounting into a modern album.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
A well laid out mint and used 1851-1960 collection from the Empire estate in seven binders. Mostly singles but in some cases
blocks are added for visual effect. Well balanced up to the medium vales as it appears the collector was on a budget at the time. Better
values spotted are #’s 240, 285-292 ($1.00 is no gum), 32-330, 331//342, 397-400, 401-403, 538a, 540a, 551-572, 581-591, 595, 630,
658-679, 692-701 in blocks of four, 1053 block of four, C10a, C18, C18 block of four, E3, E10, Q1-Q12, JQ1-JQ4. Most of the items
very nice centering but almost all we spot checked hinged which was typical for the day. Good prospect for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00
An old time accumulation of proofs and specimens from the Empire estate. The proofs are front end loaded with Back of the Book
issues with strength in Newspapers, Officials, and Revenues. The front of the book is mainly represented by Banknotes. The specimens
of almost entirely Newspapers and Officials. Front of the book items worth mentioning are 45P3, 158P4, 163P3 block of four, 230P3
plate block of eight (damaged). Back of the book highlights are O42TC Goodall Die, O57P3-O71P3, R51P3 block of four, P70TC3a,
R87P4, R99TC4b, R100P4, R131P4, R145P4. As to be expected in an ancient holding, condition is mixed. A perfect lot for an accumulator of this type of thing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Six United States albums of various types in one carton. A preponderance of used stamps was noticed in the early years having mint
postage material running from the 1930s to 1970s. No power but still enough saleable items making this lot tempting. Condition of the
classics vary; so inspection necessary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
An old time original collection of plate blocks and a couple of blocks. Better includes an original gum block of 9 of #26, 288 plate
block of four with a thin and a couple pin holes, 295 plate block of 10, 328, 329 x2, 367 x3, 368, 369 (re-attached), 370, 370, 373 block
of 10, 537, 548 x2, 549, 561-562, 610-612, 614-619, 620-621, 648 x2, 704-714, 803-834. Fairly clean group though condition is mixed.
Remounting would be beneficial.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
The remainder lot extraordinaire from the Empire estate. Twelve heavy cartons stuffed with remaindered collections, stock pages
filled with cheap used, glassines all over the place with cheap and not so cheap material. This grouping was put away decades ago only
to resurface for the present generation to unearth the treasures that might lay within.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00

68

69
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A mixed used and mint collection mounted in two Scott Specialty albums. Starts lightly populated with used of the 1851 issues and
becomes more balanced beginning with the Banknotes. Decent representation of the early used commemoratives with a couple dollar
values present. Early bureaus and Washington-Franklins are accounted for, again some dollar values present. The collection starts to
turn mint commemoratives in the late 1920’s through 1993. Better used item’s are #’s 29, 32, 36 x2, 71-72, 75, 89, 112-122 (120 has
been bleached), 155, 166, 191, 218, 230-242, 291, 313. Condition is all over the board which does affect its results. Still a worthwhile
group to continue by the next generation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
// An original old time dusty mint and used collection in 8 binders and forty-four folder type books. The collector tried to acquire a
mint, used then on cover of items he was seeking. Sparsely populated mostly low priced items until you get to the 1940’s then gets a
little serious. There are is also a 1926 to 1970 mint commemorative collection on Minkus pages, a group of contemporary coil assembly, a small pre-cancel group a box of uncounted postage, a couple hand full’s of old picture post cards, a small box of modern used
off paper, and some loose foreign thrown in for a bonus. There is lots of face value that needs to be figured to come up with the right
number. Lots of time will be needed to reorganize and remount into clean albums. Good lot for the long winter nights.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
/

70

/

71

/

72

/

73
74

75
76

77

78
79

An oddly mounted plate block assembly from the Empire estate. All the blocks have been hinged into a fancy mint sheet hard cover
folder. Highlights are #’s 252, 294, 372-373, 376-379, 435A, 461, 526B (C”R”NTS) variety, 583-584, 568-588, 590-591, 595, 612,
614-619, 631, 647-648, 692-701. Condition is mixed. A great lot for the plate block collector that doesn’t need NH plates to obtain
some tough numbers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
United States late arrivals that needed to dash to make it into this sale in a medium carton. Entails a Scott National album from
1857 to 1982 mounted in clear mounts having mainly mint from 1930 to the end in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
An old time primarily used 1851-1970 collection. Mainly lower to medium values with a bit of duplication, airmails and some back
of the book with an interesting selection of officials both mint, used, and a few specimens. Some Federal Ducks round out the group.
Useful used are #’s 17-18, 20, 70-72, 112-119, 191, 065. Mentionable mint are #’s 658-679, C18, O4S, O7S, O59. Condition is quite
mixed so careful viewing suggested. Good start to a lifelong enjoyable hobby.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00

Dealer starter kit of United States in three display cases. Contains 42 counter books having mint and used stamps already cataloged
from the 1870s to 1980s. While includes plenty of common material it has enough value and quantity to make you want to look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
// United States assortment in six cartons. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps in albums and binders having
plenty of backup. Includes an early classic collection on album pages in pizza size box having some decent examples worthy of inclusion into your collection. Also involves roughly 2,000 FDCs from the 1930s to 1990s having some hand painted sprinkled throughout
from the 1960s to 1980s, a wee bit of postage to count in two Harris albums running to the 1980s, and a small bunch of common foreign
in glassines. A total throughout-provoking selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
/ A desk drawer cleaning lot. Contains very high cataloging 19th century. All identified and ready for sale to the non-discriminating
accumulator. Owner’s catalog $12,100+
S.B. 900.00
/ An old time accumulation a few hundred mint and used Federal Ducks from the Empire estate. Ranges from the early $1.00 to
the $7.50 values. Duplication ranges from digestible to indigestible. As to be expected in an ancient holding condition is mixed. Loads
of catalog. A perfect lot for an accumulator of this type of thing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
/

A four volume mostly used collection in Scotts Specialty albums. The value is evenly spread throughout the 19th and 20th century
commemorative and regular issues. There is some early airmails but hardly any BOB with a bit of Possessions to add to the mix. A
mint plate block collection of little consequence has been thrown in for a bonus. Used are #’s 1 (pen cancel), 20, 30A, 33, 38, 70-72,
78, 92, 97-98, 119-121, 153-155, 165-166, 191, 276-276A, 291, 312. Condition is mixed. A great starter collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
/ Late arrivals in a tiny box. This small selection of mostly mint and used singles from the 19th Century to early 20th Century existing on counter and sale pages. Includes mint duck stamps RW-9, 16, 19 and used #78. Profits to be made by checking it out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
// One man’s lifetime collection of plate number coils housed in nine binders and a box. Begins with the 18 cent flags (no #3 or #6)
and proceeds up to some Forever and 49 cent coils. Lots of face. A few premium in here somewhere as the collector was a member of
a PNC subscription group 1998-2003 with access to many scarce varieties. Few if any of the most elusive items although it will be up
to you to count peaks and valleys and search with your black light to unearth tag booboos. Includes mint, used, and around 200 covers
all having to do with the PNC craze. These have fallen off a bit so it will be interesting to see what the current secondary market says
these are worth today.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
/

80

/

81

/

A well balanced mint and used collection in a clean Scott album. Not really much to speak of until you hit the Columbians then
adequately populated up to the middle values of the sets. The mint worth mentioning are #’s 230-238, 285-290, 294-299, 303-330 (327
is no gum), 397-400, 404 (disturbed gum), a 498 block with a pre-printing fold, 551//572, 578-579, 581-591, 630, 658-679, C1-C6,
C13 (og. HR, inclusion spot), C18. Condition is mixed but for the most part better than normally encountered. A real crowd pleaser for
the next owner.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Collection in a broken down Scott Specialty album to 1984. Mentionable used; #68-71, 113-116, 239-240, and 242. Mint consists of
#230-237, C13-15 (with faults) and C18. With no more to be mined out and postage to figure in. Condition mixed with many presentable items, priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
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/
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/
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/

92
93
94

The never ending closet cleaning group from an old customer. Includes mint and used 19th and 20th century lower to medium values. The larger mint section includes #’s 331-341, 464, 466, 480, 537c with a cert., 538a block of four, 540a block of four, C24 plate
block, E1-E3, J29 no gum, O24, PR123-PR125. Useful used are #’s 38, 276, 277. A truly old time group so condition is quite mixed
with a fair number salvageable material to count.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
A special grouping of newspaper proofs from the Empire estate. Includes PR5P4-PR7P4, P3’s and P4’s of PR9-PR32 and Roosevelt proofs of PR9-PR32 and PR102-PR113. Also includes large multiples of PR18P3, PR26P3, and PR27P3. Very clean on the face
with some heavy hinging need to be removed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
A bulky two carton accumulation of elementary collections, binders, postage etc. Better items spotted are mint #’s 547, 599A single,
634A, 658-679, 692-701, C1-C6, C18, C7-C9 plate blocks. Looks like a lot of fun but how would we know we hardly looked at it
because it was a last minute arrival.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00

A simple mint 1902//1946 mint collection from the Empire estate. Mostly lower and medium value commemorative and regular
issues. Better items are #’s 323-327, 343-347 prs., 380-382, 399-400A, 551-573, 658-679. Respectable Washington-Franklin grouping.
Condition is mixed yet clean. Remounting and expansion worthy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Very neat clean and tidy commemorative assembly hinged on White Ace pages. Better items includes #’s 230-242, 294-299, 323330, 369, C1-C6, C13, C18. Condition a little mixed but better than most encountered. Appropriate for a budding collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
A sweet selection of official and newspapers specimens from the Empire estate. Includes O1S-O9S, O10S-O14S, O15s-O16S,
O25S-O26S, O35S, PR58S//PR79S. Condition is mixed. Nice group of an underappreciated area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Accumulation of what appears to be four partial mint and used collections. Mainly lower to medium values of the 19th and 20th
century front of the book. Noticeable used are #’s 70-70, 78, 119, 121, 155, 240, 291. Worthwhile mint are #’s 230-238, 241 (no gum),
285-290, 294-299, 461, 479. Condition is quite mixeD.C.ondensing and remounting in a nice album would be beneficial. Good starter
assembly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
A straight forward mint and used collection in a Scott Specialty album. Lightly populated in the 19th century and a decent scattering
of Washington-Franklins and a few early airmails. Used are #’s 30A, 70, 72, 78, 119, 166. The noteworthy mint are #’s 240, 291, 294299, 498//518, 551-572, 658-679, C1-C6, C18. Condition is mixed. A great starter collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
A concise well laid out plate block collection of a few select sets. Includes #’s 704-715, 803-834, 859-893, 1053, C7-C12, C20-C22
x2, C25-C31 x2, QE1-QE3. A pretty assembly with much NH. A perfect fit if plate blocks are your thing. (Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
A specialized Black Jack exhibit of several dozen stamps and 35 covers from the Empire estate. The stamps are displayed to
show different grills and cancels while the covers are spread out to show the different rates along with a few corner cards, advertising,
circulars, etc. The best piece of the assembly is a 73S block of four that catalogs $1100. Condition is very mixed. A fair start to a study
of an interesting historical figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00

A cute used 1847 to 1929 mostly used collection from the Empire estate on homemade pages. Used are #’s 1, 36B, 70-72, 78 x2,
99, 112-121, 155, 166, 240-241, 291. The group ends with a mint Kansas-Nebraska. Condition is mixed. Take a quick peak.
(Webphoto) Catalog 475.00
/() US mint duck stamp collection on four stockpages from the Empire estate. Starts with #RW1 and ends with #RW42, not all numbers represented. Some NH with the bulk being hinged, gum disturbed, regummed, and no gum. All nice from the front with a few
plate number singles to spice up the offering. Good for stock or beefing up a collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
// A bulky batch of stuff from a large late arriving consignment. Include used singles in quantity, bundleware, duplicates from a
collection or two, covers of all kinds, Christmas seals (oldies, too), and all the rest of the US stuff not in the main collection offered
elsewhere in this sale. Spend some time with this one to see just how much stuff can be packed into five heavy cartons.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
/
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The mother of all test stamp accumulations. A vast part of the value lays in two issues, TD107 three rolls of 3000 plus five rolls of
100 and forty-seven sheets of 200 of TD117. There is also a scattering of other issues like partial roll of the blank coils, a few brown
coil roll plus some miscellaneous pieces. There is even a few complete rolls of German test items thrown in for a bonus. Several life
time supplies being offered.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
An interesting bunch of mainly Washington-Franklins lower value used with most being pre-cancels. Also includes C1-C6, J58
space filler, JQ1-JQ3, Q1-Q12, and a forgery of PR4. Condition is mixed, good lot for someone who likes this sort of thing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Three charming cartons as received from the consignor. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having bearable backup in albums, binders, stockbooks, folders, envelopes, and small boxes. Digging through should find beneficial material for
making bourse or internet lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
An elementary two volume 1851-1984 front and back of the book collection in Scott Minuteman albums. Mostly of the 19th and
early 20th century is used then turn almost all mint after the 1920’s. There is a lot of catalog value in the early material however the
collector was not picky about quality. The best of the mint is a White Plains sheet and Kansas-Nebraska sets. Offered for what it is.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
An elementary mint collection in two very clean White Ace binders from the Empire estate. Neatly mounted the assembly hardly
shows any effort until the 1917-1919 perf 11 Washington-Franklins. Notable #’s are 299, 498//518, 551-573, 581-591, 658-679, C13C14 both no gum, C18, RW4 NH. Very clean group worthy for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

100
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In 1971 the USPS tried to get into the “Prestige” philatelic market by buying up Scott # 230 in mint condition with the goal of
repackaging them for collectors at a profit. They were only able to procure around 1,000 of them for this endeavor. What they came
up with was reported in philatelic release no. 93 as a new book “The Sea” described as “limited edition of 998 copies”, “artistic” with
“superb photographs and poetry”. Each book in its lucite holder was sold at the price of $300.00. The owner tried to obtain three copies, but only was able to get one as an investment. It has sat in its original mailer along with the 1971 press release for the last 44 years.
Never on display. We have never seen a copy of this official USPS publication before and look to the secondary market to determine
its true value. Truly rare with a printing of only 998.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
P
A stately selection of official proofs from the Empire estate. Almost entirely complete of the P3 and P4 types. There is also an
Agriculture set in India paper blocks and a Justice set in card plate pairs. Condition is mixed. An appropriate starter assembly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
/ A neat and tidy pedestrian mostly commemorative collection on White Ace pages. Noteworthy items are #’s 230-237 (10¢ is NH),
323//327, 397-400 (5¢ and 10¢ are NH), 630 NH. Condition is a little mixed yet better than most encountered. An appropriate starter
group if there ever was one.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
/ Lot of twelve APS circuit books. Three that have circulated with a reasonable remaining retail of $186.00 and nine uncirculated with
a starting retail of 1075.00.
S.B. 200.00

Unusual original WW II censored POW cover selection from the Empire estate. Consists of 10 covers mostly canceled in 1943 in
Olean, New York which were mailed to PFC Bernard T. Wallon Hoten Camp Mukden, Manchukuo. Condition is a factor which does
not distract from this historical nature of this lot. Wallon returned after the war to live and later die in 2008 in his hometown of Olean
where his was a renowned tile maker. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
/P
Small group twenty-seven Newspaper facsimiles, fakes, and proofs. Condition is mixed. Good lot for the specialist.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00

Seven binders or stockbooks of United States. Thousands of used stamps in multiples saved by the owner. Needs to find a new
home.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
// The ever popular Kim’s floor sweepings in eleven heavy cartons. If it has anything close to do with stamps or covers it’s in here.
S.B. ----/

UNITED STATES & U.S POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
108

/

Consignment offered as received. Includes a mint and used accumulation on sales pages with optimistic identification and catalog
value, an elementary collection of mint and used lower values and a Possessions collection of the same ilk. Condition is very mixed.
Good group for someone that wants to get started at the right price.
S.B. 400.00

UNITED STATES & UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
Three cartons of mint United States and United Nations fun. The two largest are filled to the brim with UN collections, plate blocks
in glassines, purchases from the procurement center, year sets, extra sheets, and anything and everything UN. The smallest carton
contains over $500 face in Bicentennial souvenir sheets (not so much fun) still usable for mailing. Should be a bargain for the intrepid
recycler.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
/ United States and United Nations collection/accumulation offered as received. The US consists a Scott album that is pretty barren
110
until the 1920s then displays lower value mint until 1980. There is a two value mostly modern plate collection in Harris albums. You
will need to take a little time counting up the pile of postage types that are in glassines. The four volume UN collection houses runs
from 1951 to 1997 that also consists of a large pile of loose in glassines. Great starter group.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
111 // Three heavy cartons stuffed with US and UN. The highlights of the US are two All American albums with a better than beginner
collection to 1970 plus a Lindner stockbook with better mint airmails. The rest is filler with a couple hundred face in 3 and 4 cent plate
blocks to count along with pounds and pounds of unused postal stationery. The UN group is a remaindered pile of postage, year sets,
and postal stationery. Worthwhile to breakdown.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
109

/

UNITED STATES POSSESSIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
112

SP
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/

Canal Zone a one of a kind collection of 153 American Bank Note Printing of the Canal Zone overprinted ‘SPECIMEN” either in
red or blue, of the various types that exist, all being hole punched from the Donald Kuske estate. Includes both a block and a single of
numbers 31-34, 36-37, 38-41, 39c x2, (imperf vertically), 42-45, 49-51, 52-54, 53c x2, (imperf vertically), 55e (imperf vertically),
56g (imperf vertically), 55-57, 58-59, 60b (imperf vertically), 61f (imperf vertically), 60-66, 68-69 (unissued booklet panes imperf
vertically), 68-69, plus the unissued 5¢ to 1b values, J4-J6, J7-J9, U1 perfin “SPECIMEN A.B.N. Co.”, UX4 perfin “SPECIMEN
A.B.N. Co.”, and four values in horizontal pairs, imperf vertically. The unissued 1924 stamp were prepared but never issued due to
the repeal of the Taft Agreement which required the Canal Zone to use overprinted Panama stamps. 600 of each denomination were
not destroyed, as they were sent to the Director General of Posts of Panama for forwarding to the UPU which required about 400 sets.
Only a small number of sets appear to have reached the public market. Condition of this amazing assembly is understandably mixed
with some separation and even some hinge remnant re-enforcing. A once in a life time opportunity for the Canal Zone specialist.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Canal Zone a small remainder lot of lower priced mint and used from the Donald Kuske estate. Includes a few sheets and multiples, a
partial roll of #160, 163a x70, C49a x90, and a small stockbook of interesting fakes. Good lot for the budding Canal Zone enthusiast.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
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UNITED NATIONS COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
One man’s United Nations accumulation from 1951 to 1994 in nine cartons from the Empire estate. Thousands of mainly mint
stamps, booklets, souvenir sheets, presentation packs, postal stationery, and FDCs having many in their original shipping glassines.
Plenty of face to count. This collector had a craving for this type of material and could not pass up an opportunity to buy it. A money
maker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00

United Nations unusual selection in a medium carton from the Empire estate. Consists of 1955 limited edition numbered 7 of 11
115
issue of the 10th anniversary of the UN souvenir sheet and the designer signed matched set of three numbered 5 out of 11 for the same
issue. Also, includes around 150 panes of 12 1988 Forest issue for the three UN Offices, a mint collection in a binder and on White Ace
pages of singles from 1951 to 1983 (no #38) and plate blocks from 1951 to 1972 and seven mint #38 souvenir sheets of both types.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
116 / All the United Nations face in three large cartons from the depths of a South Florida storage locker. Sheets, sheets, and more
sheets in dozens of sheet pages, boxes, and loose glassines. Multiples abound. Around 120 pounds shipping. Thousands of dollars in
face, lots more in catalog. Both figures are probably meaningless. Not cataloged. Not counted. Its face value is for the next owner or
persistent viewer to assess. Easily worth the asking bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
117 // United Nations “investment lot “ from the 1970s. Highlights include: 10 or more clean expensive Gibbons Sheet albums. Each one
either empty or half full with UN full sheets from the period. Our investor took meticulous notes on expenditures and paid an average of 2.5 times face for each. All the Vienna has been devalued leaving huge multiples of relatively ignorable stamps with nebulous
value. Does include the US office and Geneva. Also includes FDCs, year folders, singles and stock of limited usefulness. Way too
much common, but plenty of face value for the new owner to ponder. Huge capital outlay, but like penny stocks these peaked long ago.
Ground floor anyone?
(Webphoto) S.B. 180.00
114

/

UNITED STATES & GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
118

/

119

/

United States and worldwide accumulation/collections in four cartons. Consists of four clean Scott International albums moderately filled, one US National album from 1870 to 1976 having both mint and used stamps with a mint set of prexies, an envelope containing a Republic of China collection on blank pages, and roughly $1,500 US face largely from 29 cents to 44 cents in sheets, blocks, and
singles as purchased from the USPS. One carton holds all the miscellaneous US and worldwide mint and used stamps having backup
in small boxes and envelopes.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Consignment as received in two large cartons. Best part is a pedestrian US mint collection on loose pages in a pizza sized box.
Plenty of US used. A stockbook or two with general World not all beginner stamps. Princess Di collection. Two binders of religious
post cards. Two small boxes of pins and pinback buttons all modern. Plus a large handful of empty almost new mint sheet protectors.
Two cartons of fun for someone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00

120 // Estate collection as received in four heavy cartons. The collection of US is the main part with almost all 1945-1995 mint postage
types. Around $1,000.00 face in sheets (20 cents), souvenir pages, stockbooks and collections. A small amount of value in the foreign
part, and the US and other FDCS. Needs a look with a fully charged calculator to determine the true value of this collector made original grouping.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
121 // Dealer downsizing accumulation of labor intensive bunches in ten heavy cartons. Anything and everything that needed more work
including: uncataloged accumulations and basic collections, stockbooks of used US, old “new issues”, shoeboxes of miscellaneous,
organized covers in albums, and anything else that was laying about including a mint UN #38. Tremendous amounts of fun breaking
down a lot like this, if you have the time and inclination. Good profit potential offered at ground level.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
122 // United States and worldwide selection in five cartons. Entails Landing on the Moon, Space, JFK, and Moscow Olympics topical
collections not fully complete on White Ace or stock pages in binders. Nicely organized having hundreds and hundreds of mainly
mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir and mini sheets. The US offering consists of 11 files of mint sheets filled with
definitives (no high values), commemorative, airmail 3 cents to 25 cents, 5 counter books of plate blocks from 3 cents to 22 cents,
four 1968 year sets plus several 1971, four shoeboxes of common cacheted FDCs from the early 1960s, and one Fleetwood original
box containing hundreds of the same 1969 Richard Nixon Inauguration covers. Also includes a file of Canada 5 cent sheets, several
Australia 1977 gutter sheets for Queen Elizabeth’s Silver Jubilee, as well as miscellaneous foreign and US mainly mint stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
123 // United States and mainly Canada selection in three cartons. Consists three plastic tubs of neatly organized in sequential order
owner’s count of 333 US Coast Guard Cutter Events from 1934 to 2004 and 843 Canada cacheted FDCs from 1935 to 2004 having
duplicates. Also includes Canada with owner’s count of 346 mint and used stamps collection from 1851 to 1977 on Minkus pages, US
mint Commemoratives with face of $50.11 in multiples from 1933 to 1953 and a Scott International Junior album with 809 mint and
used stamps from 1840 to mid-1940. Likewise entails nine Canada mint sets mostly still sealed from 1987 to 2003.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
124 / Several thousand different in nine Scott internationals. Runs up to the early 1970’s of mainly used or CTO but with plenty of mint.
Owner’s count on the 1st volume is over 3000. Many sets including some likeable China, Russia, Bhutan, etc.. Great lot for stamp club
picking as many countries and time periods are involved.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
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Three cartons containing the last part of an original general collection. The Europe as well as the Latin America is offered elsewhere in this sale. Highlights include: an intermediate US collection, four Scott specialty albums and pages for Great Britain and
colonies and Asia, a couple of old International Juniors one that is better than the others, a few remaindered folder collections, and a
couple of shoeboxes of duplicates. All as consigned with thousands of correctly placed stamps from the owner’s less favorite places
around the world.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
126 / Freshly arrived on the philatelic market, United States and worldwide selection from the 1900 to the 1980s in one carton. Around
900 #102 sales cards in two red boxes containing mostly cataloged by the owner in singles, full and partial sets with beneficial backup.
Averages $4.00 to $20.00 with an occasional card from $30.00 and up. Worldwide involves mainly Western Europe. Useful for internet
sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
127 // Accumulation offered as received. Includes mostly modern elementary collections of singles, coils, booklet panes and a bit of airmails and Back of the Book. Sifting further down we spotted some scrap postage and sheets to count, a handful of FDC’s with a few
cacheted of the 1930’s commemoratives. The foreign is made up of some modern Australia, Canada, Great Britain, a cute Rotary collection, and a Regency International album thrown in for a bonus. Lots of material to play with and just right for a stamp club to dig
through.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
125

/

128 // Consignment as received from the “Buckeye” State in ten cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds mint and used stamps from
various decades of the 20th Century in binders, albums, stockbooks, and large envelopes having amply amount of backup to keep you
occupied for some time. Includes US and worldwide topicals in mainly in binders lovely assembled by the owner. Also includes mostly
US FDCs from the 1930s to 1990s as well as US and foreign commercial covers, postal stationery and supplies. Examination recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
129 / Thousands of stamps mounted on old approval type pages many years ago and recently put into twenty-eight new three ring binders. Beneficial duplication for shades and cancels. Old catalog totals over $7800. Each book’s catalog value has been written on the
inside front which makes this an easy money maker to sell at bourses by the book.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
130 // Selection in seven cartons. Contains mostly FDCs, covers, postcards, and postal stationery as well as hundreds and hundreds of mint
and used stamps having plenty of backup in binders, small boxes, and cover albums. Includes Czechoslovakia assortment having a tin
of bundle ware as well as some interesting WW I covers from Kalamazoo. Searching this offering is recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
131 /FDC United States and worldwide cover accumulation in nine cartons. Thousands of common cachet FDCs, commercial covers, and
postal stationery mostly from the 1940s to 1990s. Has a lifetime supply of Netherlands and United Nations FDCs mainly from the late
1980s to 1990s. A candidate for a resourceful market maker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
132 // Consignment remainder grouping from the Alfred Boerger estate. Includes some mint and used lower values on stamp club auction
pages, contemporary tagging and precancels in sheets, plate strips and scrap, a 29¢ legends of the West Error sheet in official USPS
packing, some miscellaneous philatelic ephemera, Kennedy Memorial paper stuff. The foreign is anchored with miscellaneous lower
to medium values, some of dubious nature, Italian archival material, and paper money thrown in for a bonus. Great lot for the savvy
S.B. 375.00
marketer.
133 / Assortment in two cartons. Most of the value is in the US face having an owner’s count of $819.21 of mainly plateblocks starting
with three cents in four binders. Also includes common worldwide mint and used stamps in sleeves or baggies and a wee bit of US and
worldwide postal stationery.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
134

/

135



Estate remainder in four large heavy cartons includes a pedestrian US single collection to 1972 along with a five volume US plate
block collection through eight centers. Plus all the covers (US and foreign) found in the estate. A tad bit stinky from poor storage, but
with all the face to be counted is easily overlooked. Not much foreign in this interesting but heavy lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
United States and worldwide assortment in seven cartons. Consists of 26 binders of U.S. and 12 binders of worldwide to the 1980s
of common used stamps in extreme multiples. Also includes seven boxes of U.S. and one of foreign in glassines having similar common material around 800 subscription covers, some inexpensive collections, and Christmas seals. Useful selection for someone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

136 // Collection “once removed” from a postage dealer where every scrap of useable US face (6 cent and up) has been liberated leaving
everything else. Three cartons of US remainders including a couple better than beginner collections, two cartons of foreign collections
and disheveled remainders, and a heavy carton of UN mainly from 1964-1980. Anything could be in here as only the postage was
removed previously. Offered intact to please the next recycler who with the right amount of philatelic knowledge can profitably boil
down this 200 pound project.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
137

Collection of a couple thousand in three, three ring binders, hinged on school lined paper. All used going up to around the millennium. Includes US, Japan and a little UN. This was assembled by buying accumulations and extensively trading. Everything was
meticulously cataloged totaling $3610. New albums would be nice.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
138

/

139

/

Consignment as received in eight large cartons. Includes FDC’s, common used US in stockbooks, Neanderthal collections of worldwide and US, picture postcards, subscription offerings, etc.. good bulk eBay offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Consignment as received consolidated into one large carton. Most of the value is in the mint modern US postage mainly in sheets
in to sheet holders at the top of the carton (over $150 face). Also includes: a few intermediate mint US singles, US used on paper and
off paper (pounds), useful France, small country groups of Japan, China, Spain and Portugal. Thousands of stamps altogether with a
high aggregate catalog value. Lots of duplicates. Real gambler lot from an original collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
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Consignment as received from a longtime stamp saver in three cartons. Basically, common material mounted on various pages in
seventeen binders, sorted into envelopes and baggies. The most redeeming parts are the modern ducks, U.S. postage and the thousands
of stamps. Worth a quick peek as you might get a good buy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
141 / The totality of a casual collector’s estate in three of our largest weighty cartons. Highlights include: several country albums
on home made pages mostly British, shoeboxes and plastic tubs of miscellaneous to be processed stamps mostly on paper mixes,
various bundles of duplicates, and just a little US postage to count. As received and reboxed to make searching a pleasure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
142

An on and off paper holding consisting of approximately 69 lbs. on paper, 15 lbs. off paper of US, 17 lbs. of worldwide on paper plus
a large carton of packets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
143 // Consignment as received in three large cartons. Very clean throughout. Includes nice little topical collections that encompass stamps,
first days, picture postcards and ephemera. Also unused supplies, postage and four worlds fair tickets. Good eBay lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
144 / Two cartons of stuff. The large carton has thousands of common US stamps off paper in huge multiples both in envelopes and loose.
The second carton has several useful but mainly empty worldwide albums, an Israel collection on White Ace pages missing the keys as
well as additional stuff.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
145 / Consignment balance in three cartons. Includes low worldwide in glassines, common U.S. mounted on approval pages, a bit of postage plus some miscellaneous. Lots to play with.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
146 / Consignment as received in one large carton. Includes two Scott internationals with part one the best item in the lot. Also three other
starter collections, a bit of postage and various other stamps in envelopes and glassines.
(Webphoto) S.B. 95.00
147 // Consignment remainder assembly of near empty Scott Minuteman and a Scott International part 1 albums, a couple binders of
cheap mint and used miscellaneous on and off paper. Some foreign currency thrown in for a bonus. Good lot for a youth booth.
S.B. 50.00
148

A meter accumulation weighing over 100 pounds. Includes cut squares, strips, tapes, and entires from the 1920’s to the 1960’s with
examples of PB, NCR, Flying Eagles, with a good number of slogans meter impressions like railroads, Christmas, etc. About 20% of
the bulk is foreign with some WWII censored. This is the remains of the holding of Herman Wasmer, a prominent Chicago meter collector and officer of the Philometer Society. Condition ranges from clean to extremely dusty from the half century of storage.
(Webphoto) S.B. ----TOPICAL COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
140

/

149 // Full carton of a few thousand different mainly used revenues where the bulk of the value is in Great Britain revenues from 18371900. Lots of obscure revenue stamps and embossed paper including: Foreign Bill, Court of Justice, Television License, Dog License,
Excise, Medicine Stamp Duty, and many more. Also includes all the other revenues and Cinderellas that were found in the same estate
1820-1976. France, Latin America, and Ireland are best. Perfect for the revenue collector or dealer.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
150 / U.P.U. 1974 comprehensive mainly mint collection in five like new White Ace albums on White Ace pages. Quit a bit of catalog. Was purchased through new issue sources A-Z. Includes imperf pairs and other more obscure types making this an unusual
find. Excellent hinged condition in these hundreds of stamps on one topic. Will make a UPU collector very happy.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
151 // Small carton of Hungarian revenues. Includes mint, used, and on document. Entails a couple hundred individual pieces many on
interesting documents from the first half of the 20th Century. Enough odd stuff for a long look.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
152 / Fascinating accumulation of Germany Locals and other Cinderellas in twenty one sided Vario pages in a binder. A few hundred
stamps in all. Some in larger multiples. Obvious reprints and fantasies are here alongside those that look appropriate. A perfect accumulation that is difficult to reproduce in today’s market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
153 / Carton of topical collections and sets from 1937 to 1977. Comprises American Bicentennial 5 volume mint worldwide collection
neatly mounted in three-ring binders on pages containing singles, full sets, and souvenir sheets. Also involves a mint Queen Elizabeth
Silver Jubilee collection and three stock books having British Commonwealth mint omnibus sets for 1937, 1953 Coronation, Peace
Issue, Red Cross, Churchill as well as a mostly used 1949 UPU. Nice useable and popular material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
154 / Small carton of ten counterbooks each well filled with mainly mint material. Most pages are modern “errors”, freaks, specimens,
and printer’s waste that never made it back to their Island Nations known mainly for spewing stamps. Lots of topicals: birds, flowers,
royalty, transportation, etc. Way too many imperf pairs, color missing, etc. Make sure to view each counterbook as they, although
similar, are different from one another.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
155

1992 Columbian Exposition selection. Hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets mainly in a large stockbook
as issued by all the countries. Huge original cost making this offering a bargain for the topical collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
156 / Small American Banknote thematic accumulation of 37 items. Includes eleven 1893 World Columbian tickets, a couple 1901 PanAmerican labels, 1915 Panama World Fair label, a 1928 Kansas City Republican National Convention ticket, Scotts #’s 149, 159, 165
with various sock on the nose cancels, and a few foreign items with American Banknote imprint markings. An interesting assembly of
an obscure area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
BRITISH COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
157

/
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Accumulation of an advanced collector’s duplicates. Involves thousands mostly identified on 102 and 104 size salecards. Most
colonies are represented with the exception of Canada. The vast majority are pre 1960. The lower value material ($1.00 to $10.00) fills
six “red boxes” and the better, nicely fills two 104 card boxes. The owner estimates the catalog value to be $40,000. Overall, a clean
group worth close inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY

Newly arrived on the philatelic market, British colonies assortment from the1880s to the 1970s in one carton. Approximately 2,000
#102 sales cards in three red boxes and one small white box comprising already cataloged by the owner in singles, full, and partial sets
with profitable backup. Includes decent Carribean, Asia, and Canada selections. While range goes from $4.00 to $20.00 items, also
entails medium value items from $40.00 to $100.00. Do not let this one slip away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
159 / Collections and assortment from the 1850s to 1999 in a medium carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in singles, full, and partial sets in various collections. Also contains a selection of various other colonies on stock and counter
pages. Collections are from Australia, New Zealand, Bahamas, St. Helena, Jersey etc. Also includes Omnibus sets from 1937 to 1965.
Needs examination to fully appreciate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
160

A thirty-two page stockbook plus five one sided stockpages filled with NH sets (couple exceptions) or souvenir sheets. Starts with
the early QEII period and runs to about 2000. Strong in Rhodesia, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia and Pakistan. Useful to the British
or topical dealer.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1050.00
161 // Accumulation as received in one carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in stockbooks, glassines,
album, stock pages, and envelopes. Includes a small assortment of South Africa FDCs from the 1970s to 1980s. Needs a little reorganization to fully appreciate the profit potential. Viewing a must.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
162 / Collection of a few thousand up to or just past the millennium in four three ring binders. Everything is used, hinged on school lined
paper. This was assembled by buying accumulations and extensively trading. Includes Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland and
New Zealand. The owner meticulously cataloged everything which totals $8,530. Also, along for the ride is two volume mint and used
Australia collection in clean Davo hingless albums which catalog $930. Transferring to better albums is the way to go.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
163 / Fifteen sales cards holding mainly different 19th century items. Strong in Mauritius and Bahamas. Some faults.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
164 / A large carton filled with nearly a dozen stockbooks and albums. The stocks are fairly full with mainly used which looks to be a
treasure trove for the cancel hunter. They encompass India and states, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand, Australia and states
along with many more. The collections are Canada and a sparse two volume British Asia. Good profit potential to sell by the book.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
158

/

Collections from 1859 to 1998. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in singles, partial, and full sets. Includes
Canada in a Parliament album from 1859 to 1974 having mint and used in black mounts and Australia in a Scott album having mainly
used stamps from 1913 to 1998. Could be the foundation of a British colonies collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
166

British Africa Small group of better values and sets on three pages in a stockbook. Includes South West Africa, Rhodesia and Ascension. All Fine or better.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
167 / British Africa collections on Minkus and other album pages from 1885 to 1966. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in
partial, full sets, and singles. Includes South Africa, Transvaal, Kenya, Uganda, Tanganyika, Southwest Africa etc. Beneficial material
for integration into your British colonial collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
168 / British Antarctic Territory collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1963 to 1991. Several hundred mint stamps in full sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets. Also involves a small selection of covers and FDCs from 1986 to 2000.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
169 // British Asia parallel mint and used collection in Scott Specialty album from 1861 to 1970. Hundreds and hundreds stamps in full,
partial sets, and singles. Includes Aden, Bahrain, Burma, Ceylon, and Dubai. Also, encompasses a small assortment of fascinating
postal history covers and stationery. Check it out as there is plenty of bang for the buck here.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3500.00
170 / British Asia disheveled album Muscat through Pakistan in an old Scott Specialty album basically 1947-1972. A few complete
mint sets some of which have a high catalog value. Lots of extra pages mainly with stamps duplicating others. Parallel mint and used
in places. Moderate duplication. Pakistan has the most value with high catalog singles and sets. Also includes: Muscat, Oman, Nepal
and Palestine. Hard to figure with so many superfluous pages and duplicate stamps. Several dozen covers add to the mystique. Needs
a long look from a trained eye to figure the purpose and value of this beast.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
171 / British Asia Mounted collection of a few hundred in a Scott specialty album up to the mid 1970’s. Includes Kuwait, Malaysia,
Maldives Is. and Mesopotamia. Kuwait is the most valuable and the Mesopotamia is more populated than normal. Also includes a
couple interesting Kuwait covers plus some glassines with stamps that haven’t been inserted into the collection. A nice start to a popular
area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
172 / British Caribbean collection of many hundred neatly mounted in a clean Scott specialty album with issues to 1968. Predominately mint although some islands have a good portion of used. A few of the more valuable, as they come, are Bahamas, Barbados,
Bermuda, British Guiana, Falkland Islands, Jamaica and Virgin Islands. Loads of better values along with many complete sets. Superior
condition throughout.
(Webphoto) 2015 Catalog 22,400.00
173 / British Europe selection as received in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and booklets from to the early 1980s. Includes a clean British Europe Scott Specialty from 1854 to 1982, Channel Islands in a clean
Scott album from 1969 to 1982 with mint stamps. Also collection binders of Disney and British Royalty from 1950s to 1980s as well
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
as extras. Worth a glance.
174 / British Oceana collection of several hundred mounted in a Scott specialty album with issues to the 1980’s. It’s a parallel mint and
used collection consisting of Gilbert & Ellice Is., Kiribati, Labuan, Nauru and New Hebrides. All are useful but the Labuan is by far
the best which is much better than usually encountered. Along with the many better values and sets there are a couple dozen covers of
which some are quite desirable. Mostly F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00
175 / British Oceania collections in five clean Scott Specialty albums in two cartons. Hundreds and hundreds of overwhelmingly mint
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in clear mounts. Comprises Cook Islands to 1990, Niue to 1999, Aitutaki to
1995, Solomon Islands and Pitcairn Island to the 1990s. Shelf and continuation ready.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6480.00
165

/
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176 // British Oceania collection in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles,
and souvenir sheets. Entails Tonga from 1886 to 1977 and Tuvalu from 1976 to 1989. Also includes a small selection of covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
177 // British South Atlantic with St. Helena and Tristan da Cunha collection in a Scott Specialty album. Hundreds of mainly mint
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. St. Helena runs to 1971 and Tristan Cunha runs to 1983 having both pages to
1997. Also interspersed with a small selection of covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
GENERAL FOREIGN BY AREA COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
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Asia new issue accumulation from the Empire estate in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of stamps in full sets, singles,
souvenir sheets and full sheets roughly from the 1960s to 1980 Includes People’ Republic of China, Laos, Cambodia, Vietnam, South
Korea, and Japan of stock pages and three mint files mostly filled of which two are from Japan and one from the Ryukyus from the
1960s. A must see.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Asia accumulation of a couple thousand sorted into four pizza size boxes. Japan is the best which contains a lot of NH face value type
material from the 1960’s to 1990’s. Thailand is next with lots of used values and sets. Philippines, Indonesia and Korea are useful.
Looks like fun to sort though.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Balkans with Albania and Bulgaria collections to 1963 in a Scott Specialty album. Albania is best with dubious earlies, mint sets
and CTO sets yielding an intermediate collection of several hundred stamps. The Bulgaria is parallel with two pages for each issue, but
not mint and used. Not much power, with just a surprise or two to hold a viewer’s interest. The obligatory high catalog, but dubious
at best Eastern Rumelia group brings up the rear. Plenty of value for any area aficionado.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1300.00
Baltic area collection in a clean Scott specialty album to 1940. No modern era. Latvia is best followed by Lithuania, and Estonia.
Several hundred stamps in a continuable album with a high aggregate catalog value. A definite bargain at our reserve.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
Benelux collections from 1852 to 1972. Involves hundreds and hundreds of used stamp in partial, full sets, and singles on Minkus
and other album pages. Good for checking for cancellations or for integration into an existing worldwide collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Eastern Europe collection in three Scott Specialty albums from 1879 to 1973. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles and souvenir sheets. Contains Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Croatia.
Plenty of interesting stamps plus empty enough spaces to offer you days and days of mounting pleasure. (Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
Eastern Europe collections from 1866 to 1972. Involves hundreds and hundreds of used stamps in partial, full sets, and singles.
Contains Czechoslovakia, Romania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and Hungary mainly on Minkus pages. While a little messily organized, still
offers a lot of bang for the buck.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Europe eight country collections totaling a couple thousand different stamps up to the 1940’s, 1950’s or 1960’s mounted on clean
pages. Switzerland and Belgium are the best. Set up for easy profits as the catalog is indicated on each page and the total for each
country’s catalog is provided.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 12,000.00
Europe Collection of thousands in ten three ring binders of all used usually going up to the millennium or just past. Everything is
hinged on to school lined paper in Scott order and encompasses sixteen different countries from the west plus Scandinavia. This was
assembled over many years by buying accumulations and extensive trading. It was meticulously cataloged counting every stamp, totaling $21,800. Also along for the ride is an Austrian collection in two clean Davo albums with dust cases which is just a starter cataloging
$470. Transferring to better albums would produce a hard to duplicate collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
Europe Three cartons filled with about twenty albums, stockbooks, loose album and stockpages etc. The contents are primarily
Austria, Germany and areas plus a bit of Switzerland. Many better values and sets scattered throughout and mixed up just enough to
have the possibility of specialty “finds”. Plan on spending some time on this one to come up with the right number.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Far East far out collections on album pages from 1890 to 1967 in a pizza-size box. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in singles,
full, and partial sets. Japan is the best having Korea and Indonesia making appearances. Great starter collections.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
Latin America phenomenal untouched, unsearched original one man’s life long collection in seven Scott Specialty albums in two
cartons. Collector’s accurate count of over 27,000 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely, precisely mounted from the 1860s to 1975. Countries are filled in many places and not having many empty spaces. Contains fascinating
Mexico, Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, Paraguay, Panama,
Salvador, Cuba, and Haiti. On Scott album pages and in pizza boxes are Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Dominican Republic. Slow viewing required to fully appreciate as these outstanding collections that do not come onto the philatelic market that often.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3500.00
Latin America collections mostly on Minkus pages from 1865 to 1974. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of used stamps in partial,
full sets, and singles. Covers Argentina, Nicaragua, Panama, Mexico etc. A little messy in places, still offers plenty of useful material
for your worldwide collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Scandinavia Mounted collection of a couple thousand different on Scott official pages with issues to about 1950. More used than
mint. Strongest in Sweden, about equal value in Iceland, Denmark and Norway and just a bit of Finland. Set up for easy profits as every
page has the catalog value written in pencil and each country totaled.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 8200.00
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Scandinavia accumulation in two new style Scott binders. Remaindered on a mixture of old style and new style pages. Not all pages
present or in good condition. A few thousand stamps in Scott order from Iceland, Aland, Denmark, Finland and Sweden. Most of the
value is in mint sets from 1961-1986. Weak pre-1960. Just a few airs and BOB. Should be viewed in person to determine a competitive bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Scandinavia collections on Minkus pages from 1851 to 1971 in a pizza-size box. Hundreds of mainly used stamps in singles, full, and
partial sets. Most of the value is Denmark and Iceland. Useful to the right person.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
South America extensive two volume collection mounted in clean Scott specialties with issues to the early 1970’s. Involves Ecuador, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela and a tiny bit of Peru. Great coverage in the first four mentioned in the regulars, airs and officials.
Mostly mint and other than a few cases F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00

Western Europe A skinny stockbook with a few hundred. About 45% of the catalog value is in a half dozen mint early Monaco.
Most of the rest is in France up through the Peace and Commerce issues. Good group to cull out cancels and shades. Offered cheaply.
(Webphoto) Catalog 7500.00
Western Europe 25 better classic issues. Four with certs.. Some with minor faults. All fresh F-VF or better appearing.
(Webphoto) Catalog 4869.00
Western Europe untouched, unsearched original one man’s life long collection in four Scott Specialty albums in a carton. Collector’s
accurate count of over 8,500 mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets nicely mounted from around 1850
to the 1970s.The best is France having some treasures, followed by Italy, Germany, Great Britain, and Egypt making a surprise appearance. Recommended viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
Western Europe collections on Minkus and other album or stock pages from 1850 to 1974. Hundreds and hundreds of used stamps in
partial, full sets, and singles. Includes France, Monaco, Spain, Austria, and Switzerland. Several of the collections are a little messy or
do not go to 1974 but they still contain beneficial material to integrate into your worldwide collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Western Europe 16 old counter books in Scott order evenly split between Netherlands and Belgium. Good values remain with plenty
of used stamps with considerable catalog value. Belgium includes: 2-3,9-12, 13-16, 25, 31, and 42; while Netherlands encompasses #
1,3,4-6, 11-12, 17-22, and 33. Lots of multiples of even the “better” ones with plenty of $10 and up noted. Pay no attention to the old
catalog prices for they have moved up and down all over the board. The value is in the earlies, but plenty of stamps to 1970. Prudent
buyers will have a long look to prove the value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00

Western Europe group of five falling apart PM mounted mainly mint collections of Germany, Switzerland, and others. Somewhat
remaindered by purpose and glue failure. These once fine collections now in as is variable condition. Switzerland is best with a mint
PM entombed Pax set as a highlight. It would be prudent to view in person before bidding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
201 / Western Europe accumulation. Austria is represented by a three volume Fals Los album with pages 1849-1984. Sparse early and late
with the bulk of the couple hundred stamps mainly mint 1960-1974. Better is the Belgium in two remaindered folder collections that
overlap having strength in the pre 1945 sections. This two country group could be retooled into three marketable lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 260.00
GENERAL FOREIGN COLLECTIONS, ACCUMULATIONS, STOCKS
200

/
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/

203

/

Several thousand mostly on “102” size salescards. Includes high cataloging 19th century and many medium grade sets. Some low
duplication. Everything ready for retail either by card or small units. As a bonus (not in catalog total) is a batch of very faulty with
$3170 catalog. Worth inspection.
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 38,000.00
A sixteen page stockbook plus an extra page filled with mostly 19th century to 1950. Strong in Great Britain and British America.
Everything was hand selected so, the majority are fresh Fine or better copies. Bourse ready to break up and sell by the page at a reasonable percentage of catalog.
(Webphoto) Catalog 27,000.00

Massive, magnificent, one man collection housed in over 60 matching large sized three ring heavy duty binders from the late 1950s.
More of a collection of country collections meticulously hinged onto Scott Specialty pages. Covers from 1840-1985 with plenty of
stamps from the later years still NH on stockpages. Huge amounts of premium sets and singles throughout. Goodies in almost every
binder. With a quick look noticed: Canada Jubilee dollar values mint along with a used $5, the Bhutan record set, all the premium mint
sets from Vatican City, high catalog value souvenir sheets sprinkled throughout, both Greece mint Youth sets, early Russia, and full sets
of mint British Commonwealth. The massive amounts of photos on the website only scratch the surface of this delightful collection.
Viewing is necessary to determine just how wonderful this collection is.
(Webphoto) S.B. 8000.00
205 / Box of several hundred mostly on “102” size salescards or in glassines. Strength in Pacific rim countries like PRC, ROC, Singapore,
(Webphoto) Owner’s Catalog 6500.00
Hong Kong and Japan. Some duplication but would still interest the general collector.
206 // Large accumulation of general foreign from the duplicates of the Empire estate. All the singles have been removed and are in Sunday’s auction. What is left is a jumble of stockbooks, country folders, loose pages and glassines each containing something interesting.
Huge catalog highly probable with intermediate and better values to be gleaned while resorting. Variable condition with damage from
long term storage, multiple movings, and a rodent or two. But has been cleaned up enough for perusal. Will appeal to the general collector who has the time and energy to wade through a lot as big as this nine carton, around 400 pound, holding. What fun!
(Webphoto) S.B. 4500.00
207 / Dealer backstock of larger/souvenir sheet type items in two large dustcase enclosed binders on counterbook and plastic pages. Several hundred items in all, almost all mint. Light duplication. From many obscure places and topical in nature. The owner’s catalog
value of $3,500.00 seems accurate to us. Lots of topical appeal in a lot like this.
(Webphoto) Catalog 3500.00
204

/
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Awe-inspiring worldwide collection in eight Scott International albums from the 1880s to 1971 in two cartons. Comprises thousands of mint and used stamps in complete, partial sets including many countries with strong BOB. Entails impressive Russia, Austria,
Monaco, British, French, and Italian colonies. You will not go wrong viewing this offering as you will encounter some not often seen
material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2500.00
Two cartons containing hundreds and hundreds of worldwide topical NH stamps in sets, souvenir sheets, or booklets from the
1950s to 1990s. Organized in 12 counter books and 3 large binders with an owner’s catalog of over $21,000.00. Contains many popular
themes such as British Royalty, animals, sports, famous people, etc. A money maker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2300.00
All the interesting or better items from the Empire estate in two pizza-size boxes in a medium carton. Hundreds and hundreds of
mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets roughly from the 1880s to the 1960s having enjoyable
backup. Exists in glassines, sales, counter, and manila cards having older, meaningless catalog values. Since the collector had a fancy
for Canadian material, a fair amount will be present. Searching might reveal some surprises. Examination necessary to fully appreciate
this selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00

A-Z world collection in nine Harris albums in three cartons. Jammed packed with thousands and thousands of mainly used stamps
in partial, full sets, and singles from the late 19th Century to around 1990. Many of the bindings were held together by tape by the owner
and several have become loose or have come detached. Spot checking found no scarce issues by plenty of stamps including China and
PRC. Super for making country folders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
A “102” card stock filling about ¾ of a red box containing mainly Europe B to N countries. All better values and sets. Owner’s
catalog exceeds $29,000 which needs some scrutinizing because a few reprints and dubious are included, along with mixed condition
19th century. Still a useful group as there is much desirable and the stock has been shopped in a very limited audience of central Illinois.
Offered cheaply.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
A rather unattractive collection housed in eight albums. Includes three Scott internationals running from 1940 to 1959. A Scott
international part I accommodated in two 3-ring binders and the later material in three homemade albums of quadrille pages. Heavily populated from beginning to end with thousands of different stamps. Transferring to nicer albums is the way to go.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1900.00
Five large binders containing thousands of worldwide stamps both mint and used on manila stock pages in one carton. Ranging
from various decades of the 20th Century having amply amount of backup this selection offers the opportunity to sell by the country.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
Nine nicely filled Scott internationals with issues to about 1970. Well balanced as far as country content and time period although
there is a slight strength in the British colonials. Mixed mint and used with the usual progression of more used early and more mint
later. Some are mounted and some mint is in mounts which may or may not be NH. The albums are collapsing under their own weight,
the pages are clean as are the stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
A few thousand mostly different either mounted on clean pages or in little packages. Issues generally run up to the 1950’s. Very
strong in Latin America followed by Middle East. Set up for easy profits as catalog totals are provided meticulously everywhere.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00

Sixteen better grade retail items from a dealer’s under glass stock. Chiefly British and Europe. Includes some unusual. Very clean
and helpful.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
218 // All ten of the remaining cartons from a large consignment that had its origins in a New York estate. A few strong country groups
including Canada with lots of face and mint oldies multiples, Bulgaria in seven hingeless albums, Germany with value in the hand
painted cards, and Sweden in two volumes. Also includes unsorted remainders of previous purchases in a few cartons containing tens
of thousands of stamps with many surprises to be unearthed. A few covers in the extra cartons augment the huge catalog value. A bunch
of albums and stockbook add to the intrigue. Plenty of stuff to sort, catalog and rediscover. Perfect large lot to play with having high
profit potential.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
219 / Five counter books containing medium to higher end retail grade values and sets. Primarily early 20th century to mid century.
Strong in Europe but also beneficial Latin America and Middle East plus, a bit of British. Good for stock up grade.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00
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Carton filled with eighteen little country collections plus country groups on stockpages and cards. Eight of which are priced ready
for resale. All total a few thousand stamps with some better throughout. Good lot for the worldwide collector too.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1050.00
Three medium cartons of worldwide new issues mostly from the 1960s to the early 1990s from the Empire estate. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. These issues are mostly in their original mailing
glassines or stock cards; in fact, many were still in their original mailing envelopes and were protected by cardboard. Fantastic offering
ready for resale on the internet. Do not let this one get away.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
A couple stockpages holding better items and sets. Includes some unusual as well as bread and butter. Good lot for resale.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Jammed packed A-Z selection in a large carton. Thousands of stamps in multiples in glassines containing mint and used in full,
short sets, and singles roughly ending in the late 1970s. Involves pockets of some better sprinkled throughout with France as the lead.
A treasure trove for the patient explorer with fortitude.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
A collector’s hoard in six various size cartons. Thousands of stamps in around three dozen albums and stockbooks, hundreds of
glassines and loose. There are country dedicated and A to Z entities of a range of usefulness. A good perusal really needs to be done to
determine it’s value.
(Webphoto) S.B. 950.00
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Eclectic worldwide collections in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps from various decades of the 20th
Century. Consists of Western Europe, Middle East, Portuguese colonies, Croatia etc. on sometimes remaindered album pages in plastic
sleeves. Still suitable for making a profit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Worldwide new issues as received in two medium cartons from the Empire estate. Consists of hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps
in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets mainly from the late 1970s to the early 1990s. Issues are mainly still in their original
mailing glassines; in fact, many were still sealed in their original mailing envelopes and were protected by cardboard. Perfect for resale
on the internet or making bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00

Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in souvenir sheets and booklets from the 1950s to 1990s in one carton. Nicely organized in counter books, pages, and binder having an owner’s catalog of $7,750.00. Loaded with topical potential including sports,
famous people, art, stamp on stamp, music etc. Ready for scanning for internet sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Two medium cartons of worldwide new issues mainly from the 1970s to 1990 from the Empire estate. Comprises of hundreds and
hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. These issues are mostly in their original mailing glassines;
in fact, many were still in their original mailing envelopes and were protected by cardboard. Excellent money maker ready for sale on
the internet or for making bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Eleven bulky cartons weighting approximately 450 pounds worldwide assortment. Comprises thousands of mint and used stamps
running throughout various decades of the 20th Century in Minkus, Scott, other albums, stockbooks, and binders having backup. Includes over 20 unused, clean albums from an unknown manufacturer that will be useful for starting a worldwide collection. Pound for
pound enough value here to make it worth your time to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Dealer downsizing lot filling ten heavy cartons. Includes: over 30 orphan albums (US, parts of foreign collections, countries, etc.), a
pile of folder collections mostly remaindered, and a couple cartons of shoebox and cigar box lots. Over 50,000 stamps (guess). Easy
internet sellers, probably over 50 lots when broken down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Accumulation of worldwide folder collections from the 1880s to 1970s in three medium cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Many folders are former auction lots having a good presence of French
and British colonies as well as Western Europe plus others. Some folders appear to have been hardly touched or lightly remaindered by
this lifelong collector.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Consignment as received in two medium size boxes. Includes a valuable stockpage of Canadian provinces, 3rd Reich on counterpages, six stockpages of Hawaii, a nice Nicaragua collection, a well filled Master Global and a few thousand stamps sorted in glassines.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Four cartons of worldwide from the Empire estate. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps. Includes one medium
carton of new issues in singles, complete sets, and souvenir sheets from the 1960s to 1980s having many still in their original shipping
glassines. This lot could be a treasure hunt as all the odds and ends from this amazing consignment were placed here. Examination a
necessity.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Seven full heavy large cartons from the depths of a South Florida storage locker. Highlights include over twenty albums and
stockbooks both general and country specific, three cartons of loose stuff, and just enough useful paraphernalia to make box lots for
bourse or internet sales. Thousands of collectable stamps, in damp storage condition. Probably forty or so viable lots from this heavy
pile.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Interesting selection in four cartons. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles
in albums, stockbooks, counter, auction, pages, and sales cards from various decades of the 20th Century. Offers useful material that
would benefit any internet seller. Searching a must.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

Foreign selection in two cartons. Includes hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in three disheveled two binders and one
album roughly from around 1900 to the 1990s. Also involves some ancillary material. A little reorganization could be rewarding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
237 / Twenty-three Scott International albums from 1940-1988. Appear on a whole as sparsely filled, but looks can be deceiving with the
number of pages in this collection. Thousands of mixed mint and used stamps in mostly the proper spaces. No early classics to cloud
the issue with catalog value. Easy to breakdown into another collection or sell at a nickel/dime table. Some possibility as country
folder groups. Useful and inexpensive.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
238 // Dealer back room clean up lot in seven heavy cartons. Tens of thousands of the usual suspects in glassines, stockbooks, albums,
cigar boxes, shoe boxes, and the like. Ready to be reworked and marketed.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
239 / Ten cartons of mainly Great Britain from the 1920s to 2000. Four cartons of mostly Machin Heads on and off paper either in small
boxes, envelopes, plastic bags, or loose having enormous backup. Also comprises miscellaneous other Great Britain, worldwide, and
US including a small selection of 20, 22 cents sheets in albums, envelopes, binders, and album pages. If you really like Machins, this
lot could be your cup of tea.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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/
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/

Two old Schaubek albums from the late 1930s. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles running from the 1870s to 1940s. Includes China, Hong Kong, Straits Settlements, Siam, Australian States, Natal, and Latin
America. Albums are a little disheveled but still contain some not often seen stamps. A must have for the old album afficando.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
From the depths of a South Florida storage locker these five cartons are packed with value. Highlights include 22 albums both
general and country specific, a carton of loose stuff, and just enough surprises (ROC in one album) to whet the appetite of any recycler
or internet seller.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
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Two cartons containing sparsely filled Scott internationals (4), Scott specialty for Germany, very clean Scott specialties with dust
cases for France and colonies (4), a Minkus for DDR, a well filled stockbook of Israel plus some subscription offerings. All suitable for
expansion or to sell by the book.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
One large binder having hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps on manila on stock pages having amply amount of backup. Runs from Portugal to Ryukyus (no Russia) from around 1900 to the 1960s mostly. Good for selling by the page on the internet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Small box containing all the odd and unusual leftovers from a small estate. A few dozen entities in all with highlights including:
poster stamps from the classic period, German labels, stamp show labels, fakes, forgeries, essays, a few suspect and damaged covers,
revenues, foreign Christmas seals, etc. Plenty of sleepers to find if you are adept using other catalogs than Scott for much is not listed
there. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Two cartons of worldwide. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having useful backup binders, stockbooks,
envelopes, and glassines roughly from 1900 to 2001. Includes Austria, Israel, Scandinavia, etc. Beneficial for making bourse box lots
or small internet units.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00

Scott International A-Z album from the 1850s to 1939. Comprise hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps. While the bulging
album is disheveled and water damaged, it could contain useful material as it was left untouched by us. Everyone would love to find
this type of album in an estate; so inspection recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
247 / Three cartons of ten albums mainly from the late 19th Century to the 1960s. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets in seven Scott International and three Harris albums. While rudimentary in
nature, still offers plenty of useful material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
248 / Ten Scott International albums from around 1900 to the early 1970s. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Great for selling by the album or making into country or area folders.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
249

Worldwide cinderellas selection. Hundreds of mint thematic poster stamps from Germany, United States, Austria etc. running mainly
from pre-WW I to the 1950s. A most colorful, intriguing, and historical offering worthy of your attention. (Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
250 / Eleven Scott Specialty albums in two cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles generally running to around 1980 but having pages to the early 1990s. Albums are very clean but sparse in some areas making
this an opportunity to buy entry level material. Includes British, Portuguese colonies Greece, and Germany to name just a few. Well
worth your time to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
251 // Six large heavy cartons of floor sweepings, old stockbooks, and a couple old sparse albums. Most of the value is in the unsorted mass
of loose glassines floating across the six cartons. Lots of fun if you enjoy the sorting process. Who knows you may even find a surprise
or two. Looks like dime table stuff to us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
252 / Two heavy cartons packed with Scott Specialty albums. Each album holds some sort of beginner to intermediate collection out of
a central Ohio estate. Best is a two volume Poland and Baltic States to 1980, while volumes of Hungary and Switzerland, Austria and
Germany, Belgium and France, and Central and South America are OK, too. Eleven albums in general “good to excellent condition”
provide enough value for a look and bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
246

/

253 // Seven more full, heavy, large cartons from the depths of a South Florida storage locker. Highlights include over twenty albums
and stockbooks both general and country specific, three cartons of loose stuff, a carton of common covers, a carton of way too much
UN, and just enough useful gear to make box lots for bourse or internet sales. Probably thirty or so viable lots from this heavy pile.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
254 / One man’s A-Z general collection of all mint stamps in hundreds of #1 glassines each one with a single stamp. Appears to be mainly
common, but on closer inspection yields a surprise here and there: Great Britain 113, 116, 117, 120, 121, 130, 133, 136 cr, etc. , Hong
Kong 185-196 short set, and much more. Probably few if any complete sets. Lots of intermediate values. Mixed condition with ng, hr,
back faults in with the NH. Difficult to examine so probably much more to be discovered with a better than cursory examination. Fun
lot to break down.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
255 / Floor shoveling group of runoff from a large consignment. Includes: binders, stockbooks, glassines, groups of glassines, too much
UN, old new issues, loose stuff and anything else that could be added to the four heavy cartons. Enough value to make recycling possible.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
256 // Eight carton end of the Empire estate group. Mostly lower end material with a surprise here and there. Way too many Haley’s
Comet covers and “investment” groups, along with a choker of UN and other poor condition failed investments. Look close to determine what exactly is here.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
257 / Small carton containing a few hundred mainly mint world wide souvenir sheets. Plenty of “better” with bunches of higher catalog
ones noticed. Seems to be mostly pre 1985. Perfect for individual resale.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
258 / Ten volume Scott International album set where the bulk of the value and stamps is in the first hundred years. The previous owner
ran out of patients for mounting so stuff is jammed in allover the place either loose or on approval sheets or other album pages. Thousands of stamps with many intermediate values included. Acceptable condition with some pages jammed with stamps, while in the later
albums sparse at best. Viewing will help one come to the right evaluation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
259 / Fascinating worldwide selection in five cartons. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles. Consists of five Scott International albums running to the 1970s and around 20 binders of a rudimentary somewhat remaindered
collection to the 1970s having stamps on blank pages. With the miscellaneous added in, making this offering a candidate for bourse or
dime table sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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Three fascinating cartons of worldwide as received from the consignor. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps
having tolerable backup in albums, binders, stockbooks, and folders from various decades mainly from the 20th Century. A most useful
selection good for making bourse or internet lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
261 // Five large heavy cartons of floor sweepings, old stockbooks, a full carton of dollar covers, and a couple thousand mint souvenir
sheets (all the same) for the 1977 America’s Cup (enough to wallpaper border a large house). Most of the value is in the unsorted mass
of loose glassines floating across four cartons. Lots of fun if you enjoy the sorting process. Who knows you may even find a surprise.
Looks like dime table and give away stuff to us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
262 / Odds and ends in three cartons. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps various decades of the 20th century in
albums, stockbooks, envelopes, several small boxes, and folders. Spotted a United Nations collection as well as several worldwide
possible surprises. Has enough material to peek your interest. Worth your time to view
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
260

263
264
265
266
267

268

/

One of the ugliest collections we’ve ever handled but, boy are there a lot of stamps. Thousands and thousands of mostly 20th century,
primarily used. Some duplication was spotted but essentially all different. This would be perfect to sell out of at bourses for a set price
per stamp or keep and spend countless hours transferring to a collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
/ Shoebox full of off paper revenue stamps from all over the world. Over 7,000 stamps according to the owner. Plenty of Latin America and British. Holding it in your hands will help verify the count and variety. Duplication exists.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
/ One man’s collection as received. The pair of albums is a deluxe set (with interleaves) of Stanley Gibbons overseas albums with no
British commonwealth 1840-1936. Strong Europe and colonies. As received with several hundred perhaps thousands of stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
/ One man’s world wide collection in eight fat Minkus Master global albums. Well loved, with thousands of stamps. Mainly packet
material up to 1985. Few sets. Many singles and part sets. The binders are worse for wear, while the pages are still in great shape.
When viewing do not expect many surprises as this collection was put together on a shoestring.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
// Collector downsizing group in seven heavy cartons. Highlights include: hundreds of stamps in stockbooks and old remaindered
album parts, at least three cartons of unused and lightly used supplies including a couple of hingeless Germany albums, and a surprise
or two. Would benefit from a long look; from collectors and dealers alike.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
/

/

Four cartons of albums and binders as received from the consignor. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps.
Includes two Harris Statesman albums, White Ace collections for Canada, Israel, Minkus United Nations from 1951 to 1993. Vatican
from 1960 to 1987, and binders of US souvenir pages in the 1980s plus miscellaneous. Inspection required as items appeared to have
been stored in a humid place as toning has started to creep in on many pages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00

Worldwide selection in a medium carton as received from the consignor. Comprises new issues particularly Disney and British
Royalty from the 1980s, mint Monaco stamps from 1984 to 1988 on Minkus pages, miscellaneous mint and used in glassines in a small
box, and supplies. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
270 / Two well balanced Harris standards containing a few thousand mostly used stamps. Runs to the early 1970’s and includes a good
representation of the countries that have since gotten better like China, India, Japan and Russia. Stamp clubs take note as there is a wide
variety of clean material to pick from.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
271 / An odd combination because that’s the way it came. Mostly Netherlands with many mint semipostal sets, Mexico with interesting
early and much mint later, a decent Belgium collection plus other Latin America.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
272 // Eight full cartons containing the bulk of a small estate. Highlights include: a few hundred old and new mainly US covers, a tiny
amount of US face to count, packets (10,000 different world, 500 British area, 500 mint Russia, etc.), approvals and must have promotional items from a prominent New England dealer, and every thing else that could be stuffed into the cartons. Tremendous outlay of
capital was expended to secure these, but have limited traction in the secondary market. Already most of the culling has been done,
making this one a fun lot to go through. For the intermediate collector with album space for the thousands of different stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
269

/

Mish mash leftover group of 25 individual pieces each too small in value for a single lot in the Sunday sale. Includes album pages
(Allenstein, Belgium), dubious overprints (Palestine and Poland), dubious and damaged (Great Britain and Germany). Plus Israel
short tabs, Monaco imperfs, and Belgian Congo mini sheets. Loads of value for the non discriminating collector along with a couple
of surprises. Compact lot worth examining.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
274 / Scandinavia and Canada assortment in one carton. Thousands of mainly common used stamps going to the 1980s having a multitude of backup. Comprises five stockbooks of Denmark, five stockbooks of Canada, folder collections of Denmark, Sweden and a
Scandinavia Scott Specialty album sparse to 1979. Overall a useful selection if you have a market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
275 // Consignment as received in four cartons. Entails two cartons containing hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in albums,
stockbooks, binders, and glassines from various decades spanning the 20th Century having tolerable backup. Also involves two of our
largest cartons having mainly common US commercial covers from the past fifty years as well as a smattering of worldwide. Could be
a flea market fiesta for someone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
273

/

276



277

/

A to Z accumulation in eleven cartons. Thousands and thousands of mainly common encountered used stamps to the 1980s organized
by country and catalog number in glassines averaging one to three stamps in each envelope. Lots of stamps which would make a dynamic dime table.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Four of our largest cartons filled with a little bit of this and a little bit of that worldwide assortment. Entails thousands of stamps in
shoeboxes, folders, files, small boxes etc. containing whatever you might need to make bourse box lots.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
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Four carton accumulation as received from the consignor. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps from various
decades of the 20th Century in stockbooks, binders, ledger books, large, small envelopes, and small boxes having amply amount of
useful backup. Searching might reveal some fascinating material useful for your worldwide collections. Inspection recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
279 / Fascinating mainly worldwide assortment in two cartons. Includes three Regent remaindered albums from around 1900 to 1964
and one Scott International album from 1960-1963 containing hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps. Also comprises
several stockbooks and envelopes as well as a US mint bulk and presorted coils on loose album pages roughly from the 1970s to 1980s.
A lot worthy of your time to check out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
280 / Seven heavy cartons of leftovers from a dealer closet clean out. Highlight include: subscription items, several dozen manilla
stockpages packed to the gills with used US in quantity, Stockbooks of various semi sorted empty USPS hard cover thematic books,
and plenty of on and off paper stamps to sort. Fun, inexpensive lot to recycle.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
281 // Nine heavy cartons of a back room clean out. More covers than not most of which are US uncacheted FDCs. Otherwise includes:
13 pounds of on paper world common mix, two cartons of sparsely filled beginner albums, a huge pile of Southern Hemisphere postal
stationery mainly aerograms, and a few postal stationery items in a small box that are better than the others. A couple hundred pounds
of stuff to play with.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
282 / Three dilapidated, remaindered British collections and a Mystic Cuba collection. All have enough life left in them to warrant a
quick look and to pop in a bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
283

Six better unrelated NH sets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
278

/

ARGENTINA
284

/

Argentina extensive collection of mostly used to the 1970’s mounted in an old European springback album. The 19th century is particularly interesting due to the many shades and cancels. Good airmails and more officials than usually encountered. Also, includes two
stockbooks carrying a few thousand which looks like a cancel hunter’s playground.
(Webphoto) S.B. 290.00

ASCENSION
285

/

Ascension awesome collection in a Scott Specialty album. Entails hundreds of mint stamps in full sets, singles, and souvenir sheets
nicely mounted in black mounts from 1922 to 1985 having pages to 1993. Also includes extras on stock pages, a partial used collection
on Scott pages and several covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00

AUSTRALIA
286

/

287



288



289

/

290

/

Australia A largely complete mostly used collection to 2003 housed in three serviceable Lighthouse hingeless albums. Lacks all
the postage dues but, this is somewhat offset by the hundreds of duplicates in the four stockbooks, the better “dups” tucked in the
albums along with the many types and shades. Condition can be an issue at times. Still mainly Fine or better and a super effort.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3500.00
Australia mostly booklet assortment in two cartons. Entails two stockbooks of booklets in plastic sleeves from 1950 to 2005, a
stockbook of modern souvenir sheets, and a collection in a Schaubek hingeless album from 1957 to 2002. Also involves two small
boxes of which one contains miscellaneous booklets including others from various Commonwealth countries coming along for the
ride and the other with glassines of miscellaneous mint stamp. Enough postage to count causing you to jump higher than a “roo” with
enjoyment.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
Australia two mint collections in one carton. Comprises two volume Stanley Gibbons albums from 1974 to 1996 mounted on blank
pages and in black mounts and a two volume Lindner hingeless albums and slipcases from 1997 to 2006. Both collections hundreds and
hundreds of stamps in complete sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets resulting in plenty of face to count. Super selection which
should not be overlooked
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Australia collection from 1929 to 1956 on homemade pages and in a binder from the Empire estate. Consists of hundreds mostly mint
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles mounted in old style clear mounts. Highlights include mint #130-132. Also entails on manila
stock pages mainly used stamps what the collector called “to be mounted” which are Australia and States not from the above time
frame.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Australsia A two volume collection of Australia in Scott specialty albums to 2000 and a New Zealand collection in a Scott specialty
album to 1991. Both are beneficial from the 1930’s on although, the first mentioned kind of lightens up towards the end. Both start
out mixed mint and used but contain many mint NH sets later. Also contains a bit of states and stockpages of additional material plus
duplicates.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

AUSTRIA
291

/

292

/
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Austria small accumulation of BOB from the “unknown” pages. Includes: 1918 locals, 1920 locals, 1924 locals, 1945 locals, and
all the other odd stuff from a strong collection. Around 100 or so stamps on 17 Lighthouse blank pages. Knowledge is power when it
comes to these obscure groups.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Austria BOB and odd stuff on Lighthouse pages from an extensive collection. Nothing listed by Scott, just the weird stuff. Includes:
Postal Clearing stamps, telegraph 1870-1874, telegraph (specimen) stamps 1874-1878, and a full selection of “steamship” stamps with
“real”, forgeries, and reprints. Interesting ancillary collectibles on 17 pages in a pizza sized box.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
BAVARIA
293

/

Bavaria comprehensive specialist collection in three custom organized Lindner hingeless albums. Well over 90% complete for the
country by Scott with all sorts of extra Michel listed varieties and flyspecks. No #1 or #3, but multiples of many other classics. Strong
Luitpolds with many different types identified. A handful of zusammendrucke Ludwig III both perf and imperf add to the variety.
Huge aggregate catalog value with not nearly as many fakes and forgeries as are usually found in a collection like this. Plenty of correctly identified plates, types, and paper variations plus a few covers to add to the interest. Easy to build upon as a foundation of a truly
advanced collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00

BELGIUM
294

/

Belgium seven stockbooks with varied contents. The two most interesting hold a few hundred parcel post stamps assembled for their
cancels some of which are arranged alphabetically. The others contain some better values and sets, a precancel collection, revenues,
perfins, “T” overprints, se-tenants, etc.. An interesting lot looking to spice up a collection.
(Webphoto) Catalog 700.00

BERMUDA
295

/

Bermuda collection in a Scott Specialty album from the Empire estate. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles from 1865 to 1967. A most bountiful Bermudian offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

CANADA
296

/

297

/

298

/

299



300



301

/

302



303

/

304

/

305

/

306



307

/

308



Canada a bread and butter collection of several hundred different with issues to 2010 in a stockbook. Any used is primarily on the
first page. The rest starts out mostly og then, becomes NH. Very little in the way of back of the book other than a helpful selection of
revenues. Condition is mixed in the pre 1940’s then, all F-VF or better.
(Webphoto) Catalog 25,500.00
Canada two collections on Scott pages. Hundreds of mainly used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. One collection runs from
1897 to 1956 and the other from 1870 to 1943. Worth a shot.
(Webphoto) Catalog 7400.00
Canada collection from 1897 to 1962. Hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial sets, and singles on White ace pages. Excellent
foundation for building your own Canadian collection.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6700.00
Canada very clean, neat, orderly plate block stock of mostly sets in six counterbooks. Starts in 1976 and runs to 1990. Low, balanced
duplication. counting the face would be helpful.
(Webphoto) Unitrade 3900.00
Canada a little stockbook holding several hundred mostly up through the KGVI perioD.C.ompact value with helpful 19th century,
Admirals, etc.. All mint with some NH and many sets. Some mixed condition but mostly Fine or better. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
Canada collection an old-style Lindner hingeless album from 1868 to 1960 from the Empire estate. Hundreds of mint and used
stamps in singles, full, and partial sets. Highlights involves mint #50-61, 66-73, and 96-103. A totally awesome collection worthy of
your attention.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Canada postage accumulation from the Empire estate in three cartons. Plenty of stamps to count roughly from the 1950s to 1980 as
the collector loved to buy and horde this type of material. Exists in singles, full partial sets, souvenir sheets, and booklets as received
in glassines, envelopes, several stockbooks and loose. Book some time to calculate this profit maker.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
Canada accumulation filling our largest carton with seven pizza sized boxes. Each box contains a selection of mainly Bileski offerings from the late 1970s through 1985. Plenty of “varieties and errors” many in rampant duplication. Enough classical material to
make an interesting lot. The original owner paid many times our reserve to obtain these perceived investment quality stamps. A long
look is necessary to determine the right bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 900.00
Canada collections in three binders and on album pages in a medium carton from the Empire estate. Contains hundreds of mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles, and another collection in two binders from 1880 to 1958. Highlights include mint #5060, 96-103, and 104-122. The other collection runs from 1880 to 1949 having no power but mainly mint. Examination recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00
Canada mounted collection of several hundred in a Scott specialty album with issues to the early 1970’s. Primarily used with the
mint mostly from the mid 1930’s on. Some duplication which at times could be useful for shades or paper types. Suitable for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
Canada accumulation of postage in our largest carton from the Empire estate. Consists of as received in sets, singles, booklets,
partial sheets having many still in their original shipping glassines running to the 1980s.This collector had a passion for Canada and
could not pass up an opportunity to buy. A little patience and a calculator will yield rewards.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Canada collection from 1870 to 1978 on White Ace pages and in a binder from the Empire estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles having duplicates mounted on the back pages or empty spaces next to the
collection stamps. Collection is messy and would benefit with remounting into a hingeless album. Plenty of value to be found. Viewing
a must.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Canada booklets accumulation from the 1940s to around 2000 in one carton. Comprises four binders filled to capacity in plastic
sleeves and three small boxes of booklets and booklet panes in glassines and counter pages. Massive amount of face so be prepared to
spend some time counting. A rewarding experience for the person with patience.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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309 // Canada (mostly Provincial) revenue group from the extensive Bileski offerings 1970-1985 found in the depths of the Empire estate.
Many thousands of dollars were spent in obtaining these “finest known” and “very rare” pieces. Over 100 pieces in traditional Bileski
pink and green envelopes with sometimes two or more items per envelope. Includes every imaginable variety from perfs to paper
along with a few on documents. Perhaps as Bileski wrote on a note to the former owner “You now have the finest collection of these
(Law Stamps) that I have ever sold”. Reserve set low to attract those who have an interest to view and bid. Outstanding group.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
310 / Canada selection in four binders of varying types in one medium carton from the Empire estate. Hundreds and hundreds of overwhelmingly mint stamps from 1898 to 1970 in singles, full, and partial sets having multiples of many issues concentrated in the 1930s
onwards. Appears to have been the collector’s stock. The right price will let you bring it right home.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
311
 Canada stock of semi-official airmails. Includes sixteen covers, eleven stamps and one proof. Mostly different. Helpful group of a
popular area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 475.00
312 / Canada accumulation in one carton. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps having plenty of backup. Comprises a used
collection in a Minkus album, small box with mint year sets created by the owner, shoebox of mint face, binder having used stock, and
glassine box of used and partial mint Jubilee sets to 50 cents. Useful for the right market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
313 / Canada and Provinces in nine “102” size salescards holding better values and sets. Stronger in the provincials. Condition mixed but
presentable appearing.
(Webphoto) Catalog 4227.00
314 / Canada and Newfoundland accumulation from the Empire estate in one carton. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps mainly partial sets and singles in stock, counter books, counter, sales pages and cards having old catalog prices with enjoyable
backup. Ranges from the 1880s to 1960s mostly. From a collector who had a passion for Canadian material. Offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
315

Canada and Newfoundland mint airmail selection of over 50 stamps from 1928 to 1946 on black stock and blank pages. Highlights
include Newfoundland C2, 3, 10, 11, 12, 18 and air post semi-official stamps of CLP2, CLP3, CL9, 10, 11, 43, 44, 45, 48, 50, 51, and
52. Coming along for the ride are some modern worldwide airmail issues to 1979.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
316

Canadian Provinces collection of all mint mounted on Scott specialty pages. Comprises of about 175 stamps. Includes a helpful selection from Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, British Columbia, New Brunswick and especially nice Newfoundland which contains
many sets. Mostly F-VF
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
CHINA
317

/

318



China a mess of several hundred on stockpages, cards and in glassines. Runs from the Imperial period to the 1980’s in no particular
order. A tough lot to figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Republic of China 1940’s issues in small to very large quantities (some in sheets and part sheets) liberated from the mother country.
Items of concentrated value is #’s 583-588 x100, 593-594, 599-604 both groups of 100 or more, B9a x4, Sinkiang Province 176-177,
179, 185-187 all in sheets of 100. There are remnants of other issues in sheets and part sheets thrown in for a bonus. Interesting group
socked away for over a half century.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA
319



Peoples Republic of China accumulation of NH sets in blocks and singles. Blocks are T64/T144, Scott 1696/2252 and the singles are
J100-J119, J121-J143, Scott 1962/2116. All NH F-VF sets and a few souvenir sheets.
S.B. 400.00

COOK ISLANDS
Cook Islands collection of approximately 150 stamps. All complete sets plus a couple extra printings. Includes both mint and used
with some NH. Inserting into a nice album will do wonders. Note the catalog listed is 2015.
(Webphoto) Catalog 2560.00
321 // Cook Islands collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1892 to 1982. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Also, involves a small selection of covers. A most intriguing offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
320

/

FIUME
322

/

323

/

Fiume collection on Yvert & Tellier quadrille pages. From 1917 to 1924. Roughly 175 mainly mint sets in full, partial sets, and
singles. Check it out as they look good to us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Fiume assortment on black stockpages Approximately 175 mostly different mint stamps in sets and singles. Examination required.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

FRANCE & AREAS
324



325
326

/
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France collection of several hundred different in three clean Lighthouse hingless albums with issues to 1999. All never hinged which
starts in 1942. Sparse from the early 1950’s to the mid 1980’s, then very complete to the end. Suitable for continuation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
France a few hundred mostly used classics. Good for the cancel aficionado. Offered cheaply.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
France new issues from 2012-2013 as received in five large glassine envelopes. Includes sets, singles, and souvenir sheets as issued
by the French Post Office. An opportunity to complete your modern French collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 180.00
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327

/

328

/

329

/

France and areas Few hundred better values and sets on six sides of black stockpages. The 19th century is mostly used and the 20th
century mainly mint sets. About 80% of the value is in France itself. Good lot to break up for stock or sell as “lots” at bourses.
(Webphoto) Catalog 8100.00
French colonies A mixed group in an album and on stockpages. The best is the Polynesia collection with an owner’s catalog of $2590.
Also of interest is the Indo China as well as some classics from a variety of countries. Useful lot of a popular area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
French Morocco collection on oldtime pages. Mixed mint and used with a couple of high catalog mint sets an singles to pique ones
interest. The earlies are best, both in the regular issues and the airmails. High catalog sets and singles in collectable condition. Compact easy to assess lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

GERMANY & AREAS
330
331
332
333

334

335
336

Germany 1949-1999 mint and used collection. Parallel in three albums. Over 95% complete for the pages with more often than not
NH. All the good early post WWII issues present for the time period. Lots of catalog in the complete sets. No Berlin or DDR. Useful.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
/ Germany small twelve page stockbook of around seventy items most of which are zusammendrucke. Mainly Germanias and Hindenburgs. Back faults abound, but enough value for an educated bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
/ Germany Largely complete 3rd Reich collection in a Lindner album. More used than mint with some sets mixed mint and used.
Worth a peek.
(Webphoto) S.B. 190.00
/ Germany and area mounted collection on Scott specialty pages with issues to the mid 1930,s. The shields are much fresher than usual and the whole group is nicer appearing due to it was put together many years ago and tucked away. Extra shades, zusammendruckes
and varieties add to the desirability. The “areas” involve Thurn and Taxis plus North German Confederation which are rather ordinary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1150.00
/ Germany and area all the pieces from a small consigned estate. Highlights include: three Scott Specialty albums covering all
of Germany 1849-1980. Not much DDR. Strong in early post WWII including locals, Zones, and privately printed material. Also
embraces all the duplicates in a couple of remaindered Schaubek albums, a trio of stockbooks, and two boxes of loose stuff. A few
covers mounted in the albums enhance the value. Missing what you would expect in a collection put together in the late 1970s, but
enough surprises to draw interest. Average condition with the usual problems in the classics. Viewing recommended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2200.00
/ Germany and Area collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1852 to 1948. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and used
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Includes Germany as well as German States, Occupations, Saar, and Danzig. Examination recomended.
(Webphoto) S.B. 700.00
// German Area all the leftover material from an estate. Mostly Third Reich with a few sets in duplication. Includes Hitler souvenir
sheets CTO in their original mailing envelopes. Even noticed a delayed South American Zeppelin flight cover. Could be a bargain in
today’s market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 160.00
/

GREAT BRITAIN & AREAS
337



338

/

339

/

340

/

341

/

342



343

/

344

/

Great Britain mounted collection of several hundred different on clean Scott specialty pages with issues to 1967. Most of the
value lies in the Victorian period as to be expecteD.C.ondition is somewhat better than usually encountered plus, many attractive cancels and some of the pound values. The postage dues, officials and offices are all helpful.
(Webphoto) Catalog 22,200.00
Great Britain mounted collection of a few hundred different on clean Scott specialty pages to 1949. Primarily used with the value
in the normal places. Also, includes five two sided black stockpages holding many extras lined up in Scott order. These pages have
about half of the catalog value and some duplication. Usual condition offered appropriately.
(Webphoto) Catalog 22,000.00
Great Britain collection/assortment from 1850 to 1977. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps in singles, partial, and full
sets having tolerable backup. Consist of a collection on Minkus pages from 1850 to 1977 and stockbook with Edward VII issues good
for searching for cancellations, paper, color varieties.
(Webphoto) Catalog 11,800.00
Great Britain nine better stamps. Most with small faults but F-VF appearing.
(Webphoto) Catalog 7845.00
Great Britain impressive selection from 1840 to the 1970s. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mainly used stamps early and mainly
mint from the 1920s onwards having very enjoyable backup nicely organized in Scott order on seven row, two-sided black stock pages
in two binders. Highlights include Scott #1 (5), and 110. Stamps were saved by the owner for plate, cancellation, number, color and
perforation varieties. A spectacular offering of awesome British material. Careful viewing a must to take it all the neat stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Great Britain and offices mounted collection on clean Scott specialty pages. All mint, running from 1898 to 1966. The majority of
the value is in the offices, especially Morocco. F-VF throughout.
(Webphoto) Catalog 1960.00
Great Britain and colonies selection from the Empire estate in four cartons. Thousands of mint and used stamps in singles, full,
partial sets, and booklets having mostly useful backup from 1840 to the 1960s. Occurs in binders, on album pages, counter, sales
pages, cards, and glassines. Spotted a concentration of beneficial material in sets from the early years of Queen Elizabeth reign. Would
fit right in to any bourse stock or for internet sales as the catalog values are ancient. A nice, original, older holding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
Great Britain collection in three clean Scott Specialty albums from 1862 to 2014. Involves hundreds and hundreds of mint and
stamps in full, partial sets, and singles. Lots of pounds face to count making this a tempting selection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
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Great Britain collection from 1840 to 1951. Roughly 250 used stamps including #1, 2 in partial, full sets, and singles. Good for checking for cancellations or varieties and for adding to your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
346 // Great Britain selection from 1981 to 1979 in one medium carton. Consists of a Penny Red study on quadrille pages, extra on stock
pages, and a Windsor album with another study embedded in a collection. Also includes around 25 folded letter cover from the mid19th Century as well as two mainly mint albums having Machins. Offered appropriately
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
345



347

/

348

/

349



GREECE
350


Great Britain and colonies freshly arrived on the philatelic market, selection from the 1880s to the 1970s in one carton. Roughly
2,500 #102 sales cards in four red boxes containing already cataloged by the owner in singles, full and partial sets with tolerable backup. Averages from $4.00 to $50.00 items having several running to $100.00. Recommended viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00
Great Britain Offices collection on Scott Specialty pages from 1898 to 1957 from the Empire estate. Comprises hundreds of mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles nicely mounted in clear mounts. Involves MEA, Somalia, Tripolitania, China, Morocco,
and Turkey. All you need is a binder and you are ready to go.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Channel Islands collections in two clean Scott Specialty albums. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, sets,
singles, and souvenir sheets in black mounts nicely arranged on quadrille pages. Includes Jersey from 1969 to 2015 and Isle of Man
from 1973 to 2015. Also involves a plastic box containing booklets for these two areas. Unusual to find collections to 2015 which have
plenty of pounds face.
(Webphoto) Catalog 9000.00
Greece new issues from the 1980s to 2004 glassine envelopes. Contains sets, singles, and souvenir sheets as issued by the Greek Post
Office. An opportunity to complete your Greek collection and then sell the extras.
(Webphoto) Catalog 2200.00

GREENLAND
351

Greenland collection from 1930 to 1985 in a Davo hingeless album and slipcase. Complete from 1938 to 1985 missing one lonely
stamp having mint stamps in full sets, and singles. Easy for continuation to contemporary times.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
HAITI
352 /

Haiti collection as received from a knowledgeable collector that was on the cusp of exhibiting. Includes two mounted collections,
stamps in glassines, a run of Haiti Philately from 1975 to 2003 and around three dozen covers. The value and emphasis is on the early
period which is extremely undervalued. Good chance to build an exhibit or add to an existing one. Also as a bonus is a respectable
Dominican Republic collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

HONG KONG
353



354



355

/

Hong Kong collection on Scott pages from 1862 to 1983. Hundreds of mint stamps mounted nicely in black mounts in full, partial
sets, and singles. Spot checking discovered several mint no gum classic issues so inspection recommended. Still a neat collection worthy of your attention and bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Hong Kong used collection on Scott pages from 1862 to 1973. Hundreds of stamps mounted nicely in black mounts in full, partial sets,
and singles. Excellent for searching for date, month cancellations or for varieties.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Hong Kong assortment from 1941 to 1986. Comprises hundreds of mint and used stamps in full and partial sets. Includes four complete NH sheets of 50 stamps each of the Peace Issue #174-175 making 100 sets. Sheets have been folded and the gum is a little toned
but still an unusual find. Also includes other useful issues well worth your consideration.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

HUNGARY
356

/

357



Hungary collection in two Scott Specialty albums. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from 1871 to 1976. After viewing this lot you might be really “hungry” for Hungary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
Hungary nicely mounted collection of several hundred different on clean Scott specialty pages. Runs from just prior WW I to
1930. Involves mainly back of the book, encompassing primarily the 1919/1920 occupation issues. A good share are expertized by
various signers. Would greatly enhance this section of a Hungary collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00

INDIA & STATES
358

/

India and States a parallel mint and used collection of a few thousand mounted in a serviceable Scott specialty album with issues to
the late 1970’s. Strong in regulars from the Victorians through the KGVI period. Later it gets sparser but better than usual. The militaries are extensive, officials scattered, good representation of the conventions and more feudatories than most. Also includes a valuable
batch of a few dozen covers and mint stationery plus some glassines containing duplicates and stamps to be mounted. Nice collection
of popular area. Worthy of expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 4000.00

359

/

India States collection on Scott Specialty pages from 1886 to 1949 from the Empire estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint
stamps but also contains some used in full, partial sets, and singles nicely mounted. Includes Chamba, Gwalior, Jhind, Nabha, Patiala, Bhopal, Cochin, Jaipur, and Soruth. One of the nicer India States collection that we have handled in some time.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00
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IRELAND
360



Ireland assortment from the 1930s to the late 1990s in one carton. Contains hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets in three counter books and one binder. Nicely organized and cataloged by the owner.
Also has an amount of old Irish punts face so be prepared to spend some time counting. An excellent money maker on the internet or
to keep as a remembrance of your Irish heritage.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

ISRAEL
Israel complete mostly NH, mainly tab collection on White Ace pages to 1954. Owner’s old catalog is $3350 (catalogs somewhat
less now). Easy to figure.
(Webphoto) S.B. 475.00
362 // Israel accumulation in two large cartons. Nine volumes to 1980 several of which overlap. Just a few mint tab sets of any consequence in the hundreds of mint sets and singles. Fairly well filled. Best is the several binders of covers with a Scott # 1-9.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
361



ITALY & AREAS
363



364

/

365

/

366

/

367

/

Roman States highly specialized of the 1852 issues, expertly annotated collection mounted on ten pages. Total of 104 stamps and one
cover. Mostly used with any mint being og. Condition is superior. Worth close inspection.
(Webphoto) Catalog 6080.00
Italy mainly mint collection to 1964 in a well worn Lindner Falzlos album. Over 85% complete for the pages. No BOB or airs.
Good overall condition, but the gum on many of the mint early high values is either absent or suspect. Includes a litany of “mint” premium sets: 24-33, 34, 35-36, 37-44, 64-66, 76-91, 115-118, 142A-142D, 166-170, 171-174, 174A-174G, 834a, and much more. Most
are hinged and in presentable from the front condition. Along for the ride is a folder of common mint sheets from the 1940s. Good
basic “front of the book” collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00
Italy and Areas collections on album pages from 1862 to 1965 in a pizza-size box. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in singles, full,
and partial sets. Italy runs to 1938 while San Marino runs to 1965. High catalog value making this a good lot if you can use it.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Italy and areas collection of several hundred different mounted on clean pages. Includes in approximate order of value Italy, San
Marino, Somalia, then Vatican. Mixed mint and used going up to about 1950. Set for easy profits as the catalog value is written on each
page and the total for each country is provided.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Italy and areas two Hagner pages containing sets short sets and better values. Mostly from Italy, Eritrea and Somalia. Mixed
condition but useful.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00

JAMAICA
368 // Jamaica jiffy clean collection in a Scott specialty album. Hundreds and hundreds of mainly mint stamps in full, partial set, and
singles mounted in clear mounts from 1860 to 1978 having unused pages to 1996. Also includes a small box of roughly 100 postal
history covers and stationery. The piece de resistance are two hardback reference books consisting of Jamaica The Postal History 16621860 by Thomas Foster and The Postal Markings of Jamaica by Ian Potter.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00
JAPAN
Japan collection from the 1890s to 1977 in a binder. Hundreds of mainly used stamps neatly arranged on homemade pages in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. A rudimentary but useful collection which would fit into any worldwide collection. A great
educational tool too.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
370 FD Japan attractive four volume collection in White Ace albums with dust cases starting in 1955 and running to the early 1980’s.
Nearly complete for the period plus several dozen different cacheted, unaddressed 1st days. Great way to start. Just work forward
and/or backward.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
369

/

KOREA
371

/

Korea collection mainly mint hinged onto quadrille pages in a three ring binder. Ranges from Scott #55//239 with not all numbers
represented. Includes many elusive non Scott listed souvenir sheets, 132-173 and their mentioned souvenir sheets, and a few airmail
from the period. Strong catalog good condition. Nice period built collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00

LIBERIA
372

/

Liberia as found in the Empire estate. Mainly Bileski offerings from the Arthur Czyk issue in redundant detail along with other
Liberia and Bileski offerings that were stored together. Extra stuff includes: a Goya art folder with stamp images, three different types
of Czyk album plates, and a small pile of other Liberia errors. The biggest group of this weird stuff in a long time.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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LIECHTENSTEIN
373



Liechtenstein used collection remainder on clean Lighthouse hingeless pages in three binders two of which can be reused. Sparse to
1965 where used sets begin in earnest. Many after 1980 are CTO. Not many souvenir sheets and other high ticket items, just a strong
run of used stamps 1965 - 1999 where the best section is BOB. Needs inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

MALAYA STATES
374

/

375

/

Malaya States collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1876 to 1963. Hundreds and hundreds of mixed mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, and singles. Always a popular area of British colonial philately. An opportunity to jump on board for a pleasing ride.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1600.00
Malaya and States collection on Scott Specialty pages from the 1870s to 1965 from the Empire estate. Hundreds and hundreds of mint
and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles nicely mounted in clear mounts. Includes Johore, Kedah, Kelantan, Malacca, Negri
Sembilan, Pahang, Penang, Perak, Selangor, and Trengganu. All you need is a binder and you have the start to a fantastic collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

MEXICO
376

/

377

/

Mexico fascinating accumulation in a stockbook. The 1874/1880 Hidalgos through the 1890’s mail delivery types along with their
corresponding officials are of particular interest to a specialist. They are rife with shade and perf varieties along with cancel possibilities. Worth close examination.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
Mexico A clean neatly mounted collection to the early 1990’s in two Scott specialty albums with dust cases. The regulars are sparse
early but helpful especially the 1880’s through the civil war period. The real strength is from 1940 on which is mostly mint. The airs
are solid throughout mixed mint and used. A good candidate for continuation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

MONACO
378



Monaco original investor lot of fifty John F. Kennedy 1965 imperforate proof 5” by 4” cards still in the original glassine from the
Empire estate. A JFK fan’s come true.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00

NETHERLANDS & COLONIES
379

/

Netherlands and colonies two volume collection on a mixture of Lindner and Minkus pages 1850-1960. High catalog, owner’s cat of
sound stamps $6,000.00 +. Not much power, but plenty of useable sets and singles. Some sets mixed mint and used. Lots of catalog
in the classics along with a few mint sets 1946-1956. Needs a new album set for completion, but hundreds of stamps ready for the
challenge.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

380 // Netherlands colonies collection in two Scott Specialty albums. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full,
partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets from roughly 1873 to 1973 having unused pages to 1991 for most colonies. Colonies include
Curacao, Antilles, East Indies, New Guinea, and Surinam. Also entails around 25 postal history covers, postal stationery, and postcards
from the various colonies. A thought-provoking offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1700.00
NEW CALEDONIA
381



New Caledonia assortment from the 1890s to 1994 in a large stockbook. Hundreds and hundreds of mint stamps in full, partial sets,
singles, and booklets including BOB. Great for filling in all those blank spaces in your collection and then selling off the extras.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00

NEW ZEALAND
382

/

383

/

384

/
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New Zealand collection in four immaculate Lighthouse hingeless albums and slipcases from 1855 to 2004. Comprises hundreds
and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Collection starts in 1936 mainly complete and runs
to the end only having here and there missing stamps. A calculator will help to determine value as there is plenty of face. A glorious
collection worthy to be add to your shelf.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
New Zealand collections from 1915 to 2004 in one carton. Encompasses hundreds and hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial
sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and booklets. Consists of a two volume Gibbons albums from 1915 to 2004 mounted nicely on blank
pages in black mounts and a four volume White Ace collection also mounted cleanly from 1998 to 2004. Plenty of face to count making
this a worthwhile offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
New Zealand collection from 1920 to 1955 on homemade pages and in a binder from the Empire estate. Consists of several hundred mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, and singles mounted in old style clear mounts. Highlights include mint B3-4. A really neat
offering.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
385

/

New Zealand collection of a few hundred different in two Stanley Gibbons albums. Starts in 1874 mainly used, less than extensive
to 1935 then, starting in 1945 is nearly complete to 1994. Overall condition is quite good.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00

NEWFOUNDLAND
386

/

Newfoundland collection of a few hundred different, nearly all mint. Starts with a scattering of 19th century then largely complete
from the 1897 Cabot set to the end. Overall, nice quality.
(Webphoto) Catalog 5150.00

NORWAY
387



Norway an award winning collection (from 1940) of almost two hundred starting with #1’s and running to the 1895/1901 post horns.
Mounted on quadrille pages featuring mainly shades and some varieties. Extensive, awaiting remounting along with postal history to
again become a winner.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00

388



Norway few hundred used arranged on sixteen two sided black stockpages with issues to the late 1940’s.The emphasis is on shades
and cancels of which both would be beneficial to enhance a collection. Condition is superior.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00

PARAGUAY
389



Paraguay largely complete mint and used collection to the mid 1990’s. Much better early period than usual in the regulars and all
the BOB. More mint than used throughout. Mostly F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00

POLAND
Poland collections in two Scott Specialty albums from 1918 to 1975. Entails hundreds and hundreds of mint, used, and CTO stamps
in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. One album contains mint #251. Useful collections to the precise market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
PORTUGAL & AREAS
390

/

391

/

Portugal and Portuguese India collection from the 1850s to 1940. Entails hundreds of mainly used stamps in full, partial sets, and
singles on homemade pages. Although pages are somewhat stained on top, a little reorganization on different pages could enhance the
desirability of this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00

ROMANIA
392

/

RUSSIA
393

/

Romania collection in a Scott Specialty album from 1858 to 1969. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in
full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Including strong BOB. An interesting collection from a sometimes unappreciated country.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
Russia mainly mint holding on manila stock pages mostly from the 1960s. Hundreds of stamps in blocks of four, singles etc. having
useable backup. Loaded with topicals making this an opportunity to make a profit.
(Webphoto) Catalog 3360.00

RYUKYU ISLANDS
394

/

Ryukyu Islands comprehensive collection. The mainly mint collection is housed in a clean Scott Specialty album. Begins with a
nice showing of handstamps and then is basically complete 1948-1972. Includes both printings of #1-10, five different varieties of 16,
17b, and all the airmail. Plus, as a bonus: revenues, letter sheets, air letter sheets, postal cards and other postal stationery. Huge catalog
value even if some are hinged. As strong as it gets for this area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00

SAINT LUCIA
395

/

Saint Lucia collection from 1863 to 1979. Hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir sheets either
in clear or black mounts. Although somewhat remaindered, still enough material present to make it a starting point for a decent collection.
(Webphoto) Catalog 2550.00

SAN MARINO
396

/

San Marino collection in a rodent damaged Scott Specialty album to 1983. High catalog mint sets and singles from 1877-1968.
Only the pages have been chewed leaving the stamps intact. Parallel in places with duplicates of many in the classic area. Mixed mint
and used in the long sets. Little value in the airmails, but better than average postage dues. No stamps 1968-1983. A good start to a
representative San Marino collection in definite need of remounting.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1400.00
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SAUDI ARABIA
397

/

Saudi Arabia collection from 1916 to 1926 on Scott pages. Several hundred mixed mint and used stamps in singles full, partial sets
offering the Hejaz and Nejd collector a scarce opportunity to obtain this fascinating lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1250.00

398

/

Saudi Arabia assortment roughly from the 1940s to 1980s in one cartons. Comprises a file filled with mint sheets, a red box having
roughly 600 #102 sales cards, glassines which the collector mostly cataloged plus miscellaneous sheets, stock pages, and glassines.
Appears the mint sheets could make complete sets. A really thought-provoking lot offering a quantity of material from this country not
often seen.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

SWEDEN
399



400

/

Sweden booklet and coil strip accumulation in glassines and small envelopes from the late 1990s to 2002 in a pizza-size box.
Owner took some time to catalog these items. Easy to calculate to sell at a certain percentage. Great for topicals too.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Sweden Collection of a few hundred up to 2000 on clean Scott official pages. Mixed mint and used to the late 1960’s then mint NH
to the end. Suitable for expansion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00

SWITZERLAND
401

/

402

/

403

/

404

/

Switzerland largely complete used collection from 1850 to 1969 in two Davo hingeless albums with dust cases. Powerful classic
period followed by complete sets. Lacks officials but does include shade and paper varieties plus some Scott unlisteD.C.ondition is
primarily F-VF.
(Webphoto) Catalog 17,350.00
Switzerland collection of mint stamps sparsely filling a Biella album to 1953. Includes a few premium sets with souvenir sheets
especially in the charities section along with a mint PAX set. Decent airs. Clean album.
(Webphoto) Catalog abt. 3000.00
Switzerland two volume collection in old Lindner Falz Los albums with issues to 1983. The bulk of the value is where you would
expect 1945-1970 with few classics of note. Includes a NABA sheet, a PAX set, strong semipostals and decent BOB. Over 70%
complete from 1920-1980. Also includes all the duplicates from this collection in a small pizza sized box. Better than most Swiss accumulation.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Switzerland couple somewhat remaindered collections on Scott or Minkus pages. Starts in 1850 and runs to the 1970’s. Lots of helpful material still remains for the next owner among the several hundred mostly different.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00

TASMANIA
405

/

Tasmania a skinny stockbook of a few hundred. Includes duplicated copies of #1’s and #2’s, an exciting array of the Chalon Heads,
a complete set of the 1892-99 issue and variety of the pictorials. Great lot for the specialist as there is a plethora of shades and varieties
to be researched.
(Webphoto) S.B. 850.00

TONGA
406



Tonga complete collection from 1886 to 1896. Catalog listed is from 2015. All mint fresh F-VF.

(Webphoto) Catalog 1920.00

TRIESTE A & B
407



408

/

Trieste A and B mint collection in an old-style Lindner hingeless album from 1947 to 1954 from the Empire estate. Consists of a
complete collection according to Scott having both Italian and Yugoslav issues.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
Trieste Zone A fairly complete (over 95%) collection From Scott #1 through QY4. Mainly mint hinged to plain White Ace pages.
Plenty of extra varieties. Strong airs and BOB. A dozen or so left over FSAT sheets are along for the ride. (Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

TURKEY
409

/

Turkey collection in two Scott Specialty albums. Several hundred mint and used stamps from 1863 to 1952 having pages to 1988.
Although sparsely populated could be the foundation for a new collecting area.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00

VATICAN CITY
410

/

Vatican City collection of over twelve hundred in a stockbook up to 2000.Complete all used to the mid 1980’s then, mixed mint and
used. Many nice cancels. Find an album to put them in and enjoy.
(Webphoto) Catalog 3360.00

411

/

Vatican City selection containing seven albums from different manufacturers in one carton. The assembly is at various stages of completeness running from 1929 to the 1970s, 80s or early 1990s. Hundreds of mostly mint stamps in full, partial sets, singles, and souvenir
sheets having no key stamps. Ready for sale “as is” or for completion.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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VENEZUELA
412

/

413



Venezuela collection of mainly mint stamps in sets filling two Filven Albums (published in Venezuela) in black mounts. Several
thousand stamps lovingly mounted overfilling the now bulging albums. Spot checking resulted in a mixture of hinged and NH (around
30%). Sets are mainly complete even with the higher values missing from most collections. Airmails are especially strong even including a seemingly complete run of the Michel listed GN perfins. Not many classics. Appears to begin in earnest around 1920 and go
strong to 1988. The albums have a hint of tropical storage not yet effecting the mint stamps. An opportunity for someone to own the
most complete holding of mint Venezuela that we have offered in a long time.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
Venezuela interesting little collection of “medio reales” on quadrille pages from 1866-1868. Over 100 stamps in singles including a
quantity of the postal forgeries. Mixed condition but still a fascinating lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 260.00

YUGOSLAVIA
414

/

Yugoslavia and Area collection in two Scott albums. Hundreds and hundreds of mint and used stamps in full, partial sets, and singles.
One album consists of Yugoslavia from 1921 to 1972 and the other album comprises Croatia, Serbia, and Montenegro from the 1870s
to 1940s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00

ZANZIBAR
415

/

Zanzibar collection of over a hundred different neatly lined up on black stockcards with issues to 1913. Includes sets and short sets.
F-VF throughout.
(Webphoto) Catalog 2670.00

COVER ACCUMULATIONS
UNITED STATES
416



Phenomenal Civil War Patriotics original accumulation having over 60 postally used covers and around 25 unused covers on
album pages and in a binder from the Empire estate This totally awesome selection offers the Civil War Patriotic afficando an
opportunity to view and own some unusual material. Includes Prisoner of War, Army Field Post cancellations, and beardless Lincoln
cachet. Several covers have their original letters. Condition is a factor for several covers so viewing a must. The scans while helpful do
not do justice as personal viewing and handling necessary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3000.00

417



A collector’s original collection of 90 Pan American covers, postal stationery, and postcards in three binders from the Empire
estate. Outstanding selection of advertising, cancellations, varieties, tied labels, and seldom encountered covers that will make a Pan
American collector drool. All the pages in these binders have been scanned. Happy viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1800.00

418



An outstanding assembly of 69 covers and 2 fronts featuring Kansas territorial’s. An impressive selection which include a “Prussian closed mail” and “Advertised”, two advertising, (one tavern, 1 hotel). Better towns are June 25, 1841 Fort Leavenworth MO,”
Free” stampless, Brownsville KT manuscript cancel, Council City manuscript cancel, Cato KT May 26, 61 manuscript cancel, Cofachiqui, KT large cds., Delaware City manuscript cancel and large cds., Fort Scott large cds., Grasshopper Falls manuscript cancel,
Iola Kas manuscript cancel, Smithville manuscript cancel, Rayville KT manuscript cancel, St Bernard KT manuscript cancel, Sugar
Mound KT manuscript cancel. There is some duplication and condition is mixed. All items have been scanned for viewing on the website. An exceptional holding from the Donald Kuske collection and the largest grouping of this fascinating area we have ever offered.
Many items would fill very important holes in an award winning exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1500.00

419



420



421



Tremendous cover accumulation from the Empire estate. Roughly 140 postal historical covers from 1851 to 1898 mounted mainly
with corners on pages in older binders. Entails three Blood’s Local Post including one with a Scott #1. Searching will reveal many
interesting items. Examination required as the condition varies. Please check the scans to get a better picture of this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1200.00
Stock of over a hundred covers and cards. Essentially all 19th to early 20th century. Interest in stampless, cancels, advertising,
better stationery and destinations. Everything is sleeved, described and priced. Easy profits by selling at low percentage of retail at
shows or on the internet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1050.00
E-M topical selection from the 1890s to 1980s in one carton. About 800 covers, postal stationery, and postcards having suitable
backup already organized, sleeved and priceD.C.omprises Expos/Fairs, Famous Americans, Food, Guns, Holiday, Manufacturing,
Medicine, etc. To be appreciated by the right internet individual who enjoys selling at a percentage.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00

422



423

FDC

Cover selection from 1928 to 1986 in a binder. Involves twelve contemporary to modern Charles Lindberg covers and postcards including what appears to be a Lindberg autographed postcard from 1928 canceled in Lesterville, South Dakota and around 18 Concorde
first flights from 1976 to 1986. Inspection a must.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
An estimated ten thousand 1st day covers. They start in the 1940’s and run past the Millennium. All are cacheted, most addressed.
Wide variety with any duplication insignificant. A clean group.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
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M-T topical selection from the 1890s to 1980s in one carton. Roughly 850 covers, postal stationery, and postcards having appropriate
backup already organized, sleeved and priced. Entails Minerals/Mines, Nursey, Official Penalty, Prexie, Patriotics, RPO, etc. Could go
home with you if you enjoy collecting or selling this range of material.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
425

R-Z Topical assortment from the 1850s to the 1970s in one carton. Roughly 750 covers, postal stationery, and postcards having
acceptable backup already organized, sleeved and priced. Encompasses rockets, stampless, shoes, special delivery, TV-Radio, Women,
and Zeppelin etc. Beneficial for the persevering internet or bourse tycoon.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
426 /FDC Eight heavy cartons of covers from the Alfred “Tag” Boerger backstock. Found at a later date these 11,000 (guess) covers are new
to the market. Many obscure tagging varieties along with Inauguration covers, ABC FDCS (some in large multiples), and “better”
cachets from the 1940-1950 period. A pile of potential that seem to be dollar and better covers to us.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00
427

A-C topical assortment from the 1890s to 2002 in one carton. Around 750 covers, postal stationery, and postcards having adequate
backup already organized, sleeved and priced. Includes Animals, autos, aux markings, balloons, beverage, etc. Valuable for the internet
or bourse seller for selling at a percentage of marked price.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
424



428



429



430



An original folded letter cover selection in an old-style binder. Roughly 90 covers mounted with corners on quadrille pages from the
1840s and 1850s. Many were mailed to Hartford, Connecticut from various parts of the US as well as to New York, Pennsylvania, and
Canada.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
“By the Year” assortment from 1909 to 1945 in one carton. Approximately 850 mostly commercial covers having suitable backup
already organized, sleeved and priced. Includes interesting usages of Washington Bicentennial, Byrd, Army-Navy, National Parks,
Defense, Overrun Nations etc. Ready for quick turn-around.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
United States “By the Year” selection from the 1944 to 2008 in one carton. Around 800 mainly commercial and Event covers having
enjoyable backup already organized, sleeved and priceD.C.omprises Win the War, Roosevelt, Liberty plus 1950 to 2000 with various
usages. An entrepreneurial person will enjoy listing this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00

Illinois assortment from the 1880s to the 1990s. Approximately 350 covers, postal stationery, and postcards already organized,
sleeved and priced. A good representation from Winnebago County and Cook County was spotted. Beneficial for the hardworking
internet entrepreneur.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
432 /FDC FDC collection/accumulation in three cartons. Ranging from the late 1920s to 1990s. Spotted few better including Fluegels and a
baseball cover. The lot is totally unsorted with about 15% foreign. Also, includes subscription items and event covers. Will take some
work to sort this one out. Priced reasonably.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
433

Carton of over 550 US Space Event covers from 1969 to 1975. Organized nicely on pages and in date order from Apollo 11 to
Apollo-Soyuz. Includes flights, launches, Navy Recovery ship cancels, etc. offered with cacheted and noncacheted covers having duplication.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
431



Space, Rocket, Balloon selection from the 1960s to 1970s. Around 250 Event covers mainly Gemini and Apollo having some
ship cancels and duplicates which have been already sleeved and priceD.C.ould contain some elusive covers for your collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
435

A mixed accumulation of (approximately) 800 1st days, 1200 airmail types like first flights, balloons, rockets, etc. and 640 naval.
Wide variety which would be good for someone’s 50 cent and dollar boxes. Worth inspection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
436 /FDC Well over 3,000 US FDCs and mint modern postal stationery entires. A cursory look shows mainly modern cacheted FDCs in two
cartons and another filled carton of stationery, over 100 pounds. Should be fully examined as this was a late arrival which was not even
reboxed. Probably a huge bargain, look and see.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
437

Wisconsin selection from the 1880s to the 1990s. Around 300 covers, postal stationery, and postcards already organized, sleeved and
priced. Helpful for the meticulous internet impresario.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
438

Three covers from the Hickson W. Field correspondence 1886-1888 all from New York to Paris. All oversize “wallpaper” envelopes
that held financial records from the Field Co. in New York to Hickson convalescing in France. Interesting overrate frankings using the
then current banknotes. Includes # 189, 190, 205, and 217. Somewhat soiled and wrinkled and one is trimmed. Great examples of
oversized, commercial, 19th Century, transatlantic covers.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
434



439



440



441



442
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Large cover assortment from 1934 to 2008. Roughly several hundred commercial, BOB and airmail covers already sleeved and
priced. Tailor made for internet sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Unusual postal history oversized covers from 1929. Consists of four covers requesting by the sender for town cancellations and
forwarding of the cover. The sender wanted cancels for all towns in the United States on the same cover with the names of Anderson,
Elk, Neenah, and Edison related. Also comes with the original correspondence from the USPS talking about this unusual requests which
confused them.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Four unsold valentine lots from our Public Auction #427 Lot 126 (11) 3¢ 1855 issue with a pen cancel on an embossed Valentine envelope with a Feb., 14 Indian Orchard Mass. manuscript cancel. F-VF. Lot 131 (230) 1¢ Columbian on large embossed with hearts ladies
envelope with a black target cancel and a black FEB 1?, Gossville, NH cds. F-VF. Lot 133 So. Orrington Me. And Paid 3 manuscript
cancel bronze printed Valentine envelope with an unused embossed Valentine. Both with minor foxing. Lot 139 1¢ Banknote tied with
a FEB 14, Aurora, IL cds on the reverse of a large ladies embossed envelope. Cover has small tear at left and a bit of foxing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Three Civil war patriotic covers in rough condition. A soiled and wrinkled red single color cachet “The Union Now Henceforth
For Ever, Amen” to Dark Co. Ohio; a two color red and blue cachet “The War For The Union” to Dixon, Il; and a red cacheted flag
Clarksville, TN, to New Jersey. Acceptable condition, rare cahets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00

RASDALE STAMP COMPANY
CONFEDERATE STATES
443



Fourteen Confederate States covers from the Empire estate. All are in rough or rougher condition. Many of the stamps are damaged in one way or another or untied, but the cancels showing usages from all over the South are the highlights. All are webphotoed
and tell the story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00

UNITED STATES & GENERAL FOREIGN
An unusual stamp exhibit of roughly 400 covers United States and Canada covers that were mailed to the Brooks Appliance &
Rupture Co. in Marshall, Michigan from 1910 to 1950 in five binders. Many contain their original letters which include advertising,
railroad, dead post offices, registered, special delivery, postage due, perfins, overprints, censored, slogan, flag cancels, labels and others. Foxing and soiling is prevalent which do not distract from these outstanding covers but examination is recommended. Do not miss
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
this unique, awesome offering.
445

Fascinating group of mostly pre 1920 zeppelin, balloon and areoplane flight picture postcards with the first mentioned the most
numerous. Germany is the most prevalent followed by France. Also a bit of ephemera to figure. Some a bit scarcer and sure to delight
anyone who enjoys these.
(Webphoto) S.B. 750.00
446

United States, Great Britain, and Canada accumulation from the Empire estate. Around 145 covers, postal stationery, and postcards roughly running from the 1880s to 1930s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
447 /FDC United States and foreign accumulation in seven cartons from the Empire estate. Comprises hundreds and hundreds of mainly common FDCs, event, commercial covers, and postal stationery from around 1900 but having a heavy emphasis of US from the 1960s to
the 1980s.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
448

Five cartons of late arrival United States and worldwide covers. Roughly 3,000 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and
postcards starting around 1900 and running to the 1970s. Three cartons are worldwide having a good variety. Two cartons consists of
United States including approximately 300 United States postcards from the Golden Age having holidays, greetings, Midwest towns
including Wisconsin in binders. The remaining US material are FDCs, first flights, and event covers Could be some hidden treasures
or not in the worldwide depending on your cover tastes. Check it out are as you will be the judge.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
449

General foreign and US covers from a large East Coast consigner filling eight cartons. Several thousand covers some in multiples. Includes US FDCs, Foreign FDCs, Germany covers (including an interesting full carton of DDR), common correspondence,
and a few postal history items (few and far between). Three cartons, at least, of PPCs from foreign sources mainly used. Looks like
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
dollar table fodder to us and will be after culling out the useless and sleeving up the better.
450

United States and Austria-Hungary cover accumulation from around the 1840 to 1930s. Approximately 250 covers and postal
stationery in two cover albums of which is evenly divided between US and mainly Austria-Hungary. The Austrian-Hungarian covers
are folded letter covers. Excellent source for historical research.
(Webphoto) S.B. 375.00
451

Cover accumulation as received from the consignor. Roughly 150 mainly US covers and postcards from the 1860s to 1985. Includes
Civil War Patriotics, advertising, and commercial covers making this a diverse postal history lot. Recommended viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
TOPICALS
444



452 /FDC Five heavy cartons filled with a few thousand covers. Too many UN FDCs and mint US postal stationery, getting in the way of a
few hundred better than or equal to dollar covers. Needs sorting and culling, while some of the postal stationery can be used to mail
things.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
453

Small compact lot of US and European covers. Mainly intermediate and a few better in the 35 covers in the small pizza sized box.
Condition mixed demanding an in person look before bidding.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
454

Bostonia and related covers collection encompassing just over fifty covers from the Empire estate. Features various types of
Boston postmarks and cancels from stampless through the 1870s. Best is a #1 and #2 each tied to a flawed folded letter. A dozen or
so round and square colorless numeral canceled ones are also included in the fancy cancel section. A good old time thematic cover
collection put together in 1929.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
455

Antarctic cover assortment in two binders from 1956 to 1994. Roughly 175 covers from the United States, Japan, India, USSR,
Brazil, Chile, etc. Includes ship and base cancels. Super variety.
(Webphoto) S.B. 425.00
456

Opera topical exhibit backstock from an old Wagner Opera exhibit. These were at one time in the exhibit (sold in the last three
auctions) but were upgraded by better examples. 46 pages in all, most having to do with the issues of Germany 1933 B49-B57 not all
issues included. Small faults to be expected in the over 40 covers and cards included. Good selection high retail. (Webphoto) S.B.
425.00
457

Remainders of an old collection featuring World leaders with covers and cards. Ranges from 1909-1946 with picture postcards
and destination letters as featured items. Around fifty different items in total. Almost too much Czechoslovakia, but enough other
world leaders to hold ones attention. Interesting topical.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
GENERAL FOREIGN
458



One man’s accumulation somewhere near 10,000 mostly unused A-Z aerogrammes from the 1950s to the 1990s in eleven cartons.
Mainly in binders in plastic sleeves having a multitude of duplication. Could become your own lifetime accumulation too.
(Webphoto) S.B. 3500.00
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Six cartons of late arrival worldwide covers. Roughly 5,000 commercial covers, FDCs, postal stationery, and postcards from various
decades of the 20th Century appearing to end in the 1980s. Spot checking found some interesting postal history. Could be some hidden
treasures depending on your cover tastes. Check it out during some leisurely searching as we did not have the time to thoroughly do
it.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
460

Small dealer stock of World flight covers in a three ring cover binder. High marked retail in these 28 flown cards and covers with
the largest group being Germany. Mainly Zeppelin flights, but a couple of catapult covers, too. Also includes flights from Russia,
Iceland, Liechtenstein, and a lone C18 cover from the US. All are in dealer saleable condition with a couple of better values.
(Webphoto) S.B. 650.00
461

Worldwide mainly First Flight and airmail covers from 1923 to 1961. Consists of 55 covers, postal cards, and postcards mostly
from Switzerland, France, and Belgium in a binder and in two-pocket stock pages already identified and priced. If you like Swiss flight
covers, you could be yodeling all the way home after winning this lot.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
462

Accumulation mainly from the 1920s to 1970s in one carton. Approximately 500 worldwide commercial covers, postal stationery
and postcards of which roughly 20% are an original correspondence from Italy having strong emphasis from the post-WW II Era of
1946 to 1951. Covers were mailed to Chicago using unusual frankings to make the postal rate probably from what was available at the
time from local post office. A cover collector of this postal history will really enjoy viewing this offering. (Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
463

Approximately sixteen hundred chiefly 20th century philatelic type covers. Wide variety. Scandinavia along with other Europe,
plus Far East, Israel, Mexico, Philippines and India are notable. Good topical content. Would be great for a dollar boxes at stamp
shows.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
464

Small lot of 98 “better covers” all sleeved and priced. Values to $95.00. Almost all $10.00 and up. Over $2,000.00 marked retail
offered at a small fraction. Ready for your % off box or internet sale.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
465

Three cartons of mundane run of the mill dollar (or less) covers. Dump them out on your table and make these 2,500 covers go
away. Probably a few better, although in quick examination none seen. Cheap.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
466

Europe flight covers 1928-1938. Sixteen in all with Zeppelin and/or flight markings on every one. Better than average condition.
Includes cover from Danzig, Saar, Switzerland, and Germany (most). Clean lot with many interesting airmail covers. Better than most
collection with the usual small faults from being in the mail.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00
467 /FDC Scandinavia selection from 1945 to the 1980s in one carton. Roughly 800 FDCs from Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Greenland, Faroes, and Aland both cacheted and noncacheted in cover albums. Good variety and topical potential. (Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
468 /FDC Western Europe assortment from 1838 to 2003. Practically 300 FDCs, Event, commercial covers, postal cards, and postcards sleeved
and priced. Involves France, French colonies, DDR, and Austria. Ready for internet sales.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
459



AUSTRIA
469



CANADA
470



Four early Austria airmail covers 1918-1922 using the first group of airmail stamps #C1-C3 including varieties in various flights out
of Austria. Two go to Poland, one each to Vienna and Lekberg. All are backstamped as having gone through the mail. Some minor
toning along with small tears, mount marks, soiling, and corner dings. Intact with clean clear postal markings both front and back.
Interesting philatelic postal history buried in a collection since 1964.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Canada three different semiofficial air mail covers. All clean.

(Webphoto) S.B. 140.00

CHINA
Republic of China Philatelic cover accumulation of seven different 1939-1941 issues surcharged with Chinese National Currency
overprints. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
472 /FDC People’s Republic of China original man’s holding of cacheted, unaddressed FDCs from 1979 to 1981 from the Empire estate.
Roughly 275 mostly different FDCs in complete sets. Highlights includes the marvelous monkey Scott #1586. For the PRC cover collector an unusual original find.
(Webphoto) S.B. 1100.00
471



GERMANY & AREAS
473
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German Flossenburg, Bavaria 25 concentration camp parcel cards from the General Government, Bohemia-Moravia, and Germany all addressed to people imprisoned inside this camp. Almost all have legible researchable information. Awesome WW II historical
museum pieces that should not be forgotten.
(Webphoto) S.B. 450.00
Germany small carton of around 400 railroad postmarks on cards and covers. More old than modern with most pre 1945. Variable condition with many presentable cancels covering many German rail lines. Getting harder and harder to find in todays hot postal
history cover market.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Germany selection from the 1920s to 1950s. Almost 300 covers, postal cards, and postcards already sleeved and priced by a well-informed person. Involves inflation, occupation, 3rd Reich, propaganda, and zones.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Germany hoard of just over 100 mainly French Zone covers. A variety of markings and interesting multi color frankings. Mostly
the remains of one family correspondence. A true bargain at the suggested bid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 220.00
Germany covers in a small carton. Just over 160 from all eras, but mainly early post WWII. Each is better than a dollar cover, but
most were probably found in dollar boxes at the time of purchase. All sleeved and unpriced and ready for a new market. Inspection
necessary.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
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478



479



480



481



Germany and area all the cards and covers from a small consigned estate. Well over 200 in all ranges of value from low value
Berlin FDCs to Zones and occupations on cover tucked into six conventional stockbooks.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00
German Area cancel collection for a thematic “rail post and rail station” collection on 134 postal cards and stationery in chronological order from 1870-1947 each showing markings pertaining to the topic. Few WWII and inflation, but mainly single use cards
with clean markings. Specialists have an advantage here as there is an inkling of some value here. Take a look and see what you
think.
(Webphoto) S.B. 550.00
German colonies and offices postal history selection from 1904 to 1906. Comprises an outstanding three color registered cover canceled in Tsingtau, Kiauchau and mailed to Shanghai. While cover is folded vertically through middle, stamps are fine. Also, includes
two Kiauchau postcards, two Offices in China postcards canceled in Peking and Shanghai, and one Offices in China on a Chinese postal
card with a hand drawn picture from 1904 which has several small tears. Likewise involves two Offices in Turkey covers from 19041906 having one a Mourning cover both mailed to Cologne.
(Webphoto) S.B. 250.00
Germany and States selection in two large cartons. Comprises several thousand commercial covers, postal stationery, and postcards
having many sleeved in identified envelopes and several boxes. Germany involves Germania, Inflation, post WW II Occupation, Officials, Ebert/Hindenburg etc. while States comprise Bavaria, Wurttemberg and others. Examination recommended as condition is a
factor on many from foxing. Still a great source for German postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 800.00

GREAT BRITAIN
482



483



484



IRELAND
485



Great Britain commercial covers in four full cartons. Overwhelmingly majority are Machin Head from the 1960s to the early 2000s
as this was the focus of the collector’s interest. Plenty of covers to search for varieties.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Great Britain cover assortment from 1819 to 1881. Contains twenty cover having interesting cancellation and destinations. Roughly
20% are from Ireland and several to Canada. Well worth your time to view.
(Webphoto) S.B. 350.00
Great Britain four postally used Mulready U1 covers all with brown Maltese Cross cancels. Comprises of one mailed to Rochdale
which was back canceled on May 11, 1840 back canceled Bradford, another one mailed to West Bromwich canceled on July 1, 1840 in
Birmingham, one mailed to London canceled on August 26, 1840 in Walsall, and the final one back canceled on September 21, 1840,
These covers have the usual tears and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Ireland small carton of mainly Ireland related covers, revenue documents, and ephemera. Several hundred entities with many interesting markings. Including a couple pictured old China and Constantinople.
(Webphoto) S.B. 600.00

NORWAY
486



POLAND
487



Poland Balloon Flight covers from 1934-1936. Consists of sixteen covers, postal stationery or postcards including Gordon Bennett
and from Balloon Wilno, Poznan, and Krakow. A most intriguing selection. Recommended viewing.
(Webphoto) S.B. 500.00



Spain four covers from 1930 to 1939. Consists of one Civil War military 1937 censored in Pontevedra, one military 1937 censored
in las Palmas, and a third military 1939 censored in Salamanca. The fourth is a Zeppelin postal card canceled in 1930 in Seville and
mailed to Germany.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00



Tonga collection of almost fifty tin can mail covers. Mainly 1930’s vintage with some of the later featuring self adhesive frankings.
Also of interest is the evacuation cover, the mixed frankings and the incoming mail. Mounting would produce a nice exhibit.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00

SPAIN
488

Norway eleven covers from an extensive Scandinavian collection. Ten are from Norway including some scarce FDCs and a two
color mourning cover from the 1870s. The other is a souvenir sheet on cover from Iceland. See all the images on the our website.
(Webphoto) S.B. 260.00

TONGA
489

SINGLE COVERS
UNITED STATES
490



Historically significant 1857 cover from Yellow Springs, Ohio (July 26) from the Empire estate. Includes an amazing statement in
the enclosed letter from Horace Mann. Mann is widely known as the “father” of public education, and outspoken critic of the slavery
system. The letter is one page both sides from Mann’s private mail pad in his own hand with two paragraphs concerning his views on
the education of “farmers, mechanics, and merchants”. Signed in his bold pen “Yours very truly, Horace Mann”. Hand written letters
from Mann are exceedingly rare and ones that delineate his views are even more so, let alone saved with the original envelope. Extensive webphotos and a partial transcription add to the value. Belongs in a museum and saved for posterity. (Webphoto) S.B. 1000.00
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Pair of US #76 paying the 10 cent overland rate from San Francisco (Dec 24, 1862) to New York. No back stamp. Stamps have
been roughly separated and one is a straight edge, but have excellent color and eye appeal.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Outstanding Pan American Exposition card with Expo cancel tying two of four Expo labels to the patriotic card. Produced by the
Raynor Hubbell Stamp Co. makers of the labels themselves. Slight soiling and a bent UL corner are its only flaws. Pretty.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
US oversized three color Columbian cover to Rome, Italy from New York (December 8, 1893). Indistinct Rome arrival back stamp.
Uses #234 x2, 238, and 239 to pay the 55 cent rate. Great example of a commercial (E. A. Cruikshank Co.) foreign destination cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Three flag related Spanish American War patriotic covers all stateside mailed. Some rough opening, folds, and creases detract from
their appearance. The webphotos tell the story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Advertising cover from the National Hotel in Baltimore canceled in 1855. Mailed to North Hadley with its original letter from a
husband to his wife and child. This cover has a severe tear to it’s back flap.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Striking all over advertising cover from H Hallett & Co. Publishers, printers and engravers in green. Most interesting is the Portland, ME fancy cancel clean strike. A showpiece.
(Webphoto) S.B. 30.00
Three Civil War 1862 Patriotic covers from Illinois with two canceled in Chelsea and one canceled in Mokena from the Empire estate. All covers were mailed to same person in Knoxville, Tioga County, New York. Two have “Star Spangled Banner Must Be Upheld
and one has Martha Washington cachets.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Civil War “President Lincoln and His Cabinet” Patriotic cover. It has an illegible cancel and was mailed to North Weare, New
Hampshire. Cover has soiling, stains and about half of the back flap is gone. Still an unusual cover worthy of your consideration.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Two Civil War “Lady Flag and Eagle, Flags Patriotic covers both canceled in 1862 in Newport, Kentucky. Both covers were mailed
to the same person in Ceresco, Calhoun County, Michigan and one has “Forwarded 3” stamped on it. Both covers have foxing and
soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 140.00
Two Civil War “Eagle Flag and Flag Shield Patriotic covers both canceled in 1862 in Newport, Kentucky. Both covers were mailed
to the same person in Ceresco, Calhoun County, Michigan. Both covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 140.00
Two Civil War “Wounded Soldier and Flags in Tree Patriotic covers one canceled in Yellow Springs, Ohio with it original letter
and the other cover with an illegible cancel. Both covers were mailed to the same person in Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan. Both
covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Two Civil War “Commander-in-Chief and Union Soldiers” Patriotic covers canceled in Columbus, Kentucky on August 1 and
September 10, 1862. Covers were mailed to the same person to Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan. Both covers have foxing and
soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Two Civil War Patriotic covers both mailed to Kalamazoo, Michigan. One is “Soldiers’ Home” canceled on March 28, 1863 in Ann
Arbor, Michigan and the other is “Union & Constitution” having an illegible town and date cancel. These covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Two Civil War Patriotic covers. One is “Our Country” canceled in Louisville, Kentucky and mailed to Kalamazoo, Michigan. The
other one is “General McClellan” canceled in Baltimore and mailed to Kalamazoo. Both covers have having foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Zouave” Soldier Patriotic cover canceled in Detroit. Cover was mailed to Philadelphia.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Union, The Constitution” Patriotic cover from a soldier canceled in Newport, Kentucky on March 13, 1862. Cover was
mailed with its original letter to Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Ellsworth” Patriotic cover canceled in White Lake, Michigan on December 17, 1861 Cover was mailed to Mechanicsburg, Champaign County, Ohio. It has a tear on the top near the stamp and a tiny part of the lower left corner is gone. An interesting
example of White Lake postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Two Civil War “Why Don’t You Take It” Patriotic covers. One was canceled in Boston and mailed to Philadelphia having a vertically fold down its middle and the other was canceled on March 28, 1863 with an illegible town name in New Jersey and was mailed
to Philadelphia. Both covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Pennsylvania” Patriotic cover canceled in Youngstown, Ohio on February 10, 1862. Cover was mailed to Lt. Colonel E.
W. Hollingsworth, 19th Regiment Ohio Volunteers. Columbia, Adair County Kentucky. Hollingsworth was the commander at the Battle
of Perryville. Comes with its original letter which appears to have been written by his niece. This cover has foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Stars & Stripes” Patriotic cover canceled in West Scituate, Massachusetts with “Paid” over the #26 stamp. Cover was
mailed to South Randolph, Massachusetts. It has minor foxing and soiling as well as most of the back flap is gone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Civil War “Globe & Flag Patriotic cover was canceled in Hagerstown, Maryland on December 23, 1861. Cover was mailed to
Greensboro, Greene County, Pennsylvania This cover has soiling
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Two Civil War Patriotic covers. Consists of one “To Richmond”” canceled in Corinth having an unreadable state on July 25, 1863
with its original letter and mailed to East Cambridge, Massachusetts. The other one “Liberty & Flag” was canceled in Nashua, New
Hampshire and mailed to East Ruleborough, Massachusetts. Both covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 95.00
Two Civil War Patriotic covers. One is “The Union Must & Shall Be Preserved” canceled and untied in Columbus, Ohio on July
16, 1862 and the other is “Floating Liberty with Sword” having an illegible town and date cancels. Both covers were mailed to Marshall Calhoun County, Michigan. These covers have severe foxing and soiling but still are useful examples of postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
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Civil War “Why don’t you take it” Patriotic cover was canceled in Brewer, Maine on April 10, 1863. Cover was mailed to East
Burkhart, Maine
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Civil War cover with its original letter was written at Fort Drewry, Virginia and canceled in Washington D.C. on June 2, 1865. It
was mailed just after the ending of the war. Cachet consists of Battery “K” 1st Conn Siege Artillery Capt. John W. Twiss.” Cover was
mailed to Ansonia, Connecticut but during transit was stamped “Missent” to Pawtucket, Rhode Island.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Civil War “Father Abraham” Patriotic cover was canceled in Ann Arbor, Michigan on May 5, 1863. Cover was mailed to Greenbush
Post Office, Clinton County, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Civil War “Stand by the Flag” Patriotic cover from Kensington, Oakland County, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Lunenburg, Essex
County, Vermont. Today Kensington is a DPO.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Eagle and Shield Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled with a clear Chelsea Michigan cancel. Cover was mailed to Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Two Michigan Civil War Patriotic covers. One is “No You Don’t” mailed to Hillsdale having childlike scribbling on its reverse and
the other is “Angel”” canceled in Columbus, Kentucky and mailed to Ceresco, Calhoun County having a severe tear by its bottom. Both
covers have foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Civil War “Union” Patriotic Soldier Letter cover canceled in Louisville, Kentucky on March 13, 1863. Cover was canceled with a
circular “Due 3” and was mailed to Westchester County, New York. It has been cut short on its right side when originally opened
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Civil War “Death to Treason and Traitors” Patriotic cover was canceled in Alexandria with an illegible state name and date. Cover
was mailed to a town named Plainfield with also an illegible state name. This cover has a #65 stamp having a double row of perforates
at left as well as foxing, soiling, and severe tears to the bottom on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Two Civil War Patriotic “The Union Forever and Flag” covers. One was canceled in Plymouth, Ohio and mailed to New Hampshire
and the other used a First Michigan Infantry, Soldier’s Mail stationery canceled in Iowa and mailed to Ottawa County, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Two Civil War Patriotic “Flag & Eagle and 6th Corps, 1st Division” covers. One was canceled in Washington D.C. and canceled
in Wisconsin. Condition is a little rough but still interesting historical artifacts.
(Webphoto) S.B. 85.00
Civil War “The Girl I Left Behind Me” Patriotic cover was canceled in Brewer, Maine on April 10, 1863. Cover was mailed to East
Burkhart, Maine. It has foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War “Loyal to the Union State of Ohio” Patriotic cover canceled in East Townsend, Ohio. It was mailed to Erie, Pennsylvania.
Cover has old mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War Port Royal Patriotic cover and its original letter was canceled on November 25, 1862 in Port Royal, South Carolina. Cover
was mailed to Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War Eagle, Flag, and Drum Patriotic cover canceled in Adrian, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Washington, Macomb County,
Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War Flag “Shoot Him on the Spot” Patriotic cover canceled in Marshall, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Albion, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled 1862 in Greenville, Michigan. Cover was mailed to St. Johns, Michigan and comes with its
original letter dated August 2.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Lady Liberty Seated on Globe Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled with a clear Owosso, Michigan cancel. Cover was mailed to
Saline, Michigan It also has old mount remains in its reverse and several small tears on top. Still neat Michigan postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
The Union Forever Civil War Patriotic 1861 cover was canceled in Coldwater, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Camp Duncan, Jacksonville, Illinois with Scott #26.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Two Civil War Patriotic covers. Consists of one “Flag in Star” canceled in an unable to read town in Iowa and mailed to Mountain
Springs, Martin County, Indiana. The other one “Liberty or Death” was canceled in Paducah and mailed to an illegible PO in Johnson
County, Illinois. Both covers have severe foxing, soiling, and old mount remains on their reverses.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War “Bull & Man Chopping Tree” Patriotic cover canceled on January 18, 1862 in Louisville, Kentucky. Cover was mailed to
La Grange P.O. La Grange, County, Indiana with its matching stationery letter. This cover and letter has severe foxing, soiling, stains,
and back flap repair with an old stamp mount. Still a fascinating historical example.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Civil War “Our Compromise” Patriotic cover canceled in Hillsdale, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Shalersville, Portage County,
Ohio.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Union & Constitution Patriotic cover canceled in Washington D.C. on October 19, 1861. Cover was mailed to West
Charleston, Vermont and comes with a certificate. It also has old mount marks on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Secured & Defended Patriotic cover canceled in Xenia, Ohio. Cover was mailed to Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan.
It has foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Flag Patriotic cover canceled in Flint, Michigan on June 20, 1863. Cover was mailed to Orion, Oakland County, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Not a Star Must Fall” Patriotic cover canceled in Burr Oak, Michigan. It was mailed to Churchville, New York. Cover
has “Paid” cancel over the stamp. It is a little rough having numerous small tears around its edges and a small piece of flap missing.
Still a neat piece of Burr Oak postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Flag Patriotic cover canceled in Onondaga, Ingham County, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Lyndonville, Orleans County,
New York.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Washington & Flag Patriotic cover was canceled in Allegan, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Kinsman, Trumbull County,
Ohio.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
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Civil War “Love One Another” Patriotic cover from Monkton, MarylanD.C.over was mailed to Cross Creek, Washington D.C..
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “What God Has Joined” Patriotic cover with a solid cancel of West Burke, Vermont. Cover was mailed to Fairfax, Vermont. It also has a severe tear to reserve held together with an old stamp mount like a band aid.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Not a Star Must Fall Star and Eagle Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled with a clear Mount Clemens, Michigan cancel. Cover
was mailed to Battle Creek, Michigan.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Eagle and Stars Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled in Worth, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Dexter, Washtenaw County, Michigan and it also has old mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Eagle and Stars Civil War Patriotic was cover canceled in Flushing, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Orion, Oakland County, Michigan and also has staining in its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “The Union” Patriotic cover and its original letter dated Youngstown (Ohio) October 15, 1861. Cover was mailed to Lt.
Colonel E. W. Hollingsworth, 19th Regiment Ohio Volunteers. Camp Aliance, Ohio. The original letter was written by his brother. It
was not mailed but probably hand delivered. This cover has foxing, soiling, and a severe tear to the back flap when originally opened.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Flag, Liberty, Cannon” Patriotic cover canceled in Washington D.C.. on October 11, 1862. Cover was mailed to Westfield, Massachusetts. It has minor foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Union, Washington” Patriotic cover canceled in Bloomington, Illinois, on June 13, 1864. Cover was mailed to Andover,
Ashtabula, County, Ohio. It has minor foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Love One Another” Patriotic cover canceled in Washington D.C.. on October 3, 1862. Cover was mailed to Pamelia H.
Corners, Jefferson County, New York. It has foxing and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Save the Union” Patriotic cover was canceled “Free” in Yellow Springs, Pennsylvania on February 26, 1862. Cover was
mailed to Hollidaysburg, Blair County, Pennsylvania.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War “Flag & Women” Patriotic cover was canceled in Plattsburg, New York. Cover was mailed to Peru, Clinton County, New
York. This cover has minor soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Civil War Patriotic “The War for the Union” cover with its original letter was canceled in Port Royal, South Carolina in 1862.
Mailed to Marshall, Calhoun County, Michigan. This cover was originally opened roughly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
Civil War “Onward to Victory” Patriotic cover was canceled in Waterville, Ohio. Cover was mailed to Allegheny City, Pennsylvania.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Civil War Monitor & Merrimac Patriotic cover canceled in Memphis, Tennessee. Cover was mailed to Berkshire P.O., Delaware
County, Ohio. It also has foxing and water stains mainly near its bottom.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Civil War “Loyal States” Patriotic cover was canceled in Washington D.C.. on August 13, 1861. Cover was mailed to Battle Creek,
Michigan. This cover has foxing, soiling, old paste damage to its reverse, and a small piece of the upper right corner by the stamp is
gone.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Civil War “State of Maine” Patriotic cover canceled on March 31, 1864 in Augusta, Maine. Cover was mailed to Selectmen of Wales.
This cover has minor foxing and soiling and old stamp mount remains on its back flap.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Dogs “Why don’t you take it” Civil War Patriotic cover was canceled in Detroit, Michigan. Cover was mailed to Washington, Macomb County, Michigan and it also has old mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Abraham Lincoln campaign orange cover was canceled on August 18 in Richmond, Michigan. It has a beardless Lincoln portrait,
split rail fence, riverboat scene and “Honest Abe Lincoln on this flat boat” slogan. Mailed to Cuylerville, New York. This cover was
originally opened roughly at right causing a piece out of the stamp. Interesting and scarce campaign design. (Webphoto) S.B. 300.00

HAWAII
559



Hawaii (UX9) 2¢ Green postal card neatly canceled Hilo Mar. 27 1896, Apr. 6, 1996 Hawaii transit cancel, Apr 14, 1896 Philadelphia receiving mark on the front. Violet Mar. 28 1896 Hilo, Hawaii transit mark on reverse. Couple trivial toned spots, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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Antigua registered cover canceled in St. John’s on October 25, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London
transit cancel on November 12 and an Ulm arrival cancel on November 13 This cover was mailed with one 1 shilling stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Belgium used charity stamps on card and cover. First is a card from Baarif to Amsterdam (27.9.15) featuring #B31-B33. Secondly is
a Antwerp cross town (handback?) cover using #B25-B27, backstamped.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
British East Africa registered multifranking cover canceled on June 22, 1896. It was mailed to Stuttgart, Germany which received a
Aden transit cancel on July 1 and a Stuttgart cancel on July 12. A most intriguing postal history cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
British Guiana registered cover canceled there on July 4, 1914 having a neat registered label. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received an arrival cancel on July 21. This cover was mailed with one each four and five cents stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
British Somaliland registered cover canceled in Berbera on July 15, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a transit
cancel in Aden on July 18. This cover was mailed with a Scott #38 three rupees stamp. An unusual example of Somaliland postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
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British Somaliland registered cover canceled in Berbera on July 15, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a transit
cancel in Aden on July 18. This cover was mailed with a Scott #60 one rupee stamp. An unusual example of just before WW I started
Somaliland postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
British Somaliland registered cover canceled in Berbera on May 4, 1904. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received transit cancels in Aden on March 5, in Naples on March 14 and in Ulm on March 16. Unfortunately one of the three stamps originally mailed on
the cover has fallen off.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
British Somaliland registered cover canceled in Berbera on July 15, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a transit
cancel in Aden on July 18. This cover was mailed with a Scott #59 12 annas stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Canada (24c) bisect tied on cover with 24, b/s P.E.I.
(Cover Photo) Catalog 4000.00
Canada four 1908 registered cover all canceled in Lachine Locks, Quebec. Covers were mailed with Quebec Tercentenary issues of
7,10,15, and 20 cents or Scott #100 to 103. Three were mailed to East Pittsburgh, PA and one to Vienna, Austria. The cover with the
20 cents has a small original lower left corner perforate problems and severe tears when originally openeD.C.oming along as a bonus are Scott 97-99 on individual “front only” covers. An unusual offering of these popular Canadian commemorative issues.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Cayman Islands registered cover canceled November 12, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit
cancel on November 28 and an Ulm arrival cancel on November 29 This cover was mailed with one each 1/2D, 1D, and one shilling
stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Cayman Islands registered cover canceled in there on November 2, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London
transit cancel on November 28 and an Ulm arrival cancel on November 29 This cover was mailed with one five shillings stamp. It has
several small tears and a slight bend on its top.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Ceylon registered cover canceled in Colombo on April 13, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany where it received a cancel on arrival
on May 2, 1914. This cover with a one rupee stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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Imperial China small lot of ten different Chinese Local postal cards, entires, wrappers, etc. The wrapper has a minor wrinkle, otherwise very bright grouping, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Imperial China postal card having Peking bilingual oval cancels on January 9, 1901. Written in German, this field post card was
mailed to Bilstein, Germany.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Imperial China Private Express Red Band domestic cover, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Imperial China 1¢ red I.C.P. postal card tied with a Jan 19, 1906 Newchwang bilingual cds for local usage. Card a bit toned at the
edges, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Imperial China (101) 4¢ Orange Brown Chinese Imperial Post, pair of 2¢ Hong Kong issues franked on a picture post card to Austria. Tied with a Shanghai Pa-Kua cancel, December 6, 1898 Shanghai Local Post transit cancel, December 12, 98 British Post Office
Shanghai cancel and Trieste transit cancel tied to the Hong Kong issues, F-VF.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 200.00
Imperial China (110, 111) ½¢, 1¢ Coiling Dragons and 5pf Kiautschou issues franked on a red 1¢ I.C.P postal card to Germany. Tied
with a September 24, Tsingtau cds, blue September Kiaochow bilingual cds along with five very strong black tombstone chops. Corner
crease at lower left and a horizontal crease at the top. Very scarce cancels, F-VF.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 200.00
Imperial China (111) 1¢ Coiling Dragon franked in a 1¢ red ICP postal card tied with an oval Peking Mar-9, 1901 hand cancel. April
12 Feldpost transit cancel, violet German Sea Battalion transit handstamp, May 30 1901 German receiving cancel. Toning on the reverse otherwise F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Imperial China (111, 124) 1¢, 2¢ Imperial Post issues franked on a 1¢ green CIP postal card to German. Tied with a Chengtu and
December 6, 1910 Peking bilingual cds. Pretty folk art on the reverse, F-VF.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 100.00
Imperial China (112 x2) Horizontal pair of the 2¢ Scarlet Imperial Post issue franked on a picture post card of the Loong Wah temples
near Shanghai to the USA. Tied with a February 1908 Hangkow bilingual cds, February 15, 1908 Peking bilingual transit cancel and
February 15, 1910 Shanghai IJPO transit cancel at bottom center, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Imperial China (129) 10¢ Ultramarine Chinese Imperial Post issue franked on a cover to the USA. Tied with an April 3, 1909
Foochow bilingual cds, April 9, 1909 Shanghai IJPO transit cancel at bottom left, Shanghai April 8, 1909 bilingual transit cancel on the
reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Imperial China (164) 1¢ Ocher Chinese Imperial Post red Shanghai Commercial Press overprint issue franked on a red band local rate
cover. Tied with a November 25, 1913 Tientsin bilingual cds., F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Republic of China 4¢ red Junk postal card tied with a December 7, 1914 Shanghai bilingual cds., F-VF. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China 4¢ red Junk postal card tied with a December 4, 1914 Wei Hsien bilingual cds., and December 23, 1914 Shanghai
bilingual transit cancel to the USA, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China 1¢ green Junk postal card tied with an October 14, 1924 Chengtu bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China 1½¢ Blue Junk postal card tied with an April 6, 1920 Tsining bilingual transit cancel. Some wrinkles and a tiny
tear at the bottom, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (111, 125) 1¢ and 3¢ Coiling Dragon issues franked on a domestic cover. Tied with an April 14, 1930 lunar cancel.
April 25, 1930 Tsingtau receiving cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (113) 4¢ Coiling Dragon issue franked on a picture post card of a Boy Gleaner to Germany. Tied with a December
8, 1908 Tientsin bilingual cds, couple extra transit and receiving marks plus “Via Siberia” in manuscript at bottom center, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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Republic of China (129) 10¢ Ultramarine Coiling Dragon issue franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with an October 14,
1909 Kulangsu bilingual cancel. November 26, Amoy bilingual transit cancel, December 1, 1909 Shanghai bilingual and a December
1, 1909 I.J.P.O.transit cancels on reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (129) 10¢ Ultramarine Coiling Dragon issue franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a March 13,
1912 Tangshaw bilingual cancel, “Via Pacific Route” in manuscript. Mar 1912 Moukden bilingual transit cancel on reverse which has
flap faults and small repair, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic Of China (170) 10¢ Coiling Dragon surcharged in red by Waterlow & Sons, London issue franked on a surface cover to
the USA. Tied with an October 20, 1915 Tientsin bilingual cancel, via Siberia in manuscript. French transit cancel on the reverse, few
wrinkles and faults, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic Of China (221 x5) ½¢ First Peking Print franked on a domestic printed matter cover. Tied with a February 28, 1920 Paotingfu bilingual cancel, March 6, 1920 Foochow receiving cancel. Few wrinkles, little reduced at right, F-VF. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic Of China (221) ½¢ First Peking Print franked on a local rate red banded cover. Tied with a 1923 Shanghai bilingual cancel,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (222, 224) 1¢ and 3¢ First Peking Print Junk issues franked on a surface rate post card of the Forbidden City in
Peking to the USA. Tied with a December 11, 1916 Tsinghwayaun bilingual cds., Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00

Republic Of China (222, 224) 1¢, 4¢ First Peking Prints franked on a picture post card of Legation Street in Peking to the USA.
Tied with a December 30, 1914 Peking bilingual cancel. S over 3 in oval auxiliary handstamps at top center, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (222, 224 x3) 1¢ and 3¢ First Peking Print issues franked on a censored surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a
March 15, 1918 Soochow bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (225) 4¢ Scarlet First Peking Print Junk issue franked on a surface rate post card of the Summer Palace in Peking
to the USA. Tied with a July 1916 Peking bilingual cds., F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (225) 4¢ Scarlet First Peking Print Junk issue franked on a surface rate post card of the Summer Palace in Peking
to the USA. Tied with a November 25, 1915 Lincheng Mine bilingual cds., F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (225) 4¢ First Peking Print franked on a picture post card to the USA. Tied with a March 8, 1919 Peking bilingual
cancel. Violet “Passed Censor” circle hand stamp on the reverse, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (226) 5¢ Rose Lilac First Peking Print Junk issue horizontal pair franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied
with a May 19, 1921 Peking bilingual cds., with a May 20, 1921 bilingual Moukden transit cancel on the reverse. Bit of toning, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (230 x2) 10¢ Dark Blue First Peking Print Junk issue franked on a registered cover to the USA. Tied with a November 1923 Shanghai bilingual cds, couple register hand stamps and label at upper left. November 30 1923 Chicago transit cancels and a
December Cortland NY receiving cancel on the reverse, Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic Of China (246) 10¢ Yeh Kung-cho, Hsu Shi-chang, and Chin Yun-peng commemorative franked on a surface rate cover to
the USA. Tied with an unreadable bilingual cds, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (247) 3¢ re-engraved Junk issue 2¢ surcharge in red franked on a newspaper rate cover to the USA. Tied with a July
14, 1923 Peking machine cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (248, 247 x2, 312, 313 x2) ½¢ and 1¢ re-engraved Junks, ½¢ and 1¢ 1932-34 Martyr issues franked on a domestic
surface cover. Tied with a February 6, 1936 Hanghsien bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (249, 275) 1¢ and 4¢ re-engraved Junk issues franked on the front and reverse of a cover to the USA. Tied with a
January 27, 1931 Peiping bilingual cds., F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (249, 275) 1¢, 5¢, and 6¢ re-engraved Junk issues franked on a picture postcard of the Shanghai Race Course to the
USA. Tied with a May 16, 1931 Shanghai bilingual cds., and an International Exchange Club hand stamp at left. Creased, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (249, 270) 1¢ re-engraved Junk and 1¢ Temple of Heaven issues franked on a printed matter cover to the USA. Tied
with a November 1, 1923 Hangchow bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic Of China (249 x2, 251, 254 x2, 258) Old time four color combination of re-engrave Junk issues franked on a surface rate
cover to the USA. Tied with a Jan, 19, 1932 bilingual cds. 25¢ for the first 20gr was the rate therefore the cover is under posted. Few
wrinkles, reduced at left, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (249, 269, 275) Three color combo of re-engraved Junk and Rice Farmer issues franked on a double surface rate
cover to the USA. Tied with a February 8, 1931 Sungkiang bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (251 x5) 2¢ re-engraved Junk issue franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a June 12, 1928 Kochow,
Kwangtung bilingual cds. June 18, 1928 Canton machine cancel on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (251, 256) 2¢ and 7¢ re-engraved Junk issues franked on a real photo picture post card to the USA. Tied with a Jan
20, 1931 Shanghai bilingual cds. Postage due handstamp at the bottom, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (251, 257, 312, 313 x4, 299) Interesting four color combo franked on a double surface rate cover to the USA. Tied
with an August 5, 1935 Pentaing Beach bilingual cds, August 6, 1935. Tienstin bilingual transit cancel on the reverse, few wrinkles,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (251-252) 2¢, 3¢ Re-engraved Junk issues franked on a printed matter rate to the USA. Tied with a November 2,
1932 Posen bilingual cancel. November 4, 1932 Yungming bilingual transit and December 13 1932 Irvington NJ receiving cancels on
the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
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Republic Of China (256, 275, 292, 318) Three color combination franked on a single surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a Nov
21, 1933 Hanghsien/Hangchow bilingual cds, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (258, 290, 292, 317) Lovely four color combination cover franked on a surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a
June 9, 1933 Shanghai bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (259, 270) 13¢ re-engraved rice farmer, 1¢ Temple of Heaven issue franked on a Shanghai to Canton first flight
cover. Tied with a December 18, 1928 Shanghai bilingual cds., three hand stamp cachets on the front. Several transit and auxiliary
marks on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Republic of China (262, 352) 20¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer, 5¢ Chung Hwa Book Co. issues franked on a domestic ordinary express
airmail surface cover. Tied with a Sept 25, 1935 Tientsin dotted bilingual cds. Sept 1934 Shanghai machine cancel, and an “Express”
hand stamp on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (262) 20¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer issue franked on a surface to the USA. Tied with a Feb 27, 1924 Peiping Hopeh
bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (263, 299 x3, 313 x5) 30¢ re-engraved Rice farmer, 5¢ De la Rue & Co., Ltd., 1¢ Martyr issues franked on a registered surface cover to the USA. Tied with a December 6, 1936 Nanchang dotted bilingual cancel, December 6, 1936 Shanghai bilingual
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
transit cancel. January 2, 1937 Chicago IL registered receiving cancel on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
Republic of China (263-264) 30¢, 50¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer issues franked on a China National Aviation Corporation First Flight
Chung King Yunnan Line via Kweiyang cover. Multi-color cachet at left. Few wrinkles, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic Of China (264) 50¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer issue franked on a registered surface to the USA. Tied with a Sept 14, 1934
Nanking dotted bilingual cds. Sept 15 1943 Shanghai bilingual transit cancel and an Oct 6, 1934 Nanking registered label at the top,
violet “Registered” handstamp at the left. Washington DC receiving cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (275 x3, 302, 311 x3, 317) Interesting four color combination franked on a registered surface cover to the USA.
Tied with a July 14, 1934 Nanking dotted bilingual cds, Nanking registered label at lower center. July 15, 1934 Shanghai transit cancel,
July 31, 1934 Seattle transit and Aug 3, 1934 Madison Wisc. receiving cancel on the reverse. Cover a little rough at the top, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (276 x2, 277 x2) 1¢, 4¢ Marshal Chang Tso-lin commemorative issues franked on a surface rate cover to the USA.
Tied with a March 21, 1928 Tientsin bilingual cds., few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (280 x2) 1¢ pair of President Chiang Kai-shek commemorative issue franked on a Literature for the Blind rate
cover to the USA. Tied with a May 20, 1929 (stamps were issued in May), Shanghai bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (285-286, C6-C10) 4¢, 10¢, Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum commemoratives and the second airmail set franked on a
Nanking to Shanghai first flight. The airmail set is tied with the special flight cancel and the Sun Yat-set set is tied with a July 8, 1929
Shanghai bilingual cds. The cover has been folded both vertically and horizontally, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Republic of China (286 x2, C6) 10¢ Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum and 15¢ second series airmail issues franked on a Shanghai-Nanking
First Flight cover. Tied with a July 8, 1929 Nanking bilingual cds., and a commemorative propeller cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Republic of China (289) 3¢ re-engraved Junk issue surcharge in red franked on a printed matter cover to the USA. Tied with a may 5,
1930 Peking bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (293, 352, 459) Three different Sun Yat-sen prints franked on domestic airmail then surface cover to the USA.
Tied with a November dotted bilingual cancel, red “By Chinese Airplane to Hong Kong Only”, purple “Par Avion”, and “Not Opened
By Censor” auxiliary hand stamps on the front. Purple “Not Opened by Censor” and black November 7, 1941 Victoria, Hong Kong
stamped on the reverse. Few wrinkles and a tiny tear at the top, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (299, 301, 336, C14, C18) 5¢, 15¢ De la Rue & Co., Ltd., 5¢ 40th Anniversary of the Chinese Post Office, 45¢,
$1.00 1932-37 Junker F-13 issues franked on a China Clipper First Flight registered cover. Multi-color cachet at bottom, First Flight
China to USA hand stamp at upper left, Hong Kong to San Francisco hand stamp at upper right. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Republic of China (299, 304, 322) 5¢, $1.00 De la Rue & Co., Ltd., 40¢ Martyr issues franked on a registered, airmail rate cover to
the USA. Tied with a December 8, 1937 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel, violet “REGISTERED” hand stamp on the front. Several
transit and receiving cancels on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (299 x2, 313 xs3, 336 x2) 5¢ De la Rue & Co., type II, 1¢ Martyr, and 5¢ Maritime issues franked on a registered domestic cover. Tied with a November 13, 1937 Peiping bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles and a small tear at the top, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (301) 15¢ De la Rue & Co., franked on a picture post card to the USA. Tied with a Jun 21, 1934 Peking bilingual
cds, couple faults Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (302, 315, 351) 5¢, 20¢ De la Rue & Co., 3¢ 1932-34 Martyr franked on an under posted domestic registered
express rate cover. Tied with a Dec 6, 1940 Shanghai bilingual cds, Hangchow/Hanghsien bilingual receiving cancel and a Shanghai
register hand stamp at lower left, black rectangle “Express” hand stamp at upper left part of the express receipt on the reverse. Few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (312) ½¢ 1932-34 Martyr issue franked on a domestic printed matter rate Shanghai Gas Company advertising
cover. Tied with a July 7, 1940 Shanghai dotted bilingual cds. Includes a gas bill. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (317, 351) 10¢ Martyr and 5¢ Chug Hwa Book Co., issues franked on a picture post card to the USA. Tied with a
May 20, 1935 Peiping dotted bilingual cancel. Very bright, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
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Republic of China (319) 17¢, 1932-34 Martyr issues franked on a domestic express cover. Tied with an Oct 9, 1937 Shanghai bilingual cds, Oct 10 1937 Hangchow/Hanghsien bilingual receiving cancel and part of the express receipt on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (335-338) Complete set of 40th Anniversary of the Founding of the Chinese Post Office franked on a registered
first day cover. Tied with an Oct 10, 1936 Canton bilingual cds, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Republic of China (335-336) 2¢ and 5¢ 40th Anniversary of the Found in the Post Office commemorative issues franked on two
philatelic covers. Both are tied with an October 31, 1936 50th Birthday of Chang Kai-shek commemorative cancels, F-VF.
(WebPhoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (336, C12) 5¢ 40th Anniversary of the PO commemorative and 1932-1927 Junker airmail issues franked on an
airmail cover to Hong Kong. Tied with a February 22, 1937 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel. February 26, 1949 Victoria Hong Kong
receiving cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (340) 15¢ re-engraved Rice Farmer with red 5¢ overprint printed matter rate cover to the USA. Tied with a December 12, 1936 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel. Very bright, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (354 x2, 390) 10¢ Chung Hwa Book Co. Sun Yat-sen and $10 Dah Tung Book Co. Sun Yat-sen issues franked on
a censored airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a December 26 1942 Foochow dotted bilingual cds., typed in red, “By B.O.A.C. to Lagos, Nigeria, via Calcutta-Cairo, and thence by P.A.A. to destination.” December 27, 1942 Minchow dotted lunar and January 6, 1943
Kweilin transit cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (381 x3, 423, 459, 465) 5¢ Dah Tung Book Co., 2¢ Martyr, 50¢ American Banknote, and 8¢ Industrial & Agricultural issues franked on a domestic airmail then surface book rate cover to the USA. Tied with a September 24, 1941 Chengtu bilingual
cancel, violet “Not Opened By Censor” box handstamp. September 26, 1941 Victoria, Hong Kong transit cancel on the reverse, few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00

Republic Of China (383, 414 or 433) 8¢ Dah Tung Book Co., 20¢ 1940-41 Martyr franked on an under posted domestic express rate
cover. Tied with a June 10, 1941 Hangchow/Hanghsien bilingual cds, black rectangle “Express” hand stamp at upper left part of the
express receipt on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (387, 389 x2, 460) $1.00, $5.00 Chung Hwa Book Co., $1.00 American banknote issues franked on a registered,
express airmail rate censored cover to the USA. Tied with a December 18, 1943 Sianfu bilingual cancel. December 30, 1943 Chungking dotted bilingual transit cancel on the front, Express Receipt label at right. Several transit and receiving cancels on the reverse. Few
wrinkles and a few faults, Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (388 x5, 427 x4) $2.00 dah Tung Book Co., 5¢ Martyr issues franked on a censored registered airmail cover to the
USA. Tied with an February 3, 1943 Kutien dotted bilingual cancel, February 15, 1943 Kweilin dotted transit cancel. Few wrinkles,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (390, 459, C38?) $10.00 Dah Tung Book Co., 50¢ American Banknote, and $1.00 Junker F-13 issues franked on
a registered, airmail censored cover to the USA. August 25, 1942 Kwelin bilingual cds on the front. Stamps are tied with an August
30, 1942 Taishan lunar dated transit cds. and purple October 24, 1942 registry receiving on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (500 x5, 507 x10) $1.00 Central Trust Print and $20.00 1942-1944 Sun Yat-sen issues franked on an censored
registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a March 17, 1945 Chunking dotted bilingual cancel. Miami April 6, 1945 and April 7,
1945 Minneapolis receiving cancels. Few wrinkles, slit open at that bottom F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (510) $40.00 Central Trust Printing issue franked on a censored book rate cover to the USA. Tied with a Chungking
bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (570, 611 x2, 614) $10.00 1944-46 Sun Yat-sen, $20.00, $300.00 Victory of the Allied Nations commemorative
issues franked on a registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a January 29, 1946 Chungking dotted bilingual cancel. “By air to
destination via India and U.K.” at upper left. Several transit and receiving cannels on the reverse, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (574-577, 611-614) Allegory of Savings and Victory of the Allied Nations over Japan commemorative sets franked
on two philatelic picture post cards, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (593-598, 05-610, 611-614, 625-630) Accumulation of four philatelic franked 1945 commemorative and regular
issues sets. All are tied with a July 8, 1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (640, 642 x2, 644 x2, 645, 682 x2) Three color Sun Yat-sen combination franked on a double airmail rate registered
cover to the USA. Tied with a June 4, 1947 Chengtu dotted bilingual cds. Purple Par Avion label at left and Register label at bottom
center. June 4 1947 Chengtu dotted bilingual and June 7, 1947 Shanghai bilingual transit cancels along with a June 14, 1947 oval New
York registry receiving cancel on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (642, 644 x2, 645 x2, 682 x2) Three color Sun Yat-sen combination franked on an airmail, registered express cover
to the USA. Tied with a June 30, 1947 Sinking bilingual cds, July 2, 1947 Shanghai bilingal transit cancel, purple San Fransico transit
and East Lansing Mi receiving cacels. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (644-645, C51 x2, C52 x2) Interesting four color combination registered airmail cover to the USA. Tied with an
April 14, 1947 Swatow bilingual cancel. April 18, 1947 canton bilingual transit and a pair registered receiving cancels on the reverse,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (644 x2, 646, 687 x2, 688) Cute four color combination Sun Yat-sen issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA.
Tied with a May 23, 1947 Shanghai bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
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Republic of China (645, 737, 752 x2, 764-767) Sharp five color combination franked on a airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a
November 14, 1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cds. Blue Par Avion label at lower left. November 14 1947 Shanghai bilingual transit
cancel on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (660, 689, 724-726, C50, C52-C53) Beautiful multi-colored registered surface rate cover to the USA. Tied with a
July 31 1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cds., violet Scanton PA registered receiving cancel at center, F-VF. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (678 x30) $100 on $1.00 De la Rue & Co. Ltd. issue franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a May 19,
1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (732-736) Dr. Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum commemorative issue franked on a printed matter cover to the USA. Tied
with a May 28, 1947 Shanghai dotted bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (733, 741 x6) $200 Sun Yat-sen Mausoleum commemorative and $500 Confucius commemorative imprint block
of six issues franked on an airmail cover to the USA. Tied with an August 27, 1947 (FDC for the Confucius issues) Shanghai dotted
bilingual cds., few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00

Republic of China (756 x2, 757 x2, 758 x2, 784 x2, 785 imperf, C55) Complex multi-color combination franked on a registered
airmail rate cover to the USA. Tied with a August 2, 1948 Kuling dotted bilingual cancel. Second day of the new rate, great inflation
cover. Wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (765, 811 x2, 813 x2) Three color combination of the 1947-1948 Sun Yat-sen and overprinted Martyr issues franked
on a registered express airmail cover to the USA. Tied with an October 12, 1948 Shanghai bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, minor staining,
F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (784) $5000 Nanking Stamp Exhibition commemorative issue franked on a domestic express cover. Tied with a
violet March 20, 1948 commemorative cds., red express hand stamps. Violet commemorative hand stamp and March 20, 1948 Shanghai dotted cds. on the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (791 x2, 811 x2) $50,000 Deep blue Sun Yat-sen, $20,000 on 10¢ Martyr issues franked on a domestic airmail
cover. Tied with a September 8, 1948 Kweiyang bilingual and a September 10, 1948 Chungking bilingual transit cancel. Red Express
Circle hand stamps on the front and the reverse. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (791, 794 x2, 796, 797 x3) Beautiful four color combination of the 1947-1948 Sun Yat-sen issues franked on
a double rate airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a November 16, 1948 Shaowa, Fukien bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (809, 810 x4) 1942-1946 Sun Yat-sen issues surcharged in black franked on a domestic registered cover. Tied with
a July 30, 1948 Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (875A, 913 x10) $20 on $20 Gold Yuan surcharge Sun Yat-sen and 50¢ on $20 Gold Yuan surcharge revenue issues
franked on a domestic cover. Tied with a March 5, 1949 Canton bilingual cds. Cover has been reduced at left, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (894, 926 x3, 935 x14) $1000 Sun Yat-sen, and a couple Gold Yuan surcharged revenue issues franked on an airmail
cover to the USA. Tied with an April 14, 1949 (3 days after a rate change) Shanghai bilingual cancel. Few wrinkles, and tape stains on
the corners, a great inflation rate item, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (950) $100,000 redrawn Sun yat-Sen Silver Yuan issue franked on airmail cover to the USA. Tied with a May 8,
1949 Shanghai bilingual cds. Wrinkles and some faults, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (959) Non-enominated Locomotive and Ship issue franked on a domestic cover. Tied with a July 18, 1949, July 20,
1949 Macau transit cancel. Corner fault, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (959) Non-denominated Locomotive and Ship issue franked on a domestic cover. Tied with a July 21, 1949 dotted cds. July 23, 1949 Canton dotted bilingual receiving cancel. Very late Republican era cover. Few wrinkles and a fault at the edge.
Fine.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China (C11, C14) 15¢, 45¢ 1932-1937 Junker issues franked on a First Trans-Pacific Air Mail cover between China and
the USA F.A.M. route 14. Tied with an April 26, 1937 Shanghai bilingual cancel and various hand stamps auxiliary and flight cachets
on the front. April 29, 1937 Manila machine transit cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (C12 x2) Two 25¢ Junker F-13 issues franked on a domestic airmail, then surface cover to the USA. Tied with
a September 25, 1936 Lanchow bilingual cds. Purple “Airmail Service in China Only” rectangular hand stamp on the front. Few
wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (C14, C18) 45¢ $1.00 1932-1937 Junker issues franked on a First Trans-Pacific Air Mail cover between China and
the USA F.A.M. route 14. Tied with an April 26, 1937 Shanghai bilingual cancel and a blue flight cachet on the front. May 4, 1937 San
Francisco machine transit cancel on the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Republic of China (C55 x2, C56-C58, C60, C61) Beautiful five color combination cover franked with 1948 airmails. The cover travels via domestic air then by surface to the USA. Tied with a June 24, 1948 Shanghai bilingual cancel, June 24, 1948 Shanghai bilingual
transit cancel on the reverse. Very bright, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Republic of China (C55-C58, C60-C61) Five color combination surcharged airmail issues franked on a registered airmail cover to the
USA. Tied with a July 2, 1948 Shanghai bilingual cancel, few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Small accumulation of three philatelic covers franked with numerous Chinese National Currency issues. All are tied with a Shanghai
dotted bilingual cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Republic of China small accumulation of four philatelic covers franked with numerous Chinese National Currency issues. All are
tied with a Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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Republic of China small accumulation of four philatelic covers franked with numerous Chinese National Currency issues. All are tied
with a Shanghai dotted bilingual cancel, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Japanese Occupation (4N54) 4¢ Martyr issue franked on a commemorative domestic cover. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Japanese Occupation (8N5 x3, 8N9) 2¢ and 10¢ Chung Hwa Book Co. issues overprinted for North China franked on a red banded
domestic cover. Tied with a November 25, 1942 Hankow dotted bilingual cds., F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Japanese Occupation (9N111-9N114) Complete set of the air raid precaution commemorative issues franked on a domestic. Tied with
a commemorative bomb cds. August 9, 1945 (same day as the atom bomb being dropped on Nagasaki) Shanghai bilingual cancel on
the reverse, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Sinkiang (59, 91) 15¢ re-engraved Junk and 5¢ Type II De la Rue & Co. Ltd. issues franked on a surface cover to the USA. Ties with
a June 9, 1936 Mokiang bilingual cds. Few wrinkles, F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
El Salvador 1930 registered airmail cover having scarce C15-C18. Mailed to Guatemala with neat “drink water from Lake Coatepeque the Vichy of Salvador” cancels. An unusual Salvadorian postal history cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Estonia 1920 registered, airmail cover from Rakvere and mailed to Essen, Germany. Helsinki transit cancel on reverse and canceled
on arrival in Essen on April 2, 1920.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Falkland Islands registered cover canceled on June 4, 1914. This cover was mailed to Ulm, Germany which has a transit London
cancel on July 14 and an Ulm cancel on July 7 upon arrival. It was mailed with one each Scott #28, 27 and two 22
(Cover Photo) S.B. 250.00
Falkland Islands registered cover canceled on June 4, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which has a transit London cancel on
July 14 and an Ulm cancel on July 7 upon arrival. Cover was mailed with one each Scott #27 and 28.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 200.00
Falkland Islands registered cover canceled in 1914 having an illegible month and day cancel. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
has a transit London cancel on April 11 and an Ulm cancel on April 12 upon arrival.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Fiji registered multifranking cover canceled in Suva on December 14, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany where it received a
cancel on arrival on January 28, 1913. This cover has a slight bend on its top from storage or age and it should straighten out.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Fiji registered overseas cover from Suva (22.12.1913) to Ulm, Germany (14.2.14) through Liverpool, England (30.Jan.14). Somewhat smudged markings on the front, but strong backstamps..
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Fiji registered cover canceled in Suva on December 22, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany receiving a Liverpool transit cancel on
January 30, 1914 and an Ulm cancel upon arrival on February 1. This cover was mailed with a one shilling stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
France C3 and C4 on cover. Seems to have the proper cancel and cachet for the catapulted hydroplane. Philatelically mailed to a
famous Nassau Street stamp dealer. Appears to be signed three times. Cachet on front and back. Roughly opened at left. Rare transAtlantic cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 2000.00
French Guiana airmail cover with C1-8 overprinted “France Libre.” Canceled and censored in Cayenne on June 9, 1943 and mailed
internally to Saint Georges Oyapoc where it was canceled on June 14.
(Webphoto) S.B. 140.00
French Oceania registered cover having five stamps overprinted “France Libre.” Canceled and censored in Papeete on December 11,
1942. Mailed to New York City having transit cancels of San Pedro, California plus US censor tape on December 21 and New York on
December 23.
(Webphoto) S.B. 140.00
Gambia registered postal envelope cover canceled in Bathurst on February 24, 1903. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received
a Liverpool transit cancel on February 24 and a Ulm arrival cancel on February 26.
(Webphoto) S.B. 85.00
Gambia registered cover canceled in Bathurst on February 4, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit
cancel on February 22 and a Ulm arrival cancel on February 24.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Gambia registered letter stationery cover canceled on April 22, 1904. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received transit cancels
in Liverpool on May 18, London on May 18, and Ulm upon arrival on May 20. This cover was mailed with one each ½ D and 2 1/2 D
stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
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German States three covers to the old to the US via Hamburg (Packet, Paid 3, red hand stamps). Two, two color Prussia and one,
three color Baden. Condition a little rough with faded and damaged stamps the norm. Webphotos tell the whole story.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Germany philatelic fantasy registered cover postmarked Berlin 23.4.45 using perfed copies of Scott #B292-B293 along with a 15pf
Hitler definitive to pay a 39pf across town rated. Backstamped. According to most authorities none of these covers were anything but
after the fact productions. Perfect philatelic conversation piece for your Third Reich collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Germany seven values of the 1933 charity set on cover B49-B57 (B55a), includes two booklet pairs. Apears to be a hand back card
with no address or evidence of passing through the mail. Postmarked and tied (Soflingen 7.11.33). Just missing low values from being
a set card.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Germany 1936 registered charity “sets cover” using all 10 values of the Costumes set B69-B78. Left Dusseldorf (21.6.36) arriving in Frankfort the next day. Backstamped. Opened at top. Small wrinkles and corner dings. Great markings.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany 1936 Olympic Games registered “sets covers” using both values of the Summer Games souvenir sheets B91-B92. Left
the stadium (15.8.36) and arrived in Frankfort (16.8.36) Toned a little from age and gum. Otherwise clean and displayable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
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Germany 1936 Olympic Zeppelin flight cover using four different then current stamps (472, B84, B89, and C57) to over pay the
100pf rate. Left the airport (1.8.36) arriving later in the day. Backstamped. Unsealed. Clean with a clear cachet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany 1936 Olympic Zeppelin flight “sets card” using all 4 values of the Municipalities set 473-476. Canceled onboard the Hindenburg (1.8.36) arriving later in the day. No backstamp. Unwritten. Clean and displayable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany 1936 Olympic flight “sets cover” using all 8 values of the Summer Games set B82-B89. Left the airport (1.8.36) arriving
later in the day. Backstamped. Unsealed. Small paper adherence on the 12pf (B86) stamp. Otherwise clean and displayable.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany philatelic fantasy over size cover postmarked Wien 8.4.43 using an imperf sheet of 9 of the “Futches Reich” 12pf propaganda forgery along with a 10pf Hitler definitive to pay a 118pf rate to Wolfsberg. No backstamp. According to most authorities few
if any of these types of covers were anything but after the fact productions. Perfect philatelic conversation piece for your Third Reich
in Austria collection.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Germany Zeppelin cover from a Frankfort railroad station (4.5.36) to St. Louis (May 12, 1936) with a New York transit cancel. Forwarded back to New York May 13th. The six color franking just overpays the rate. Lightly soiled, but still a collectable cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany 1930 Zeppelin flight “sets cover” using both values of the South American airmail set C38-C39. Mailed from Friedrichshafen (18.5.30) arriving in Rio de Janeiro (25.5.30). Backstamped. A bit wrinkly. Needs a good pressing. (Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Germany 1930 Zeppelin flight card featuring C40. Mailed from Friedrichshafen (24.7.31) arriving in Leningrad (25.7.31). Address
and message obliterated not effecting the stamp or cachet.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Germany 1930 Zeppelin flight cover using C39. Mailed from Friedrichshafen (18.5.30) arriving in Rio de Janeiro (23.5.30). Backstamped. A bit wrinkly, but fine around the stamp and cachet. Good example of a flown cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Germany 1930 Zeppelin flight card using C38. Mailed on board the Graf Zeppelin (22.5.30) arriving in Brazil (27.5.30). Interesting
Deco stylized dance scene on reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Germany 1936 Olympic Zeppelin flight “sets cover” using all 4 values of the Municipalities set 473-476 along with 85pf of other
postage to overpay the rate. Canceled at the airport (1.8.36) arriving later in the day. Backstamped. Unsealed. Clean clear cache.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany two glider mail pieces from (26.7.32). The first is a small size cover using 368-369 as two tete-beche pairs. The second
is just a front with the same pictoral cancel using 373a. Both overpay the rate, but are uncommon zusammendrucke usages.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany 1933 Zeppelin flight card to Chicago from Berlin (14.10.33) to Cleveland (Akron, Oct.25.1933). Uses C44 and C29, and
C31 to pay the rate. Advertising label (Romanoff Caviar) tied to the front by each of the cachets. Too many flattened out wrinkles, so
only average condition. Clear markings and cachets. Needs examination.
(Webphoto) S.B. 34.00
Germany North America first flight registered Zeppelin cover franked with six diffent Hindenburg stamps. Went from Frankfurt
(4.5.36) to Chicago (5.11.36) via New York (5.9.36). Roughly opened at bottom, soiled, and overpaid. Nice six color cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Germany Pair of “sets covers” for Scott #B134-136 and B141-143. Both are on cards with clear event cancellations.
(Webphoto) S.B. 30.00
Germany Philatelic Flemish Legion WW II cover having a feldpost (26.2.43) cancel. Uses private issue Michel 1-4 for the franking.
Hand written address probably known to German cover preparers everywhere. No backstamp. A fascinating purely philatelic historical
item.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Germany Scott #664 along with 5N19 and 5N32 on cover from the French Zone (Tubingen 13.12.49) to the Chicago area. Paid the
80pf rate. Clean and nice.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Germany Zeppelin flight cover from Friedrichshafen (31.7.29) to Clinton, Iowa, transit New York (Aug.5.1929). Franked with two
C36. Normal wrinkles and soiling. Average looking cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany Zeppelin flight cover across Frankfort from Rhein-Main (1.5.37) back to Frankfort (4.5.37) through Koln (3.5.37). Unusually clear markings on front and reverse tying B103 and C53 to overpay the rate by 4pf. A striking “Luftschiff Hindenburg” handstamp
(1.5.37) is part of the markings. Beautiful philatelic zeppelin cover.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany B55 on a single use cover (perf. 13 1/2 x 13). Went to the Swiss Consulate in Leipzig (6.3.34) with the special Wagner
commemorative cancellation for the monument dedication. Hard to find even a philatelic usage on cover, let alone a single use one.
Scarce.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Germany B313 on cover. Four covers in all each with multiple frankings to pay the overseas rate to Chicago. Includes one “sets cover” B310-B313, a single, and two doubles. All four pay the correct rates over a six month period in 1950. Clean and catalog friendly
grouping.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Germany (Berlin) 9N1-9N20 on eight handback cards postmarked Berlin-Charlottenburg (13.10.48) with the air bridge cancel. Fresh,
bright full set on cards.
(Webphoto) S.B. 120.00
Gilbert and Ellice Islands registered multifranking cover canceled there on November 4, 1911 having a really awesome registered
label. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a unable to read Sydney transit cancel and a Ulm arrival cancel on December
11.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Gold Coast registered cover canceled on November 24, 1913 in Victoriaborg having an awesome registered label. It was mailed to
Ulm, Germany which received an arrival cancel on December 16. This cover was mailed with Scott #65 5 shillings stamp. It has a slight
vertical fold near its right side.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
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Gold Coast registered cover canceled on March 13 1914 in Victoriaborg having a super registered label. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit cancel on March 29 and a Ulm arrival cancel on March 30. This cover was mailed with Scott
#64 2 shillings 6 pence stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
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Great Britain Scott #1 cover postmark Maltese Cross on December 17, 1840 in Drogheda. Cover has original letter visible.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Great Britain Scott #1 cover postmark Maltese Cross on October 27, 1840. Mailed to Deal. Cover does not have its original letter.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Great Britain three postally used Mulready U1 covers all with black Maltese Cross cancels. Consists of one mailed to Shrewsbury
which was back canceled on March 24, 1841, another one mailed to Upper Bedford Place (probably London) canceled on March 9,
1841 and Thayer.S red cancel on its front, and final one mailed to Dalton Square, Lancaster with no visible cancel. Covers have the
usual tears and soiling.
(Webphoto) S.B. 300.00
Great Britain unused letter sheet Scott U4. Envelope is toned and has been hinged to the page but still a nice example of this issue.
(Webphoto) S.B. 200.00
Great Britain 1850 cover with Scott #4 from London to Moscow, Russia. Cover comes with a 2015 BPA certificate stating it is fake
because the cancel Liverpool “466” does not belong. Still interesting.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Great Britain two covers both mailed with one #5 cut to shape stamps. Consists of one canceled in Liverpool on April 11, 1851
and another in Liverpool on February 8, 1850 both mailed to the same person in New York City with the first one sent via “Streamer
Asia.”
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Great Britain three covers all canceled in 1881 and all mailed with one each one penny tied revenue stamps. Consists of two canceled
in London and one in Folkestone with solid, clear cancels. These covers have foxing and soiling from age or storage which do not
distract from their historical significance.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
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Great Britain awesome cover canceled in London on May 16, 1896. It was mailed with a 3 Pence large foreign bill revenue stamp as
its only franking to a London address. This cover has a slight curling at its top which does not distract from this unusual British postal
history example.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Great Britain “mourning” cover canceled in Swansea September 6, 1850. It was mailed to South Carolina. This cover was mailed
with a #5 cut to shape tied with an Atlantic Packet September 22 Paid 24 canceled. It has one small tear which was repaired with an old
stamp mount as well it has old stamp mount remains on its reverse.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Great Britain neat postal history cover canceled in London on November 7, 1874. Mailed to Turin, Italy with a strip of six 1 penny
stamps. Upon arrival stamped “Insufficiently Prepaid” and two Italian postage due stamps were added. This cover has a severe tear to
its back flap.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Great Britain registered cover canceled on October 29, 1881. Mailed to Boulogne-sur-Mer, France where it was canceled on arrival on October 30. It was mailed with an unusual tied one penny revenue stamp as well as one each three and four pence stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Great Britain cover canceled in Limerick and Listowel (Ireland) on August 25, 1868. It was mailed to the Papal States having two six
pence stamps This cover has transit cancels of London on August 26 and Calais, France on August 27.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Hong Kong advertising registered cover canceled on July 19, 1935 with four Silver Jubilee stamps. Mailed to Shanghai where it received a back stamp cancel. Cover has a camera picture on its front and a microscope picture on its back.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
India combination East India Co. and Great Britain cover. Canceled in Chelmsford on August 10, 1868, and Lahore September 16,
1868. It was mailed with one 1 anna East India stamp, one British one penny, and two 4 pence stamps. Cover has a severe tear to it
back flap which does not distract from its significance.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Israel #1-9 FDC. Cacheted, unaddressed, fresh and clean.
(Webphoto) S.B. 30.00
Italy Experimental First Flight cacheted postal card canceled on May, 20, 1917. Card was posted with a C1.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Leeward Islands registered cover canceled in St. Kitts on March 30, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Birmingham transit cancel on April 20 and an Ulm cancel upon arrival on April 21. It was mailed with one each 2d, 3D, and 6D stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Leeward Islands multifranking registered cover canceled in Montserrat on March 16, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received a London transit cancel on April 2 and an Ulm cancel upon arrival on April 3. It was mailed with one each 1/4D, 2D, 3D, 4D,
and one shilling Leeward Islands stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Leeward Islands registered cover canceled in Road Town, Tortola on August 7, 1914 having a St. Thomas registered stamp. 30, 1914.
It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received transit cancels on August 13 in St. Thomas and New York City on August 24. It has no
Um receiving cancel. This cover was mailed with one 2 shillings 6 pence stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Leeward Islands registered postal stationery cover canceled in St. John in 1905. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received
a cancel upon arrival in 1905. Both the sending and receiving month and day cancels are illegible. It was mailed with two 2 1/2D
stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Liberia registered cover from Monrovia, Liberia (August 18, 1910) to Cambridge, Mass (Sept 18, 1910). Uses #103 and F13 to pay
the rate. Registered seal from The Bank of British West Africa on reverse with four back stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 30.00
Liechtenstein B14 on a registered FDC (24.X.36) to Zurich (25.X.1936). Clean sheet held only by the corners. Mint copy of the sheet
inside as mailed. Hard to find in this condition.
(Webphoto) Catalog 450.00
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Maldives registered postal envelope cover canceled on June 15, 1907 It was mailed to Colombo, Ceylon and canceled there on June
19. This cover was mailed with two each Scott #2, 3 and one #1.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 200.00
Maldives large registered letter stationery cover canceled on June 18, 1907. It was mailed to Colombo, Ceylon and canceled later in
June. This cover was mailed with two Scott #3, on each #1 and 4 stamps. A scarce example of early Maldivian postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 150.00
Maldives large registered cover canceled on July 18, 1907. Mailed to Colombo, Ceylon and canceled here on July 23. This cover was
mailed with eight Scott #4 stamps. An unusual find from an unusual British Protectorate.
(Webphoto) S.B. 95.00
Maldives registered large postal envelope cover canceled on June 19, 1907 It was mailed to Colombo, Ceylon and canceled there on
June 24. This cover was mailed with four Scott #4. It also has a horizontal fold near its bottom.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Maldives registered large postal envelope cover canceled on June 1907 having an illegible day cancel. It was mailed to Colombo,
Ceylon and canceled there on June 6. This cover was mailed with three Scott #4.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Montserrat registered cover canceled there on May 25, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit cancel
on June 10 and an Ulm cancel upon arrival on June 11. It was mailed with a one shilling and 1 penny stamps. (Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
New Hebrides Condominium registered cover canceled in Port Vila on November 23, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received a Sydney transit cancel on December 8 and a Ulm arrival cancel on January 10, 1914. This cover was mailed with one each
5D and 6D stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
New Hebrides Condominium registered cover canceled in Port Vila on December 16, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received a Sydney transit cancel on December 23. There is no Ulm arrival cancel. This cover was mailed with one 6D stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00

New South Wales cover canceled in Gundagai. It was forwarded to Sydney and canceled there on September 14, 1855. Mailed to
Kingsbridge, Devonshire, EnglanD.C.anceled December 28 “Australian Packet Paid Liverpool” on its front and transit cancel Birmingham on December 29 and Kingsbridge on December 30. This cover was mailed with a pair of 3D stamps and has old mount marks
remains on its reverse. A neat example of NWS postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Niue registered multifranking cover canceled there on December 3, 1912. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received an unable
to read transit cancel and a Ulm arrival cancel on January 31, 1913. This cover has several small tears on its top near the stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 85.00
Niue registered cover canceled there on May 17, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Ulm arrival cancel on
July19.
(Webphoto) S.B. 85.00
Northern Nigeria registered three color cover canceled in Zungeru on September 16, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received a Ulm arrival cancel on October 8.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Northern Nigeria registered cover canceled in Zungeru on June 20, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Ulm arrival cancel on July 14. This cover has a slight verticaly fold down its middle
(Webphoto) S.B. 65.00
Northern Nigeria registered cover canceled in Zungeru on March 13, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London
transit cancel on April 6 and a Ulm arrival cancel on April 8.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Orange River Colony registered multifranking cover canceled in Bloemfontein on April 23, 1903. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany
which received transit cancels in London on May 16 and in Ulm on May 17.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Penrhyn Island registered cover canceled there on December 8, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Wellington,
New Zealand transit cancel on April 25, 1914 and a Ulm arrival cancel on June 5, 1914. This cover was mailed with a 1/2D, 6D and 1
shilling overprinted stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Penrhyn Island registered cover canceled there on December 8, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Wellington,
New Zealand transit cancel on April 25, 1914 and a Ulm arrival cancel on June 6, 1914. This cover was mailed with 1 shilling overprinted stamp.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Persia airmail registered multifranking cover mailed from an illegible town. Cover was mailed to Berlin where it was canceled on
August 8, 1928. It also has minor foxing and small tears on its top.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Poland registered cover canceled on November 17, 1918 in Jedrzejow. It was mailed to Kielce with any overprinted Austria 90 heller
military stamp overprinted “Polska Poczta Jedrzejow.” Cover has been folded vertically near its middle and was originally cut open on
its left side. Neat postal history.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Rhodesia registered multifranking cover canceled on September 6, 1912 in Bulawayo having a neat registered label. It was mailed to
Ulm, Germany which received a London transit cancel on September 28 and a Ulm cancel on September 29.
(Cover Photo) S.B. 100.00
Russia two Zeppelin covers and postal card canceled on September 10, 1930 in Moscow. Posted with C12 and C13 to Germany. Both
items have a horizontal folds near their bottom edges
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Russia folded letter cover having the original letter written in German was canceled in Moscow on April 12, 1868. This cover was
mailed with two 3 kopeck and one 20 kopeck stamps to London.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Saint Helena cover canceled on February 6, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received transit cancels in London on March
12 and in Ulm on March 13.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
Saint Helena cover canceled on February 6, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received transit cancels in London on March
12 and in Ulm on March 13.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00
St. Lucia registered cover canceled in Castries on April 29, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit
cancel on May 25 and an Ulm arrival cancel on May 26 This cover was mailed with two 3D stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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St. Vincent two large covers. Comprises a multifranking registered postal stationery cover in Kingstown on June 5, 1903. It was
mailed to Ulm, Germany where is was canceled on arrival on June 19. This cover has several small tears and a slight bend on the #D
stamp. The other registered cover was canceled on June 17, 1914 having a neat registered label. It was mailed to Ulm and canceled there
on July 7. This cover has two vertically folds and was originaly opened roughly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
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Seychelles registered multifranking cover canceled on June 17, 1896. It was mailed to Stuttgart, Germany which received a Paris,
France transit cancel on July 18 and a Stuttgart cancel on July 7 upon arrival. This cover has a small tear on its top by the 3 cent stamp
fourth from the left.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Seychelles registered multifranking cover canceled on June 11, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Stuttgart and
Ulm transit cancels on July 3.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Sierra Leone registered multifranking cover canceled on October 21 1913 in Freetown. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London transit cancel on November 2 and a Ulm arrival cancel on November 3.
(Webphoto) S.B. 80.00
Sierra Leone registered cover canceled on December 30,1912 in Freetown. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a London
transit cancel on January 12, 1913 and a Ulm arrival cancel on January 13.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
British Solomon Islands registered multifranking cover canceled in Tulagi on March 7, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which
received a unable to read Sydney transit and a Ulm arrival cancel on May 2.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
British Solomon Islands registered multifranking cover canceled in Tulagi on May 6, 1913 having a really neat registered label. It
was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a unable to read Sydney transit cancel and a Ulm arrival cancel on July 13.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Southern Nigeria registered cover canceled in Lagos on April 30, 1910. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a Ulm arrival
cancel on May 22.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Southern Nigeria registered cover canceled in Lagos with an unable to read cancel. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received
a Plymouth, England transit cancel on July 16,1914 and a Ulm arrival cancel on July 18.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Spain two cacheted FDCs canceled on December 1, 1947 in MadriD.C.over were posted with C123-124 (25, 50 Pesetas) to New York
City having receiving cancels on December 5.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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Tannu Tuva cover from Turan to Barcelona (26.3.35) using Scott #61-70. Possible FDC, no backstamp. (Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
Tannu Tuva “sets cover” Scott # 54-60 from Turan (25.3.35) to New York. Proper April 19, 1935 backstamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 100.00
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Tasmania 1898 unused complete set of six pictorial postal envelopes. Head of Queen Victoria and six different views of two pence
green on white laid paper. An unusual, historical offering rarely seen in a complete set.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
Tasmania 1898 unused complete set of six pictorial postal envelopes. Head of Queen Victoria and six different views of 2 1/2 pence
red violet on white laid paper. An unusual, historical offering rarely seen in a complete set.
(Webphoto) S.B. 400.00
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Switzerland airmail postcard from Zurich (Fil. Bahnhof 11.12.1920) to Essen (Ruhr). Nice family message on the reverse. Unusual
is the uprating of the 10 c postalcard to 40 c with the use of well-centered #C1 to make the out of country card rate. Legible slogan cancel. At one time was folded and lightly wrinkled not effecting the stamp or cancel. Scarce showpiece.
(Webphoto) S.B. 325.00
Switzerland (B143) Lifeboat sheet used on reg. B/S cover with 3.III.45 show cancel F-VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 90.00
Switzerland (B206) LUNABA sheet tied on cover by 2nd day show cancel, VF.
(Webphoto) S.B. 75.00

Thailand (Siam) Harry A. Badman & Co advertising cover canceled in Bangkok on May 21, 1896. Mailed to Buitenzorg, Java,
Netherlands East Indies. With six 64 atts stamps. It has transit cancels in Singapore, Weltevreden before its arrival in Buitenzorg. Cover
was originally opened roughly.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Turks and Caicos multifranking registered cover canceled on Turks Island on November 24, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany
which received an arrival cancel on December 10. This cover was mailed with four 4 pence, and one each one farthing, 1/2D, and 6D
stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 60.00
Turks and Caicos multifranking registered cover canceled on Turks Island on September 19, 1913. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany
which received an arrival cancel on October 6. This cover was mailed with four 1/2D and three 1D stamps. (Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
Turks and Caicos registered cover canceled on Turks Island on March 18, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received a
New York City transit cancel on March 26 and an Ulm arrival cancel on April 5. This cover was mailed with two 3D stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 40.00
Virgin Islands multifranking registered cover canceled in Road Town, Tortola on April 7, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany
which received a St. Thomas transit cancel on April 14 and an Ulm arrival cancel on May 6. This cover was mailed with one each 1/2D,
1D, 3D, and 2 shillings 6D stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 70.00
Virgin Islands registered cover canceled in Road Town, Tortola on August 7, 1914. It was mailed to Ulm, Germany which received
transit cancels in St. Thomas on August 13, New York City on August 24, and an Ulm arrival cancel on November 14. This cover was
mailed with one each 3D and 1 shilling stamps.
(Webphoto) S.B. 50.00
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